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UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOW

Abstract
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College of Science and Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy

Design, Fabrication and Characterisation of Thermally Optimised Novel SThM

Probes

by Rory LAMBERT

Novel scanning thermal microscopy probes have been presented, along with the de-

sign choices and fabrication challenges associated with realising them. The probe’s

performance was characterised as a resistance thermometer (passive mode) and as

a self-heated thermal conductance measurement device (active mode). Frequency

domain measurements demonstrated that improved performance in both operating

regimes was the result of changes to the cantilever which made measurements less

sensitive to the thermal properties of the cantilever.

The commercial KNT Scanning Thermal Microscope (SThM) probe has become ubiq-

uitous in scanning thermal microscopy thanks to its commercial availability, high

spatial resolution and relatively high reproducibility. However, no published stud-

ies have been performed with the aim of optimising this probe for a specific type

of thermal metrology. The commercial probes are fabricated in the same cleanroom

which is used for research fabrication, providing a unique opportunity to fabricate

and test novel, optimised SThM probes based on the same technology.

Improvement of the existing probes requires a proper understanding of the com-

plex thermal network which governs their operation. The typical lumped model

based upon the thermal-electrical analogy is useful, but contains no information on
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the temperature distribution within the device itself, data which is crucial for in-

forming the design of new probes. This thesis presents a lightweight distributed

model which is capable of computing, and comparing the temperature distributions

of probes with arbitrary layout. The performance of novel probe designs may be as-

sessed by simulating their response to contacting upon materials with various ther-

mal conductivities. The model is tightly integrated with the design process to inform

probe manufacture.

Tests undertaken with this model indicated that the placement and layout of the

sensor should be optimised, and that the sensor should be thermally isolated from

the body of the cantilever. Realising such changes required various improvements to

the electron beam lithography process used to pattern the sensors. In particular, an

increase in the positional accuracy of feature placement between writing layers and

an optimisation of the focus of the beam were required for proper lift-off of narrow,

sub-micron features.

A matrix of probe designs were fabricated and tested to investigate which designs

could be realised with high yield, and of those, which would have the best perfor-

mance for each application. Probes with material removed from their apices were

found to give a signal which was less dependent on thermal loading through the

air. All probe types were demonstrated to have greater sensitivity than the com-

mercial probe to materials of varying thermal conductivity when used in the active

mode. The source of the improvements was experimentally confirmed using a two-

pole frequency response model, where it was demonstrated that their output was

substantially insensitive to the influence of the temperature of the cantilever body.
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Chapter 1

Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

This thesis is concerned with the advancement of Scanning Thermal Microscopy

(SThM), a technique which enables high resolution imaging of various thermal phe-

nomena. In this chapter, we outline how this particular technique fits into the ther-

mal characterisation space, and how it compares to other microscopy methods, es-

pecially those adjacent techniques which also employ scanning probes. Particular

attention is paid to the design and fabrication of these scanning probes, since the

technical challenges involved in creating functionalised probes are a focal point of

this work.

An overview of key techniques within the family of micro-scale thermal measure-

ments is presented, alongside the key advantages and application areas of SThM

analysis. Finally, a discussion involving the state of the art, and the current chal-

lenges in SThM measurement is presented.

1.2 Thermal Microscopy

’Microscopy’ refers to an area of metrology concerned with the imaging of objects

at resolutions far greater than can be achieved by eye. While this term implies

micron-scale, microscopy has since been co-opted as a catch-all for even nanometric

or atomic scale imaging. There are many varieties of microscopy, each one imaging

a different property of the sample or employing different contrast mechanisms. It
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Microscopies

Scanning Microscopies Wide-field microscopies

Optical TEM

Scanning probes (SPM)

Scanning beams

STM
AFM

SEM
CLSM

SAM

SThM

FIGURE 1.1: Venn diagram highlighting the relationship between var-
ious microscopy methods
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is convenient to categorise microscopy techniques into different families. One dis-

tinction we may use to do so is whether or not the technique images a wide area

simultaneously with wide field irradiation (such as optical microscopy), or point

by point. Any technique which relies on the latter is regarded as a scanning mi-

croscopy. These techniques exploit the fact that any spatially distinct point measure-

ments may be stitched together to form an image, in which the value of each pixel

is a function of the parameter being measured. Within the family of scanning micro-

scopies, it is useful to make a further distinction as to ’what’ is being scanned. The

first category involves the use of focussed beams, as is the case in Scanning Elec-

tron Microscopy (SEM), Confocal Laser Scanning Microscopy (CLSM) and Scanning

Acoustic Microscopy (SAM). The second group of techniques are the Scanning Probe

Microscopies (SPM), which measure near-field interactions between a sample and a

nano-scale probe tip. The scanning mechanism of such techniques involves mechan-

ical actuation of the probe across the sample. The positional accuracy of such actua-

tors is suitably high that they impose no limit on the spatial resolution of the probes.

Rather, resolution is governed by the contact or interaction area between the probe

and sample. Figure 1.1 shows the position of our research topic, Scanning Thermal

Microscopy, amongst the various families of microscopy.

In this thesis, specific attention is paid to those microscopy methods which feature

temperature contrast. In the upcoming section, we will present some of the most

prevalent thermal microscopies and their applications, comparing their merits and

drawbacks.

1.3 Micro-scale measurement of thermal phenomena

Thermal microscopy methods may be categorised based upon the contrast mecha-

nism of the measurement, or by the thermal phenomena being measured. It is im-

portant to note that, while thermal microscopy methods image temperature distri-

butions, some methods measure alternate phenomena, such as thermal conductivity

[1] or diffusivity [2]. In the following, various thermal measurement methods are

reported, grouped by the contrast mechanism of the technique in question.
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1.3.1 Optical Methods

IR thermography [3]

All objects of non-zero temperature emit electromagnetic radiation. If the object is

a black body, or closely approximates a black body (i.e. the object has an emissiv-

ity close to 1), then the spectrum density of its thermal radiation is a function of

temperature alone. This relationship is expressed through Planck’s law. Infra-red

Thermography employs an infra-red detector or camera to monitor this radiation.

The black body assumption central to quantitative measurement with this technique

does not hold, even approximately, for a vast number of materials. In such cases,

prior knowledge of the emissivity of the surface is required for accurate thermom-

etry. An additional challenge is faced in the isolation of a given surface’s thermal

radiation. Since all non-zero temperature objects radiate to some degree, careful

set-up is required to ensure that all other sources are rejected.

Due to the use of optical imaging and infra-red emission, this method is inherently

limited in its spatial resolution. The diffraction limit of these wavelengths prevents

sub-micron resolution imaging at room temperature, where the peak emission oc-

curs at a wavelengths on the order of 10 µm.

Thermo-reflectance [4]

When a solid surface is struck by a photon, it may either be reflected, absorbed or

transmitted. The ratio of its reflection to the other two possible events is known as

the material’s reflectivity. This property is known to be temperature dependent, and

has thus been employed in the technique ‘thermoreflectance’ for the measurement of

local temperature. A detailed discussion of the physics from which the temperature

dependence of reflectivity arises has been presented in [4].

Thermo-reflectance measurements may be realised using a monochromatic laser

beam scanning point-by-point across a surface, or through wide illumination and

multiplexed detection [5]–[7]. In the latter approach, acquisition time is sufficiently

fast that real-time imaging may be performed [8].
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Thermo-reflectance measurements are not limited to the infra-red part of the spec-

trum, allowing for the use of visible through to near - UV illumination. This in-

creases the attainable spatial resolution to the order of hundreds of nanometres [9].

For quantitative measurement, accurate knowledge of the relationship between the

rate of change of reflectivity and temperature is required. The thermo-reflectance

coefficient is introduced as a scaling factor, and is typically found through calibra-

tion. The value of this coefficient is typically on the order of 10−5 to 10−3K−1 [7].

Due to this small signal, this technique is best suited to the measurement of modu-

lated temperature fields, where lock-in detection techniques can be utilised [9]. The

thermo-reflectance coefficient is also dependent upon a number of external factors,

which precludes simple acquisition of quantitative data. For example, the wave-

length of probing light for which the thermo-reflectance coefficient is maximised is

different for each material that comprises the sample surface. Matters are further

complicated by the fact that any encapsulating layers such as thin films cause signif-

icant optical interference that must be accounted for. Reflection coefficients for bare

materials previously calculated or taken from the literature are not appropriate once

the surface has been coated [5]. The surface texture of the coating, or even the bare

material also has a significant influence on the reflection coefficient [8].

The same measurement principle may also be used for the determination of sample

thermal conductivity. The technique, known as “time domain thermoreflectance”

(TDTR), uses periodic pump and probe lasers to heat and measure the temperature

of the sample respectively. The delay between pump pulse and probe temperature

acquisition is used to inform the thermal conductivity measurement. An excellent

review of the setup is presented in [10]. TDTR has been demonstrated as useful

for the thermal characterisation of both thin films and bulk materials and is capable

of measuring thermal conductivities across a wide range (0.03 to 2000 W m−1 K−1)

[11]. Like all optical techniques, TDTR is diffraction limited, and therefore its spatial

resolution remains limited to the range of hundreds or thousands of nanometres

[12].
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Raman

Raman thermometry exploits certain thermally dependent characteristics of the phe-

nomenon known as Raman scattering. This is the term used for any occurrence of

inelastic scattering of an incident phonon by the atoms or molecules of a material.

Predominantly, scattering events between photons and atoms are elastic, which is

termed Rayleigh scattering. Very occasionally however, an incident photon will ex-

cite an energy carrier in the molecule (usually an electron), which will enter a more

energised vibrational state. From this virtual state, the carrier absorbs some of the

energy of the photon, and upon relaxation returns to a vibrational mode rather than

its ground state. In this case, known as Stokes - Raman scattering, a photon is emit-

ted with lower energy than that of the incident photon. Alternatively, the excited

species may absorb an additional carrier and become further energised. When this

species returns to ground state, it emits a photon of higher energy level (shorter

wavelength) than the incident phonon. This is known as Anti-Stokes Raman scatter-

ing.

As the measured object’s temperature increases, more carriers are above the ground

state, and the probability of anti-Stokes transition occurring increases with respect

to Stokes transitions. This ratio is exploited in Raman thermometry, which compares

these peaks in the emission spectra to evaluate sample temperature.

Note that the Stokes - Anti-Stokes shift is not the only thermally dependent phe-

nomenon that is observed in the spectra. Both the Stokes shift and line-width have

a temperature dependence that has been used for thermometry. An excellent sum-

mary of the physics behind these interactions, and on the typical experimental setup

is presented by Beechem et. al [7].

Raman thermometry typically employs a coherent, monochromatic light source that

is focussed onto the sample with spot sizes (and therefore resolution) down to around

1 µm [13]. As with the thermo-reflectance method, it is possible to convert this point

measurement technique into a 2D thermograph by employing an accurate motorised

stage.
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Raman thermography is capable of interrogating samples without any need for sam-

ple preparation, and can be used on both solids and liquids. Present challenges for

this method involve slow acquisition time of around 2s per point, and low signal

levels. [14]. In addition, not all materials show a clear Raman response, and some

experience variations in their scattering characteristics based upon mechanical strain

and thermal expansion [7]. The relationships between each must be well calibrated

if accurate thermometry is desired.

1.3.2 Electrical

Contrast mechanisms - Resistance

Electrical resistivity is an intrinsic property of a material, and quantifies the opposi-

tion to the flow of charge carriers within that material. When considering solid met-

als, resistance to the flow of electrons is caused through various scattering events

between mobile electrons and the atomic lattice. Scattering events are caused by ir-

regularities in the lattice structure, which may arise through impurities, dislocations

or mechanical strain within the structure [15]. Additional sources of lattice irregu-

larities include grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials, and surface scattering,

whose effect is more pronounced in low-dimensional nano-structures). All of these

are substantially temperature independent.

A second class of scattering occurs in the form of phonon scattering, which occurs

due to thermally-induced lattice displacements. This type of scattering has a direct

temperature dependence, since the phonon concentration is increased by the addi-

tion of heat. The higher the vibrational energy of the lattice atoms, the greater the

probability an electron will strike it. (i.e. The mean free path of the electron is re-

duced, i.e the resistance is increased)

The sum of scattering events may be approximated using Matthiessen’s rule;

ρ(T) = ρ0 + ρp(T) (1.1)

In which ρ0 represents the resistivity contribution by impurity scattering, and ρp

the resistivity of the pure material at that temperature. The former is nominally
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temperature-independent, while the latter is dictated by phonon scattering [15].

This temperature dependence may be exploited for thermometry if the relationship

between the material’s temperature and resistivity is known. Typically, this relation

is characterised as an n-th order polynomial [16];

ρ(T) = ρ0(1 + α(T) + β(T)2 + ...) (1.2)

In which ρ0 is the same as in Equation 1.1, T is the temperature, and α, β and so on

are the temperature coefficients of resistance (TCR) for first, second and n-th order

temperature variations. The values of these terms are determined experimentally.

When this relationship is employed for thermometry, it is preferable to use a mate-

rial with an approximately linear TCR across the range of operating temperatures.

This is the case for the Platinum and Palladium resistive elements used throughout

this work. As such, Equation 1.2 may be reduced to use only one temperature coef-

ficient of resistance, α. It is also possible to change the reference temperature from

0K to room temperature, and present the equation in terms of resistance rather than

resistivity, for a given structure of uniform material;

R(T) = R(T0)(1 + α(∆T)) (1.3)

The transformation from resistivity to resistance is valid provided the material in

question has constant cross-sectional area in the plane normal to current flow, and

that it’s dimensions are significantly larger than the electrons’ mean free path. For

objects approximating wires (L >> w), it has the following equation;

R =
ρL
A

(1.4)

Where L is the length of the material in the direction of current flow, and A is the

cross sectional area. Devices which exploit this relationship between resistance and

temperature are known as resistive temperature detectors (RTDs). Such devices are

easily scalable, and so are popular both on the macro and micro-scales. Resistive
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temperature detectors have a very fast response, and are relatively easy to calibrate,

making them an attractive option for many applications

Joule Heating

RTDs biased above a certain current will begin Joule heating; a term which describes

the transfer of energy from mobile electrons to the atomic lattice through scattering

events. Frequent bombardment of the lattice structure results in increased phonon

generation, increasing the device temperature. This is the dominant mechanism of

heat generation in the vast majority of electronic devices. For purely resistive mate-

rials, Joule heating is characterised as follows;

Q = j2ρ (1.5)

In which j denotes current density, ρ resistivity and Q the generated heat per unit

volume, which is sometimes termed thermopower. For thermometric measurements,

Joule heating should be minimised for the most accurate measurements. However,

an RTD may also be used as a heat source by increasing its current such that sig-

nificant Joule heat is generated. RTDs may therefore be used for simultaneous heat

delivery and temperature monitoring. A Joule heated RTD biased with constant

current will provide a resistance which is proportional to the device temperature.

The heat may be removed from the RTD by, for example, contact upon a material

with high thermal conductivity, and the RTDs resistance may then be monitored as

a proxy for the measurement of the efficiency of heat abstraction. This is the core

principle in ’Active mode’ SThM, in which the probe is heated and its resistance

monitored as it scans a sample surface. A more thorough treatment of this technique

as it pertains to SThM is given in Chapter 4.

Contrast mechanisms - Thermoelectric effects

An isolated conductive material subjected to a temperature gradient, ∇T, along its

length will generate a corresponding electrical potential through the absolute See-

beck effect [17]. This occurs due to the migration of energetic electrons from the
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warmer end to the cooler end of the material. At steady state, (zero current den-

sity throughout), one may describe the conductor’s Seebeck coefficient as the rate of

change of potential with respect to temperature;

S(T) = −∇V
∇T

(1.6)

In which ∇T denotes the temperature gradient experienced by the material, ∇V is

the voltage gradient generated within the materials as a response to this temperature

gradient. S(T) is then the temperature dependent Seebeck coefficient. It has SI units

of V K−1 however it is more commonly given in µV °C−1 due to the magnitude of

the generated voltages.

The Seebeck coefficient is unique to each material, meaning that subject to the same

temperature distribution, each will exhibit a different voltage gradient. When two

dissimilar materials are joined at one end, their voltages are forced into equality. The

free ends must then exhibit non-equal voltages as a result of their differing voltage

profiles. This open-circuit potential may be measured, and is proportional to both

the temperature difference and the difference in the materials’ absolute Seebeck Co-

efficients [18]. Such an arrangement is termed a thermocouple. These devices are

frequently formed out of a pair of dissimilar metal wires, ideally with maximally

dissimilar Seebeck coefficients. Thermocouples may be employed for thermometric

measurements if one of the junctions is maintained at a fixed temperature. Typically,

this junction is termed the reference junction while the other is termed the measuring

junction. With a fixed reference, the temperature difference, and consequently the

generated thermo-voltage is a function of the temperature of the measuring junction

[19].

Thermocouples are a popular thermometry tool due to their low cost, small size,

high sensitivity and wide variety of operating temperatures [18]. Thermocouples

may be constructed from a variety of metals or alloys. Typically they are designed

to adhere to a particular thermocouple ’Type’, each of which having a different char-

acteristic function that describes the temperature-voltage relationship. Data on the
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standard thermocouple types and their temperature responses is available from the

US National Institute of Science and Technology’s (NIST) website 1

How Electrical methods are used

Monitor the properties of an IC

Electrical methods such as the two methods described above have found particular

usage for the temperature measurement of integrated circuits and their components.

It should be noted that any temperature-dependent phenomenon may be used for

a measurement of device temperature; for example, the forward voltage bias or re-

verse leakage current of a P-N junction [20]. This is a convenient method if one is

interested in the average temperature of a specific component. Such electrical meth-

ods have very fast temperature response. Because temperature is inferred directly

from the operation of the object under test, there is no wait time for thermalisation.

Obviously however, this is a point temperature method at non-arbitrary fixed po-

sition, which provides very little information of the diffusion of heat through the

sample.

Fabricate thermometers on chip

An alternative to the above method is to fabricate sensors (thermocouples or RTDs)

directly onto the substrate to be tested. This offers a number of advantages com-

pared to probing the operation of an active component, not least in that there is

no requirement to electrically load the circuit under test. The transient response is

excellent, as above

By integrating multiple sensors in different locations, it is possible to generate a low

resolution, or interpolated temperature field. In addition, a set of differential sens-

ing points will allow for measurements that are insensitive to changes in ambient

temperature. [21]. The disadvantages for this method arise due to the significant

area overhead, and processing challenges involved with integrating RTD or thermo-

couple sensors to the circuit under test.

1https://srdata.nist.gov/its90/main/
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Conductivity measurement using the 3ω method. [22]

The 3ω method employs radial heat flow from a single element that is simultane-

ously used as the heating element and the thermometer. Heaters may be patterned

directly onto any dielectric substrate, and have been fabricated from Silver and Plat-

inum thin films for the operation at low and high temperatures respectively. When

the heating/sensing region is biased with some AC signal at frequency (ω), it gen-

erates heat through the Joule effect at frequency 2ω. Since the thin film’s resistance

changes with temperature, the temperature of the sensor can be measured from the

third harmonic of its voltage, 3ω. The full derivation of the 3ω method is presented

in Appendix B.

1.3.3 Thermal Expansion based measurements

The thermal expansion of materials is a well-known phenomenon that is frequently

exploited for macroscale temperature measurement. The same phenomenon may

be scaled down to the micron and sub-micron scales provided the existence of an

instrument with high resolution height measurement capability.

Scanning Joule Expansion Microscopy (SJEM) utilises a standard atomic force mi-

croscope to detect small height oscillations from an electrically active sample which

are the result of periodic Joule heating [23]. Material expansion has also been re-

ported using laser interferometry [24] and tunnelling current [25] as the measure-

ment mechanism. While these methods have imaging capability beyond the diffrac-

tion limit, they require electrically conductive samples. Thermal expansion based

measurements also face challenges in calibration if the sample is inhomogeneous.

1.3.4 Scanning Thermal Microscopy

The primary disadvantage of the contact electrical methods presented in Section

1.3.2 is the fact that they are limited to a single location. Scanning Thermal Mi-

croscopy overcomes this limitation by incorporating these sensors on to a mobile

scanning platform. Thermocouples or RTDs may be fabricated upon, or fashioned

into, scanning probes for use in an Atomic Force Microscope. Since the principle

of the measurement is the same, it is even possible to perform 3ω measurements
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with SThM. This method as it pertains to SThM is presented in Section 3.7.4 and in

Appendix B.

Once loaded into an AFM, SThM probes are brought into solid contact with a sam-

ple, and scanned across a small area (typically <100 µm2) with precision actuators.

The probe signal is recorded throughout, yielding a two dimensional thermal map

upon completion. This is in conjunction with the standard topographic map that

is the result of standard contact AFM measurement. The spatial resolution of this

technique is extremely high, limited only by the thermal interaction area [26], which

is closely related to the tip-sample contact area (≈ 50 nm [27]). SThM’s ability to

image samples with resolution far beyond the optical diffraction limit makes it an

attractive technique in the nano-thermal characterisation space.

Just as a thin film RTD on a sample surface may be used for temperature or thermal

conductivity measurement without any modification to the sensor, so too may an

SThM probe be operated in both modes. In the field, these are typically referred

to as Passive and Active modes. Further information on the instrumentation of the

SThM system, and the electronics required to drive and monitor the probe in each of

these operational modes is presented in Section 3.7.

Thermometry issues

SThM is not without its difficulties. Migrating the sensor from substrate to probe

adds significant complexity to the thermal network. In the case of a monolithic sen-

sor, the sensing element is part of the system, having a strong and consistent thermal

coupling between itself and the substrate. Although providing only a static point of

temperature reference, it is reasonable to assume that the measure is accurate, given

that the sensor and surface share a large contact area, and are thus intimately cou-

pled. When performing SThM measurements, the sharp tip that allows for such high

resolution measurements also imposes a significant thermal resistance, since thermal

conduction across a contact is proportional to the interaction area. The mathemat-

ics of contact resistance, especially as related to SThM, is discussed in Section 4.3.4.

Since the contact area is unique for every probe-sample contact, and its measurement

is non-trivial [28], contact resistance is a variable that cannot be easily eliminated
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from the measurement.

Accurate sample temperature measurement is also precluded by the contributions of

heat sources other than the tip-sample contact. The laser, which is used for deflection

detection, has been observed to increase the probe temperature. Critically, it is not a

constant temperature source, as the position of the laser and the optical properties of

the sample underneath the probe have all been observed to alter the degree of laser

heating [29].

In ambient operation, a further confounding heat source has been observed. It man-

ifests as a temperature asymmetry in the scanned image, which arises due to air

conduction between a heated sample and the probe. When the probe’s cantilever is

positioned above the sample, the feature appears hotter due to increased coupling.

This artefact is discussed further in Section 4.3.6, and addressed in Section 7.3

Thermal Conductance issues

As with the on-chip electrical methods, SThM may be used to infer information

about the thermal conductivity of a sample. To do so, whether using 3ω or steady

state methods, the probe must provide heat to the sample. However, since the probe

is thermally coupled much more strongly to the base of the chip than the sample,

only a tiny fraction of the generated heat is delivered to the sample across the nano-

contact. Limiting the heat available with which to probe sample thermal proper-

ties reduces contrast of this imaging mode. Much of this work is concerned with

minimising the parasitic losses down the cantielver and to the environment, with

in-depth discussions of the problem beginning at 4.10.1.

Complex thermal network

An additional complication that arises when moving the sensor from device to probe

is the question of what exactly the probe measures. Whereas previously the sensor

was bound to the device on at least one face, now the sensor is bound to a can-

tilever (which acts as a heat sink) on one side, and exposed to the environment on

all other faces, the only exception being the small area at the apex of the probe which

is in mechanical and thermal contact with the sample. However, given the tiny frac-

tion of the sensor which this contact comprises, what is the dominant heat transfer
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mechanism that defines the temperature of the sensor? If the heat transfer across the

solid-solid contact is small and local, it is reasonable to assume that only the very

apex of the probe is affected by this property. It should be apparent that if the tem-

perature of the sample is the desired measurand, that the influence of all other heat

transfer routes should be minimised.

During ambient operation, heat exchange occurs readily between bodies of non-

uniform temperature, for example a heated sample and room temperature probe. In

such cases, the heat transfer from heated sample to cantilever body through the air

as the probe moves over the heated region results in an asymmetry in the thermal

image. These effects have been well documented in the literature [30]–[32], and

have been discussed later in this Thesis (Section 4.3.6). In the case of a heated probe,

operation in air (other any other fluid medium) results in an unknown quantity of

heat being abstracted from the probe into the medium. This prevents quantitative

measurement of the heat transfer across the solid-solid contact, which is the desired

measurand. Even in vacuum operation, any heat generated at the sensor has a low

thermal impedance path to ambient temperature through the body of the cantilever.

Without knowing which proportion of the generated heat travels which path, it is

difficult to quantify any active mode thermal measurement.

Distributed sensor

In both the active and passive modes of operation, the signal of the probe is the result

of its temperature-dependent resistance. If the sensor has a large area, then this

number is actually the average of the temperature distribution along its extent. This

temperare averaging problem is a significant focus of this thesis, and is described

fully starting at Section 4.10.2

Topographic artefacts

The SThM reports only one measurement definitively, which is the average tempera-

ture across its sensor. This temperature is dependent upon the heat flux between the

probe and the other heat sources and/or sinks within the network. A key variable

in the heat flux between the probe and the sample is the contact resistance, which

varies with contact area. As the probe scans a sample, the contact area may vary due
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A) B)

FIGURE 1.2: Diagram presenting the source of topographically in-
duced thermal artefacts. In B, the side-wall of the raised feature con-
tacts the probe and opens up an additional pathway for heat flux. De-
spite the substrate being homogeneous and isothermal, A and B will
present different contact resistances, influencing the measurement. In
passive mode, the edge of the feature will appear hotter thanks to the
increased coupling into the probe. In active mode, the edge will ap-
pear cooler, since the reduced contact resistance will increase heat flux

from tip to sample.

to variations in the compliance or roughness of a sample surface [28]. Frequently, the

probe may form an additional contact with the side of a raised feature, as demon-

strated in Figure 1.2. Thankfully, the SThM records the topography of the substrate

simultaneously when scanning. Research on methods to decouple the true temper-

ature by consideration of the topography is the subject of present work by Klapatek

et. al [33], [34]

1.4 SThM as the research direction and the organisation of

the thesis.

The advantages and challenges of SThM have been discussed. The technique is an

attractive area for further study due to its unique position; its excellent spatial res-

olution is very appealing, but also appears to be the cause of one of the method’s

largest drawbacks; its poor thermal coupling across the tip sample contact. SThM

measurements are further confounded by the thermal interactions involving the can-

tilever body - the temperature sensor is not simply an isolated measurement device,

but mounted upon a mobile scanning platform whose thermal properties must also

be considered. While the signal due to the tip-sample interaction is minimised due

to the small contact area, and confounded by other heat sources/sinks, it is possible
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to improve the signal to noise sensitivity of the probe through thermally informed

design.

Glasgow University’s Atomic Force Microscopy Group have developed a thin film

silicon nitride SThM probe, which was commercialised through Kelvin Nanotech-

nology and subsequently became a leading probe for thermal nano-characterisation

[26]. As such, the institution is uniquely positioned to realise novel Scanning Ther-

mal Microscopy probes on this technology platform.

In this thesis, the design, fabrication and testing of novel probes to address the prob-

lems of SThM is described. The work is organised as follows;

• Chapter 2 outlines a few of the key fabrication technologies which are used in

the manufacture of SThM probes.

• Chapter 3 presents the development of scanning probe technologies, begin-

ning with standard AFM probes and culminating in integrated sensor AFM

probes. Additionally, a review is presented of the different types of SThM

probe, and the various approaches to instrumentation. A review of the present

state-of-the-art Glasgow SThM probe is performed, and limitations in the fab-

rication process (and the resultant design decisions) are addressed.

• Chapter 4 details the complex heat transfer network typically employed when

discussing SThM measurements. A critique of the lumped-element model is

presented, and an alternative is demonstrated in the form of a one dimensional

modified nodal analysis approach. Finally, the developed model is used to

perform a series of case studies to understand how the various properties in

the probe design affect its performance.

• Chapter 5 Details the work performed to improve the quality of pattern trans-

fer of features written using Electron Beam Lithography onto the challeng-

ing topographic substrates required for fabricating SThM probes. Novel al-

gorithms were deployed on the EBL tool which have been demonstrated to

improve the accuracy of layer to layer alignment and improve the focus of the
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beam at exposure locations. These changes are intended to address the lim-

itations discovered in Chapter 3, and facilitate the improvements which are

suggested by Chapter 4.

• Chapter 6 presents the design, manufacture and test of the novel probes, which

incorporate the design changes suggested in Chapter 4, and utilise the fabrica-

tion improvements described in Chapter 5.

• Chapter 7 presents the results from various experiments designed to charac-

terise the performance of the novel SThM probes developed in the previous

chapter. Experiments comparing them to the standard commercial devices

have been performed in both the Active and Passive modes of operation. Fi-

nally, we comment on the implications of these results in the field, and sum-

marise our recommendations on future work and outlook of the field.
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Chapter 2

Methods

2.1 Introduction

This section reports the tools and techniques that have been used in the fabrication

of SThM probes, and in other projects discussed throughout this thesis. This chapter

is intended to give an overview of the technologies used. Some aspects of the work

performed require in-depth description of the specifics of a technique, more so than

is appropriate for this chapter. In such cases, references to the relevant sections are

given. The full process sheet for manufacture of the standard SThM probes is given

in Appendix A. References to particular steps of the process will be given where

appropriate.

2.2 Photolithography

Photolithography has been used throughout this project for the pattern transfer of

large (>5 µm) features. This technique involves the exposure of a photosensitive

medium to ultraviolet irradiation. A bright lamp which generates light of known

wavelength and intensity forms the radiation source. This method of exposure

has sufficient coverage that entire samples would be exposed, if not they were not

masked. Most often however, a ’mask-plate’ is introduced to enforce selective expo-

sure. These plates are formed of transparent slides coated with an opaque metallic

film. The plate’s design is etched into the metal film, opening up areas of trans-

parency. The mask-plates used in this work are Chromium plated Quartz, and have

been patterned in-house using electron beam lithography and wet etching.
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A B

C D

FIGURE 2.1: A: Blank (100) orientated silicon wafer with SiN thin film
(green). B: Photoresist (red) is applied to the wafer using spin coating.
C: The wafer is placed in close proximity to a mask plate and exposed
to UV light. D: The exposed areas are removed in developer solution.

2.2.1 Resists

Samples to be exposed are coated in a photosensitive image transfer medium known

as a ‘photoresist’. These solutions are typically applied via spin coating, and are

engineered with a specific viscosity such that the relationship between spin speed

and film thickness is well-defined. Curves containing this data are usually available

in the resist manufacturer’s data sheet. For most of this work, Microposit S1800

series of photoresists have been used.1.

This series is comprised of ‘positive’ photoresists, in which UV exposure causes

polymer chain scission that makes the irradiated areas more soluble to the devel-

oper (in this case, MF3192). Negative photoresists work in the opposite manner due

to cross-linking of polymer chains, however no such photoresists have been used in

the course of this work.

One other resist was employed during this work, which was required due to the

difficulty in spin coating large topographic features. AZ45623 is a very viscous resist

1Datasheet available here: http://microchem.com/products/images/uploads/S1800_Photoresist.pdf
2Datasheet available here: http://microchem.com/products/images/uploads/MF_319_Data_Sheet.pdf
3Datasheet available here: https://www.microchemicals.com/micro/az_4500_series.pdf

http://microchem.com/products/images/uploads/S1800_Photoresist.pdf
http://microchem.com/products/images/uploads/MF_319_Data_Sheet.pdf
https://www.microchemicals.com/micro/az_4500_series.pdf
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FIGURE 2.2: CAD drawings of the masks used in each of the pho-
tolithography stages (above), and sectional view of the substrate af-
ter their subsequent wet etches and follow on processing (below). The

sectional views are not to scale.
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100µm

FIGURE 2.3: Schematic of two types of photolithography marker used
in this project. The blue layer is transferred onto the sample in the first
level of photolithography. The red layer represents the Chrome of the
mask plate of another lithography level which we wish to align to the
first. Features such as these are positioned at the wafers extremities

to maximise rotational alignment accuracy.

that is particularly suited to such applications. The process for coating tall features

with this resist was developed during the author’s Master’s project and is outlined

in the Master’s thesis. [35]. The process is outline in steps 31 through 41 of Appendix

A.

Figure 2.2 presents the three layers that are defined by photolithography in the pro-

cess of creating an SThM probe.

2.2.2 Alignment and markers

Markers: use and fabrication

In photolithography, alignment is achieved through the inclusion of dedicated regis-

tration features known as ‘markers’ at the extremities of the substrate. With knowl-

edge of their position, it is possible to define the relative points of corresponding

features on different mask-plates. In this work, both photo and electron beam lithog-

raphy markers are etched into the sample during the first round of patterning (The

blue drawing in Figure 2.2, step 12 of Appendix A). A tool known as a mask aligner

is used to manipulate the substrate such that the registration features on are it ob-

served to be in good alignment with those on the mask plate. An example marker

strategy is given in Figure 2.3. Mask aligners typically feature a microscope, move-

able sample chuck and the exposure lamp. For this work, a SUSS MA6 was used
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4. The chuck allows for x and y movement with sub-micron precision, and allows

for rotating the sample to within half a degree of accuracy. Note that no z, or tilt,

alignment is required. In contact mode (used in this work), the substrate is brought

into physical contact with the mask-plate and tilt is negligible. Even in modes where

no contact is made, the resolution of photolithography is low such that typical wafer

tilts of a few µm mm−1 have little effect on the resulting pattern.

In addition to the standard alignment process described here, front-to-backside align-

ment has also been employed. Note from Figure 2.2 that the second phase of lithog-

raphy and etching occurs on the rear of the wafer. This allows for deep Si etching

to be performed prior to patterning any metal layers, which would sustain dam-

age during such an prolonged/aggressive etch. If the same etch were initiated from

the front side, the resulting deep etch trenches would prevent proper resist coating

which is required for subsequent lithography steps. The process of front to back

alignment on the MA6 is as follows;

Twin cameras are positioned under the wafer chuck, facing upward. The mask plate

is loaded first, before inserting the sample. The cameras’ position is adjusted such

that the marker features are within view and an image is captured. This image is

displayed on a screen at partial transparency, and the camera positions are locked.

Next, the sample is loaded, and a live feed is merged with the mask image. The

sample stage is positioned until the features are well aligned, at which point the

exposure can be performed.

Alignment accuracy

Typical alignment accuracy for photolithographic processes is about 5 µm for a skilled

operator and well defined alignment marks, however this is significantly diminished

when performing back-side alignment due to the low resolution of the camera feed.

Similarly, when topographic markers are coated with thick resist (such as in the can-

tilever definition level) alignment becomes more challenging due to the growth of

marker features and a tolerance of 10 µm is observed.

4https://www.suss.com/en/products-solutions/mask-aligner/ma-ba-6
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E F

FIGURE 2.4: E: The patterned photoresist (from Figure 2.1) is used
as a mask for dry etching. SiN is etched away in the exposed areas
using fluorine chemistry. (see Table 2.1) F: Photoresist is removed

with solvent cleaning and oxygen plasma.

2.3 Dry Etching

2.3.1 Overview

The most common use of photolithography in this project has been to selectively

mask areas of the sample for “dry” (or, “plasma-phase”) etching. In these processes,

a sample is exposed to an RF energised plasma etchant. Dry etching is a versatile

etching technique, capable of producing a variety of side-wall profiles and chem-

ical selectvities [36]. This is achieved through fine control of the various process

parameters, such as RF power, gas flow rate and process pressure. There are two

mechanisms by which dry etch removes material from the sample [36].

2.3.2 Types of dry etch process

In the first, known as sputtering, energetic ions from the plasma bombard the sam-

ple. Material is removed by the momentum transfer between particle and sample.

Physical etching of this type is slower than alternatives, and yields a characteristic

non-vertical etch profile that may not be desirable. Plasmas of noble gasses are often

used for sputtering, since their ions undergo no reactions with the target material.

Unreacted substrate material removed via sputtering may redeposit on the sample.

When non-noble gases are used to strike a plasma, they generate radicals which

chemically react with the surface. Free radicals of the etchant are created in the

plasma, travel towards the wafer, and are adsorbed by the material on the wafer’s

surface. This area then undergoes a localised chemical reaction, and the by-products
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are desorbed from the material before diffusing back into the plasma. If the products

of the reaction are volatile, the reactants may be pumped out, resulting in a cleaner

process than sputtering. Note that reactive ions may also sputter material from a

target surface and physically etch the surface before inciting any chemical reaction.

Reactive etch profiles are isotropic, since the reaction occurs in all directions. The ac-

tive ingredient in these recipes is typically a Halogen, with fluorine being a common

choice for silicon substrates, due to the volatility of SiF4 [37]. Different combinations

of physical and chemical etching are employed by varying the proportions and flow

rate of the gasses involved, and varying the electrical field within the chamber. These

parameters can be altered to create etches with varying degrees of anisotropy.

2.3.3 How we have employed dry etch

Fluorine-based dry etching has been used to pattern the SiN layer for hard-masking

in wet etch, and Oxygen based plasma to strip resist and clean wafer surfaces of or-

ganic contamination via ’ashing’. This work has been performed in two machines,

the BP80 RIE and the RIE 80+, both from Oxford Instruments. These tools are oper-

ated by technical staff. Dielectric etching of the type required in this body of work is

routinely performed in the JWNC, and as such a number of standard processes are

available. Table 2.1 lists the different etches used throughout the fabrication process.

2.4 Silicon Micro-machining

2.4.1 Overview

All bulk silicon micro-machining has been performed via anisotropic alkaline etch-

ing. This includes both the definition of individual chips, and the creation of the

‘pyramid‘ upon which the cantilever is made. This procedure involves submerging

the sample in basic solution at elevated temperature for a controlled duration. The

chemical reaction is as follows;

Si + 2 OH– + 2 H2O −−→ SiO2(OH)2
2 – + 2 H2 [38]
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G

FIGURE 2.5: G: Those areas of the wafer surface not masked by SiN
are subjected to a timed wet etch in KOH or TMAH, resulting in
sloped side-walls. These are the {111} planes, which etch much slower
than the {100} planes. The angle formed between the two is 54.7◦.
Note the difference between the two openings in the same etch time.
The left opening continued to etch the {100} surface, while the right
has self-terminated on the slow etching {111} planes. A slight under-

cutting of the mask occurs due to slow etching of the {111} planes.

Anisotropic etches refer to those in which the substrate is etched at different rates

in specific directions, as opposed to isotropic etching in which all directions are at-

tacked uniformly. While the above process is indeed anisotropic, the term crystal-

lographic etching may be more appropriate, since it is the different planes of the Si

crystal lattice which experience different etch rates. This phenomenon arises due to

differences in bond energies between Si atoms in different crystal planes. Common

etchants include Potassium Hydroxide (KOH), Tetramethylammonium Hydroxide

(TMAH) and Ethylenediamine Pyrocatechol (EDP) [39] . The latter is not preferred

however since it is highly toxic and a suspected carcinogen [40]. For CMOS appli-

cations, KOH cannot be used due to the risk of mobile ion contamination [39], [41].

Etchant compatibility with the metals required in a device is also an important con-

sideration, for example, both KOH and TMAH are known to attack common metals

such as Aluminium and Titanium [42], [43]. In addition, each etch chemistry offers

different plane selectivity and surface finish [41].

2.4.2 Masking material

Wet etching requires a chemically durable mask, so resists are not typically appro-

priate. Furthermore, TMAH is a developer for some photoresists, meaning the these

materials would be degraded as the etch progressed. In this work, LPCVD silicon

nitride has been employed as a hard mask, since it has very good etch resistance to
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Condenser
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Pyrex flask

Electromantle

Steel clamp

FIGURE 2.6: Annotated photograph detailing the different parts of
the wet etch kit used throughout this work.

the chemicals listed above. The SiN is patterned using the combination of photo, or

electron beam lithography alongside dry etching (Section 2.3, Figure 2.1)

2.4.3 Etch kit

Wet etching is performed in a custom-made bath consisting of a 2L Pyrex reaction

flask, which sits in a heating electro-mantle that features magnetic stirring capabil-

ity. The temperature is monitored by an immersion thermometer, whose output

provides feedback to the mantle’s temperature controller. To ensure that the heated

mixture does not evaporate and change concentration, the lid is sealed using a Teflon

cover with a corrosion resistant steel clamp. In addition, a water cooled reflux con-

denser is inserted into the lid to condense any escaping vapours. Teflon holders

have been created at the university workshop for a variety of standard sample sizes,

including 3", 4", quarter wafer and small rectangular pieces.
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FIGURE 2.7: (100) Silicon wafer with graphic highlighting a few per-
tinent crystal planes, denoted by their Miller index.

2.4.4 Timed etching

The above equipment is employed with the aim of ensuring that the temperature

and concentration of the etching solution remains constant, to keep the etch rate

constant. Due to these measures, the etch rate is reasonably uniform and repeatable,

and the desired etch depth can be achieved with sufficient accuracy simply by timing

the sample’s immersion in the kit. The immersion time, and desired etching depths

for each wet process are presented in Appendix A.

At room temperature conditions with typical humidity levels, silicon is known to

form a thin (single nm order) native oxide on its surface. Since alkaline etches

demonstrate a high selectivity between Si and SiO2 (roughly 500:1 [44]), even thin

oxide layers can significantly inhibit the commencement of silicon etching. This ’in-

duction time’ introduces non-negligible process variability which must be avoided.

To this end, Hydrofluoric Acid (HF) dips have been employed immediately prior to

wet etching. HF is an SiO2 etchant with excellent selectivity between SiO2 and Si,

and is able to quickly strip any native oxide. Details of the process, indlucing HF

concentrations are provided in steps 12 and 24 of Appendix A.

2.4.5 Miller Indices

As described in Section 2.4.1, alkaline wet etching of Si exhibits selectivity related to

the crystal planes of the silicon substrate. All bulk micro-machining performed in
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Mask with concave corners
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Uncercut SiN
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{111}

〈110〉

Fast etching planes

FIGURE 2.8: Whether pits or asperities are formed in the wet etch de-
pends on the layout of the mask. The blue feature has only convex
corners, and will etch with ‘outwardly’ sloping side-walls. The green
masking layer is made up of concave corners. Etching this feature
forms a pit with ‘inwardly’ sloping walls. Exposed silicon at the con-
vex corners is comprised of fast etching planes, which leads to their
preferential etching. This effect is termed ‘convex corner undercut-

ting’. [46]

this work has employed this type of processing, and in the case of the pyramid etch

(Section 3.3.2 and Appendix A Step 12), the unique properties of this type of etch

have been exploited to form important structures for AFM probe fabrication.

When discussing crystalline substrates, it is common to refer to the various crystal

planes by their Miller indices, which are sets of indices denoting a vector that is nor-

mal to a crystal plane [45]. Different styles of brackets are used to refer to different

things, as summarised below;

• [hkl] - Represents a direction

• 〈hkl〉 - Represents a set of equivalent directions by symmetry

• (hkl) - a plane with the normal vector [hkl]

• {hkl} - the set of planes equivalent to (hkl) by symmetry
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2.4.6 Relation between different planes and wafer orientation

Wafers used for this work are (100) orientated, which refers to the plane that com-

prises its top and bottom surfaces. A flat edge is ground out of the wafer such as

to expose the (110) plane. Figure 2.7 presents a (100) orientated wafer with the rela-

tionships between relevant crystal planes highlighted. When performing anisotropic

wet etching, the orientation of mask openings on the wafer surface will define the

planes initially exposed to the etchant and dictates how the etch will proceed. The

vast majority of features patterned onto our wafers have been aligned to the 〈110〉 di-

rections; parallel and perpendicular to the flat. In this configuration, the (100) plane

etches quickly, and sloped {111} side-walls emerge. It is estimated that these {111}

planes etch more than one order of magnitude slower than the other planes [45].

The angle formed between the {111} planes and the surface is 54.7 ◦. Whether these

planes form an asperity or a groove depends on the tonality of the mask. A square

opening in a mask will produce and inverted pyramid or its frustum, depending on

the duration of the etch and size of the opening. Figure 2.8 shows an example etch

in which both convex and concave mask features were aligned to the {110} planes.

The resultant etch planes are highlighted.

2.4.7 Self-terminating etches and undercutting.

A ‘v’ (1D) or ‘pyramid’ (2D) shape occurs when the etch is ‘self-terminated’, a term

used to indicate that all the exposed facets are {111} and the etch has practically

ceased. An example of a self-terminated feature is presented in Figure 2.1G. Note

that the {111} planes do still etch slightly, which causes undercutting of the mask.

This is also shown in Figure 2.1. Undercutting of the mask is particularly evident

when features are slightly misaligned with respect to the 〈110〉 directions, as the

etch will ‘correct’ the misalignment such that the trench will have 〈110〉 aligned

edges, even if the mask did not. For this reason, rotational alignment in the ini-

tial photolithography level is very important. By aligning the flat to a grating in the

mask-plate, we are able to minimise errors to within a few tenths of a degree.
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Etch Etchant(s) Temp. (C) Time (mins)
1 - Pyramids, bars, markers 7 molar KOH: IPA, 0.8:0.2 55 60
2 - Deep back-side etch 7 molar KOH 110 75
3 - Release etch 25% TMAH: IPA, 0.8:0.2 80 135 (variable)
4 - Undercut 7 molar KOH N/A* 9

TABLE 2.2: Process parameters for the different wet etches used in
this work. * Etch 4 is performed in a Beaker, rather than the wet
etch kits. As such, the temperature is not controlled. Preparing the
KOH solution is an exothermic reaction, and we perform the etch at

whatever temperatures are reached in this process.

2.4.8 Modification of etchant by surfactants

In addition to the unmodified etchants described throughout this section, there has

also been much discussion on their performance when surfactants are added [47]–

[50]. Alcohols and other amphiphilic molecules, when added to KOH or TMAH alter

the etch ratios of different crystallographic planes, and have been demonstrated to

improve the surface finish on certain facets [51]–[55]. A reduction in roughness on

those slow etching arises planes because the addition of IPA promotes dissolution of

material on fast etching planes. The etch rate selectivity in unmodified anisotropic

etching is R100 > R110 >> R111 ,while the above modifications result in an altered

selectivity of R110 > R100 >> R111 [54]. In this work, IPA has been added to all

but the deep back-side etch to improve the surface roughness and to promote fast

etching of higher order planes.

2.4.9 Tip Formation

Designing masks that do not align with the (110) plane yields more exotic results

upon anisotropic etching. AFM probes have long been fabricated using anisotropic

wet etching [56], [57] since crystallographic etches yield multi-faceted, reproducible

3D structures that could not be achieved through dry etching. A variety of different

mask shapes have been employed to create tips of different shapes and aspect ratios

[44], [47], [56], [58]–[61].

For non-functionalised AFM probes, tip sharpness is the highest priority. In func-

tionalised AFM, this is not always the case, as properties other than sample topog-

raphy are the primary focus. The resolution of the measurement may be defined by

the size of the functionalising sensor.
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The following Chapter details the development and design decisions of integrated

sensor probes, while Section 3.6 discusses the development of the particular inte-

grated sensor AFM technological platform upon which this work builds. As such,

the discussion of tip formation on these samples is reserved until Section 3.6
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2.5 Electron Beam Lithography

2.5.1 Introduction

Electron Beam Lithography (EBL, e-beam) is a vital technology for the production

of the functionalised AFM probes presented here, as it is used to define the sensing

elements and the cantilever itself. EBL is a ‘direct-write’ form of lithography, and

as such, no mask is required. Patterns are generated in software and translated into

machine operable commands. Whereas photolithography employs UV light to ex-

pose a resist, EBL uses a focussed beam of electrons. A series of lenses, apertures

and other electronics make up the tool’s optical system, which controls the current,

diameter, and placement of the beam. The optical system of our tool is presented in

Figure 2.9.

2.5.2 Tooling

Electron Gun

The electron gun uses a thermal field emission cathode to generate a steady beam of

electrons. It is consists of a sharp Tungsten tip, which is coated with Zirconium Ox-

ide. This coating forms a Schottky emitter, reducing the work function of the surface

and making it easier for electrons to tunnel free [62]. The tool employs the stan-

dard suppressor/extractor electrode configuration [63], with the latter being held at

sufficient potential (few kV) to allow electrons to escape the surface (Figure 2.10).

Once freed, the electrons are accelerated by the anode. The energy of the electrons is

usually referred to in terms of the ’accelerating voltage’ of the anode. In this work,

100kV accelerating voltages have been used throughout. High accelerating voltages

yield smaller spot sizes, greater positional accuracy of the beam, and reduced line

edge roughness in the resulting pattern [64]. The accelerated electrons pass down

the column, where a series of electrostatic, or electromagnetic lenses act to align, de-

flect and focus the beam (Section 2.5.2), as well as to combat various aberrations of

the beam, such as astigmatism [65].
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Filament (cathode)

Anode

Gun alignment lenses

Beam blanking

Main and sub
field deflectors

Selectable aperture

Substrate

Focus lens (C3)

Electron gun
and electrostatic lens C1

Condenser (C2)

FIGURE 2.9: Optical system of the VB6. This entire layout is housed
within the column of the tool and held at high vacuum.
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Suppressor

Extractor

ZrO2/W Cathode

FIGURE 2.10: Schematic of the Thermal Field Emission gun employed
in the VB6 EBL tool.

Beam Blanker

The beam blanker is used to selectively toggle the beam on or off at high frequency.

It is comprised of a set of electrostatic plates that, when activated, deflect the beam

drastically such that electrons are diverted away from the openings in its aperture,

and are blocked instead. The beam blanker is used heavily during pattern writing,

where it defines which pixels are to be written. The specifics of this depend on the

scanning strategy of the particular tool. Raster scanning involves scanning the beam

in a series of parallel lines, and the beam is blanked and un-blanked corresponding

to whichever pixels are required to be written in the present line. Its alternative,

vector scanning, employs a serpentine beam deflection within the boundaries of the

shape to be written, avoiding any unnecessary beam blanking and deflection. The

VB6 EBL tool used in this work employs vector scanning exclusively.

Apertures

Apertures are employed throughout the column to control the divergence of the

beam, blocking out any stray electrons. The final aperture before the substrate has
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Aperture Size (µm) Spot Size (nm) Beam Current (nA)
40 4 1
40 6 2
50 9 4
50 12 8
70 19 16
70 24 32
100 33 64
100 45 100
100 50 128

TABLE 2.3: The relationships between aperture size, beam current
and spot size

selectable size, and is used to define the convergence angle of the beam on the sub-

strate, and also has an affect on the spot size and beam current. The beam current

may also be adjusted using the condenser lenses C1 and C2 (Figure 2.9). The soft-

ware for interfacing with our EBL tool, Belle (Section 2.5.3) allows for selection be-

tween a number of pre-set aperture and lens configurations for various spot sizes

and energies. These are presented in Table 2.3. Both spot size and beam current are

important parameters which have a significant impact on writing time and resolu-

tion. Their effect is best discussed in the context of how an e-beam tool constructs a

pattern, a topic which is discussed in Section 2.5.3

Deflection and focussing

The position at which electrons strike the substrate is controlled by the deflection

of the beam. This is achieved through a set of magnetic coils, which are positioned

orthogonally to the beam. They provide X and Y axis deflection fields as required.

The maximum extent the beam deflectors can cover is referred to as a single ’writing

field’. In the VB6, the maximum field size is 1.31072mm. Deflecting the beam over

the relatively large area of the main field requires significant time for the beam to

settle. This is overcome by the inclusion of a second set of deflection coils, known as

’sub-field’ coils, which split the main ’writing field’ into a grid of 64x64 ’sub-fields’

(of side 24.8 µm). The main field coils address the centre of each sub-field while the

sub-field coils perform any necessary deflections around these central points. Since

these deflections are much smaller in magnitude, coils with a lower inductance may

be employed. These operate at higher speeds and have reduced settling times when
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FIGURE 2.11: The laser height measurement system used in the VB6.

compared with their main field counterparts.

Stage

In the common situation that the desired pattern spans more than one main field,

stage movements must be used. Different techniques for splitting up large patterns

and ordering fields are available, a selection of which are presented in Figure 2.14.

The VB6 features an automated, motor-driven stage. Its position is measured using

integrated interferometers to a precision better than 1nm [66]. Small errors in stage

positioning are compensated for by the beam error feedback system which adjusts

the beam deflection to compensate.

Height measurement and stitch

The final set of coils in the optical system are the fast focus coils, which adjust the

convergence of the beam such that it is focussed on the substrate surface. Substrates

come in a variety of thicknesses, so a laser height sensor is employed to measure the

distance from the final lens to the surface (henceforth ‘substrate height’). In addi-

tion, substrate tilt or bow introduces height variation that must be accounted for at

each exposure location on the substrate. The operation of the laser height sensor is

presented in Figure 2.11. Correct height measurement is especially important when

writing patterns spanning more than one field. Consider that maximal beam deflec-

tion occurs at the edges of each writing field. This high angle of incidence means the

beams intercept position on the substrate is strongly height dependent. If the height
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Electron gun

Focal plane: Poor height measurement

Reasonable height measurement

Resist Film

FIGURE 2.12: Diagram highlighting the ’bloating’ artefact that may
occur when exposing focused at the incorrect height. An incorrect
height measurement has caused the red beams to focus above the sur-
face of the resist. The area exposed by these beams will be larger than
intended. Note that the effect is more pronounced at high beam de-

flection, which occurs at the edges of sub-fields.

of the substrate at each field is accurately measured, the beam lands where intended.

However, even slight errors manifest strongly when the height measurement is not

true to the surface. If the reported height is higher than the wafer’s actual position,

the writing field (and any features within it) will be bloated. Similarly, a reported

height lower than the substrate surface will cause the resultant pattern to be shrunk.

These effects are shown schematically in Figure 2.12.

This writing artefact is one form of ’stitch error’, a term that covers any aberration

that occurs when tiling adjacent writing fields. Other causes for stitch errors are

numerous, since they can result from any errors in the projection system or stage

positioning system. For flat samples whose height may be measured accurately,

errors of this type are very small; on the order of 10 nanometres [67].

However, throughout this work we have observed significant writing errors on sub-

strates with structured local topographic variation. This was attributed to poor
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height measurement and beam focussing. As such, a distinct body of work was

performed to mitigate this issue. More information on the problem, and our work

towards its solution, is presented in Section 5.3.

Height offset The VB6 allows for setting a manual height offset. If enabled, the offset

will be applied to the measured height reported by the laser height sensor. The tool

will make the appropriate adjustments to re-focus the beam at the requested height,

and re-scale the field size. This system was intended for resist thickness compensa-

tion, since, in some circumstances, the refraction of the laser in the resist film alters

the apparent position of the surface [66]. In this work, it has been employed to com-

pensate for the known topographic variation of the substrate.

2.5.3 Pattern generation and preparation

L-Edit

Patterns are drawn using the Tanner Suite’s L-Edit CAD software [68]. It features

multiple customisable layers, a hierarchical cell structure and arraying capabilities.

Both nanometre sized features and centimetre sized chips can be manipulated easily

and accurately using this software. In addition to all the usual drawing primitives,

complex shapes can be created using chamfering, filleting or Boolean operations.

A flexible grid structure allows for the snapping of different features to different

intervals. For example, markers and other registration features can be snapped to

a 100 µm grid, while curved polygons can be snapped to the ‘manufacturing grid’.

Once a design has been created, the desired layers can be isolated and exported to

the common GDSII format.

BEAMER

Beamer - fracturing

GDSII files are next read into another software package, GeniSyS LayoutBEAMER.

The primary function of this software is to perform ‘fracturing’, an operation which

transforms complex pattern data polygons (of arbitrary shape) into trapezoidal prim-

itives that the lithography tool can recognise.
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FIGURE 2.13: From complex pattern to individual shot distribution.
A: The original unfractured shape. B: The complex polygon is frac-
tured into a collection of rectangles and trapezoids. C: Magnified
view of the trapezoid circled in B. Individual shots (red) are over-
lapped with one another to provide sufficient clearing dose. The total
energy profile is shown in D: by a black line, while the clearing dose
is indicated by a dashed horizontal line. A single shot has been high-

lighted purple in both C and D for clarity
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Upon exposure, fractured primitives are drawn using individual ‘shots’ whose di-

ameter is defined by the spot size of the beam. The beam’s energy profile is non-

uniform, typically being assumed to have Gaussian profile [69]. The ’spot size’ is

taken as the full width half maximum of the Gaussian beam, and the spacing be-

tween adjacent shots is known as the beam step size (BSS).

The number of electrons striking a given area of resist is known as the dose. The

dose required to toggle the solubility of a resist film in a given region is known as

the clearing dose. The clearing dose varies between resists and development proce-

dures. In this work, features have not been written with single shots of the electron

beam. Therefore, it makes sense to consider instead the area dose, which is the en-

ergy provided per unit area due to the interaction of multiple shots. Figure 2.13D

compares the individual shot doses (red) to the area dose of their combined contri-

bution.

The area dose may be described by the following;

dose =
Ie

f r2 (2.1)

In which Ie is the beam current (A), and is related to spot size Table 2.3, r is the dis-

tance between individual shots (BSS) and f is the frequency with which the beam

moves between locations on the BSS grid. The lower the frequency of beam move-

ments, the higher the dwell time at a given position, and the greater the dose. Care-

ful consideration of all parameters within Equation 2.1 is required to optimise for

write time, resolution or resist profile.

Beamer - Field Ordering and Floating

In addition to fracturing complex shapes into primitives, BEAMER is also used to

define the field ordering of large patterns, and the placement of small patterns within

the writing field. Typically, the tool places patterns however they may fall upon the

fixed grid of main fields, however this may cause problems if small features are to be

written at the edge of the writing field. This situation is depicted in the left image of

Figure 2.14, in which the leads running up the cantilever are written at the very edge
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FIGURE 2.14: Two approaches to writing a pattern in the VB6. The
numbered squares represent a main field. In the first image (red), a
fixed field ordering is used. In the second pattern (blue), floating field
ordering with the centre to sub-field option selected. This ensures
that critical patterns are written on-axis, reducing the probability of
deflection based aberrations and reducing the influence of any poor

focus.

of field number 5. Recall from Figure 2.12 that errors in height measurement may

manifest as positional/bloating errors that are worst at the high deflections. Height

measurement has been a particular challenge for these substrates (see Section 5.3,

meaning these devices are extremely susceptible to such errors. By using BEAMER’s

floating placement option with ’centre to sub-field’ selected, we instruct the tool to

deviate from the grid, and instead to align the writing field such that the maximal

area of pattern is written on-axis. This is shown in the right of Figure 2.14, and has

been successful in minimising stitch errors on our devices.

Beamer - PEC

A final noteworthy application of the BEAMER software is the implementation of

proximity effect correction (PEC). The proximity effect is a common artefact when

performing electron beam lithography. It occurs due to electron scattering in the

resist and substrate materials, resulting in areas adjacent to the incident beam expe-

riencing a non-zero dose. [70], [71]

The energy distribution with the resist for an example point exposure is presented

in Figure 2.15. It has been described as the summation of two Gaussian contribu-

tions from two types of scattering effect [70]. The narrow Gaussian with greater

magnitude represents the contribution from forward scattering.
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FIGURE 2.15: The effects of forward and back scattering on exposure
in Electron Beam Lithography. Top: The exposure profile resulting
from a single ’shot’ by the electron beam. The total profile is the sum
the forward and back scatter, which each have Gaussian form. Bot-
tom: Diagram of the scattering events which result in the above dose
distribution. Forward scattered and secondary electrons (red) con-
tribute to the bulk of the desired exposure. Elastic collisions with
substrate nuclei result in backscattered electrons (green), which may
travel a few microns within the substrate. BSEs which exit the sub-
strate through the top surface expose the resist as they pass through
it. Note that the distributions are not to scale; forward exposure actu-

ally approximates a delta function.
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In this event, an incident electron collides with an electron of the substrate or resist

material. This inelastic collision deflects the incident electron through a small an-

gle, while also exciting the atom with which it collided. The atom may then eject

a secondary electron into the material. Secondary electrons make the greatest con-

tribution to the intended exposure dose. Secondary electrons have low energy, and

thus do not travel more than a few nanometres in the resist, therefore contributing

very little to the proximity effect, except at extreme resolutions

Rather, it is the contribution of backscattered electrons (BSEs) that make up the ma-

jority of proximity effect artefacts. In BSE events, the electron undergoes elastic colli-

sions with the more massive nucleus of the resist or substrate. The incident electron

retains most of its energy, but has the possibility to scatter at a high angle. This type

of scattering is referred to as Rutherford scattering [72]. An electron may experience

many such scattering events within the substrate before exiting through the resist

some distance (few nm to many um) away. Its exit causes additional, unintended

resist exposure in these regions. It is these electrons which are responsible for the

proximity effect.

The probability of each scattering event occurring is dependent on the substrate/resist

materials and the properties of the beam. For example, a thick resist will increase

forward scattering, while a substrate with high atomic number (heavier nucleus)

will increase the probability of backscatter events [73]. Increased beam energy will

reduce forward scattering width, but increase the backscatter width due to increased

penetration into the substrate [74]. The energy distribution of a given materials/beam

combination may be computed through Monte Carlo simulation or measurement.

This information is used to inform the PEC software of the point spread function

(PSF) (dose profile for a single pixel exposure). If the pattern were written without

any PEC, then the result would be the convolution of the desired pattern with the

PSF, thresholded by the clearing dose [75]. This would lead to feature bloat, espe-

cially in those areas with dense patterning. Instead, PEC applies dose modifiers to

select areas of the pattern. Alternatively, or additionally, polygons may be grown or

shrunk. Both methods are chosen by the PEC algorithm to result in the correct shape

when convolved with the provided PSF.
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Designed Pattern

Exposure (without PEC)

FIGURE 2.16: Example of the proximity effect in electron beam lithog-
raphy. The designed shape (light grey) is convolved with the beam’s
PSF. Significant background dose from the BSE exposure results in
feature bloat that is exacerbated at the ’notch’ in the pattern due to
the proximity of the exposed areas. The pattern shown is a split ring

resonator as was presented in [71]

In addition, PEC software has been used here to maintain a sharp dose profile for

high quality lift-off, using the ‘undersize/overdose’ option. This correction reduces

the size of the pattern slightly, but increases the dose around the edges, enhancing

the dose contrast of the features to which it is applied, resulting in better resist profile

for metal lift off. This correction proved very useful for the definition of cantilever

tips in non-uniform resist films, a topic which is discussed in Chapter 6.

Belle

Belle stands for ‘Beamwriter Exposure Layout for Lithographic Engineers’, and is

the University’s in-house method of creating jobs for the VB6. Belle files contain the

specific machine operable commands required to run the VB6. The primary function

of this software is to facilitate the accurate placement of patterns onto the substrate.

This process is known as registration, or alignment. This is another area in which

the non-standard samples used in this project have required additional effort, so this

topic is given separate treatment in Section 5.2

In addition to the above, Belle allows the user to set dose, spot size and BSS. It also

has built-in support for dose testing which has proven very useful throughout this

work. Dose testing refers to an ebeam job in which the same pattern is arrayed out
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with incremental changes to its dose each iteration. In this work, the beam current

and beam step size are chosen first, and the dose is altered by the frequency with

which the beam steps across the BSS grid.

It is good practice to perform a dose test when developing any new process, since the

exact clearing dose for a given pattern is very challenging to estimate analytically,

since it depends on the specific combination of;

• Materials properties such as the substrate atomic number, resist thickness and

resist molecular weight.

• Beam properties such as the accelerating voltage, spot size, BSS

• Pattern geometry concerns such as minimum feature size (resolution), pattern

density (proximity effect)

• Development regime, including development time and temperature [76]

In Belle, any array of patterns can be quickly set up as a dose test, by setting a dose

multiplier. Throughout this work, dose arrays of 0.5× to 1.5× the best estimate of

ideal dose have been used. Previous runs on similar materials stacks inform the

initial estimation of ideal dose.

Belle files are typically created and edited in the GUI software, however it is also

possible to manipulate the files using a text editor. In this body of work, we have

implemented some new algorithms that have not been added to the GUI at the time

of writing. As such, the calls to these novel routines are added manually in the belle

file.

2.5.4 Resists and molecular weight

For this work, Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) has been used exclusively as the

e-beam resist. PMMA is a high resolution positive e-beam resist with good sensi-

tivity [77]. We make use of standard PMMA solutions that are prepared in-house

through the mixture of PMMA granules with the solvent o-xylene. The resists used

are presented in Table 2.4, alongside their molecular weight (mwt).
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Resist Type Molecular Weight (Da)
PMMA 8% 2010 84,000
PMMA 4% 2041 410,000,000

PMMA 1.5% 2041 410,000,000

TABLE 2.4: The electron beam lithography resists used in this project,
and their corresponding molecular weight

Resists are comprised of polymer chains. In positive e-beam resists, the solubility

of the resist is drastically increased below a certain chain length [78]. Exposure to

the electron beam causes chain scissions, locally increasing the solubility. The rela-

tionship between exposure and solubility is described by contrast curves, which are

typically presented in the resist datasheet. The molecular weight of a resist is indica-

tive of its chain length. Thus, higher molecular weight resists require more exposure

to toggle their solubility [79].

The stacking of higher molecular weight resists onto lower ones is a common prac-

tice in nanofabrication [80]. Exposed resists in this configuration result in an in-

wardly sloping (undercut) resist profile that is ideal for the ‘lift-off’ metallisation

process (see Section 2.6.1). This profile occurs since for the same exposure dose, the

high molecular weight resist does not develop as readily as the resist underneath it.

As with photoresists, the typical method of resist application is via spin coating,

which has well defined speed to film thickness relationships (see datasheets for the

resist in use). However, this method proves unreliable when working with samples

of significant relief, whose raised features prevent normal distribution of resist when

spin coated [81]. This is a major process challenge, which is discussed throughout

Chapter 5 and Appendix G.

2.5.5 Development

Exposed PMMA may be developed using a mixture of Methyl isobutyl ketone (MIBK)

and IPA, in which the former is the active ingredient. In this work, we have used a

ratio of 1:1 for routine development due to its speed and reasonable contrast. 2.5:1

has also been employed where higher contrast development is required. This is par-

ticularly necessary for fabricating the cantilever to ensure high tip sharpness. In
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addition to concentration, development of exposed patterns is temperature sensi-

tive, a fact which becomes increasingly evident with reduced feature size. To this

end, all development has been performed at a fixed temperature of 23.0 °C. Correct

pattern transfer is dependent upon both exposure and development variables. In

this work, we have chosen to fix the development parameters and adjust the dose

when developing new e-beam processes.
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Plasyss II
Ti Ni NiCr Ge Au Mo Al

Pt x
Plasyss IV x Pd

TABLE 2.5: Metal deposition capabilities of Plassys II and IV

Lid

Rotating chuck

Shutter

Crucibles
Deflection magnets

Vacuum
pump

Crystal

Substrate

Electron gun

FIGURE 2.17: Simplified schematic of a Plassys metal evaporator

2.6 Metal Evaporation

Metal deposition has been performed using e-beam evaporation in the Plassys series

of tools. These machines have the capability to deposit a variety of metals, since they

each incorporate multiple crucibles. Table 2.5 presents the metals each tool is able to

deposit, with those that we have used frequently highlighted in bold.

Once a metal has been selected, a 10kV electron gun is used to heat the source metal

until evaporation occurs. The vapour rises and condenses on the wafer surface,

which is upturned such that the face to be metallised is pointing downward. The

entire process takes place under a vacuum to ensure the vaporised particles do not

interact with any background gases. This gives them a high mean free path, and

makes this method a highly directional deposition method, well suited to lift-off

patterning. The thickness of the metal layer is monitored as a function of the reso-

nant frequency of a quartz crystal, which decreases due to additional mass as metal
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Metal Etchant(s) Etch Rate (nm/min)
NiCr Ceric Ammonium Nitrate, 50C ∼150
Au Aqua Regia, 60:40 HCl:HNO3 ∼500
Pd Aqua Regia, 60:40 HCl:HNO3 ∼400

TABLE 2.6: List of metal etchants used in this work.

condensates build up on it. A diagram is presented in Figure 2.17

2.6.1 Pattern transfer of metal layers

Throughout this project, we have made use of the patterning technique lift-off, in

which a thin film (in this case evaporated metal), is deposited on to a pre-patterned

resist film. When considering a transfer medium for this technique, it is useful to em-

ploy a bilayer resist structure of differing molecular weights, such that an undercut

profile emerges upon development. This is depicted in Figure 2.18, panel 4.

After deposition, the sample is submerged in Acetone causing the remaining resist

to dissolve. Any metal deposited upon the resist is freed upon resist dissolution

and is poured away with the solvent. Only metal deposited directly on the sample

surface remains. Adhesion between remaining the metal and substrate is promoted

by incorporating a intermediary ’sticky’ layer, often NiCr or Ti. For this work, NiCr

is always preferred since Ti is incompatible with the wet chemistries used in this

process. Additional processes to promote adhesion include an oxygen plasma de-

scum. This short, low power plasma process removes any resist residue or organic

contamination, and is employed immediately prior to any metal deposition.

In addition to adding device layers, metals may be used as a hard-mask for subse-

quent etches, since they may offer better selectivity to the etch chemistry than the

resist used to create the pattern. Once this action has been performed, they must be

removed from the sample, typically with wet etching. Specific etchants are avail-

able that offer good selectivity between the metal to be etched and typical substrate

materials. Those used in this work are listed in Table 2.6
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2.7 Analysis tools

2.7.1 SEM

Scanning Electron Microscopy has been used for the high-resolution inspection of

small features. Two machines were used frequently; a Hitachi S4700 and an FEI No-

vasem. The former is a cold field emission microscope featuring a load-lock system

for quick sample loading. The latter is capable of ultra high resolution imaging in

both high and low vacuum, and has a variety of secondary electron detectors in-

cluding TLD, ETD and helix. SEM is an invaluable tool not only for the inspection of

sub-micron features, but also for the characterisation of 3D structures such as AFM

pyramids and released cantilevers. Note that optical microscopy cannot easily be

used to inspect features fabricated on the side of pyramids, since the angled surface

prevents reflected light from returning up the column. As such, SEM is routinely

performed after metal lift-off to asses the quality of pattern transfer and ensure no

instances of tagging, peeling or poor adhesion have occurred. For new, or altered

processes, SEM is performed even more frequently as a first point of characterisa-

tion.

2.7.2 Optical Microscopy

Throughout this thesis we present optical micrographs from one of the many micro-

scopes available throughout the JWNC. All feature cameras for the easy collection

of images. Typically, optical inspection is performed after each fabrication step due

to accessibility and the non-destructive nature of this imaging method. Some of the

applications where optical microscopy has proven invaluable include;

• Assessing the progress of resist development in lithographic processes

• Inspecting the appearance of thin films

• Measurement of dimensions, both x,y and z thanks to certain microscopes hav-

ing calibrated stages.

• Inspecting the cleanliness of a surface after etching, ashing other layer removal

methods.
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• Inspecting metal films transferred by lift-off, in particular to ensure there is no

tagging (i.e. extra bits of metal), and to check for any re-deposition of metal

flakes.

2.7.3 Stylus Profilometry

Stylus profilometry has been used for the characterisation of step heights and surface

uniformity, primarily as part of the spray coating project reported in Appendix G.

This work was performed on the Bruker DektakXT5

A sharp diamond tip is contacted with a sample and maintained at constant force as

the sample is moved underneath it using the tool’s automated stage. This yields a

line scan of the sample with up to nanometric z resolution. This technique is similar

in principle to an AFM, however the profilometer is usually only used for a single

line trace, and trades poorer z accuracy for increased data acquisition rate. The data

generated by this tool were subject to data levelling to remove the influence of sub-

strate tilt prior to exporting, since this is routinely required for these measurements.

Aside from this operation, all data processing has been performed using the authors’

own software.

5https://www.bruker.com/products/surface-and-dimensional-analysis/stylus-
profilometers/dektak-xt/overview.html
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Chapter 3

Development of Functionalised

AFM

3.1 Scanning Tunnelling Microscopy

One of the earliest reported Scanning Probe Microscopy methods was the Scanning

Tunnelling Microscope (STM). This technique exploits the quantum tunnelling effect

to interrogate the surface of a conductive sample with around 0.2 Angstrom topo-

graphic resolution [82]. Tunnelling is used to describe the action of an electron pass-

ing through a barrier which would appear insurmountable in classical mechanics. In

quantum mechanics however, there is a probability that the particle will appear on

the other side of a potential barrier. This probability is exponentially dependent on

the width of the barrier. In an STM, a sharp Tungsten or Molybdenum tip is brought

into close proximity with a conducting sample, and it is the separation between the

two which acts as the potential barrier. For metals with typical work functions of a

few electron volts, an adjustment of the tunnelling distance of only 1 Å changes the

tunnelling currents by about an order of magnitude [83].

The first demonstrations of this technique as a method for the measurement of sam-

ple topography involved scanning the tip across the sample surface while maintain-

ing a constant tunnelling current. This was achieved through a feedback system, in

which the height of the probe was modulated such as to maintain the set point of

current. The probe was affixed to a piezo-drive which was used to lower and raise

the probe in accordance with the feedback signal, and to scan it across the sample
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in x and y [84]. If the material being scanned is homogeneous (has no variation in

work function), then the voltage applied to the piezo is a direct measure of surface

topography [84].

The piezoelectric effect was crucial to the success of STM. Piezoelectric actuators

produce a small, measurable mechanical strain which is proportional to the magni-

tude and direction of the supplied input voltage [85]. Piezoelectric tubes, such as

that presented by the STM inventors [86] are a popular choice for SPM due to their

capability to perform precision 3D nano-positioning. These devices are used to dic-

tate the position of the probe relative to sample, making them a fundamental part

of a scanning probe system [87]. Either the probe or sample may be attached to the

positioning system. While Piezos are used for small deflections required for z feed-

back and xy scanning, coarse positioning is typically employed through mechanical

motors.

3.2 AFM

A limitation of the STM is its inability to measure non-conductive samples due to

the nature of the quantum tunnelling. To overcome this, a flexible metal micro-

cantilever was incorporated into the system. This cantilever is placed directly below

an STM tip resulting in a tunnelling current that is a function of the cantilever’s

flexure as it scans a sample surface. This new tool was named the Atomic Force Mi-

croscope due to its ability to measure short range inter-atomic forces between the tip

and the atomic structure of a sample surface [88]. This was facilitated through the

development of a cantilever with spring constant weaker than that found between

atoms and the sensing of the sub-nanometre displacements which arose when scan-

ning such a soft spring over a surface [89].

The original AFM had transformed the STM into a technique capable of imaging in-

sulating samples, however there was no necessity to use an STM for the deflection

sensor. Although the STM demonstrated excellent sensitivity, it’s performance was

degraded if the tip or cantilever suffered from any insulating contamination [89].
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FIGURE 3.1: Schematic drawing of the optical lever feedback sys-
tem employed in AFM. A cantilever with reflective top surface scans
across a sample with topographic variation. A laser is reflected from
the cantilever detected by a four quadrant photodetector. The beam
is deflected up and down by cantilever deflection, and along the hor-

izontal axis through cantilever torsion.

This is particularly problematic for imaging in ambient conditions, where metal ox-

ides form readily [90].

3.2.1 AFM - Optical Detection

Optical detection methods were demonstrated to be an equally sensitive and more

reliable method of deflection detection [89]. A popular approach is an optical lever

system, which is depicted in Figure 3.1. A laser is aligned to reflect off the cantilever

beam and land somewhere upon a position sensitive photodetector. The voltages

output by this sensor are proportional to the position in x and y at which the laser

spot hits the detector, which is a function of the cantilever’s vertical and torsional

displacement. One demand of this set-up is a reflective cantilever with large enough

dimensions to reflect the laser spot without too much diffraction [91]. This is rarely a

concern for traditional AFM probes, which are often uniformly coated with a highly

reflective metal, however the requirement for such a coating poses significant de-

sign limitations on the SThM probes used in this work, since separation is required

between the electrically active wires leading to the RTD.
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While a number of modern AFMs use an optical lever system, it is also possible

to use an interferometer [92]. Although optical levers technically measure the can-

tilever bending angle while interferometers measure the displacement, the two have

been demonstrated as practically equivalent when calibrated accurately [93]. Inter-

ferometers are more expensive than using the optical lever method [94], however

they are still preferred in some applications. Their reduced physical size may be ad-

vantageous in systems where space is at a premium, such as cryo or vacuum AFMs

[95]. Additionally, the interferometer method does not require mirror-like reflecting

surfaces [89]. All the AFMs available for this work employ the optical lever method,

therefore the probes’ reflective surface is a design constraint that could not be signif-

icantly altered.

3.2.2 Modes of AFM

An AFM may be operated in a number of ’modes’ which govern the motion of the

tip. Although there are many different combinations of tip motions and feedback

controls, they may all be broadly categorised into one of two categories; contact

(static) modes, and tapping (dynamic) modes.

Tapping/Intermittent contact

In tapping mode AFM, the probe is driven at, or near its resonant frequency. The

amplitude of the cantilever’s oscillation is damped by the interaction with close

and long-range forces of a sample surface [96]. Feedback is employed to vary the

tip-sample separation such that the oscillation remains constant. The amplitude is

diminished as a function of tip-sample proximity, which forms the basis for height

mapping in this mode of operation [97].

A key benefit of this dynamic mode operation is the reduced lateral forces with

which the probe interacts with the sample. This can be especially beneficial when

considering biological samples, or particularly complaint materials that may deform

under the pressure of a contacting tip [98].

In this thesis, force-distance curves have been collected at fixed x-y position. This

intermittent contact mode is not an imaging technique per-se, but rather is used for
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the detailed interrogation of the probe’s response as it approaches, contacts upon,

and pushes into the sample at a single point. By monitoring the laser deflection

signal as a function of piezo position, it is possible to assess the degree of bending

the cantilever experiences for a given force with the sample. This metric describes

the probe’s mechanical deflection sensitivity. This operating mode has been used in

this work for the mechanical characterisation of novel SThM probes with atypical

cantilever geometries (Section ).

For thermal probes, this mode of operation has been employed in ambient condi-

tions to monitor the degree of coupling through the air as a function of tip sample

separation. The probe’s temperature response to approaching, contacting upon, and

withdrawing from a sample is a key investigation of this work, which is described

throughout Section .

Contact mode

Contact mode AFM describes a static operating regime in which the probe remains

in continuous contact with the sample. In this mode, the probe is brought into con-

tact with a sample, and a small force is applied, causing a deflection in the cantilever.

This initial deflection is known as the set point. As the probe scans over a sample

surface, the cantilever deflects further, or relaxes as it tracks over peaks and troughs

respectively. While it would be possible to confer the sample height from this deflec-

tion alone, this would result in a non-uniform application of force across the sample

surface, with the highest forces being experience by sample peaks, and low forces,

or even tip disengagement occurring at valleys. [99]. This lack of force feedback

would risk damaging the sample surface or blunting the sharp probe tip. To combat

this, feedback control is often used to maintain a constant force between the probe

and sample [100]. When the measured deflection is too great or too little, the z-piezo

retracts or expands proportionally raising or lowering the tip so as the same degree

of deflection is maintained. In contact mode measurements, it is common to receive

three data channels: the surface height, the tip deflection and the friction, which is a

measure of the probe’s torsional bend caused by scanning across a surface. Contact

mode is preferred for SThM, since the technique requires thermalisation between the
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tip and sample at each measurement point. Since the probe remains in constant con-

tact with the sample between adjacent pixels, the change in thermal signal between

them is minimal and the thermalisation time is negligible. If one were to employ

dynamic methods, one would have to ensure sufficient time in solid contact and

contend with the fact that the probe’s temperature would change significantly dur-

ing the out-of-contact phase of the period. The limited oscillation frequency tapping

SThM would significantly increase the acquisition time of the image. An alternative

approach may be to employ an SThM probe with minimal heat capacity/thermal

mass.

3.3 AFM probe manufacture

In all modes of operation, the design of the AFM probe is of great importance. We

can consider an AFM probe to be comprised of two parts: the lever, and the tip.

The design of an AFM probe is dictated by its application, and there are countless

varieties. A typical AFM probe can be thought of as the sum of two parts; the lever,

and the tip - each having their own design requirements.

3.3.1 Lever

In tapping mode AFM techniques, resonance properties such as the spring constant,

stiffness, Q factor and resonant frequency are primary concerns, since these dictate

the dynamic properties of the probe. These properties are calculated based upon

the plan view dimensions of the cantilever in conjunction with the properties of the

material used in its fabrication [101]. The majority of cantilevers are rectangular in

shape, however trapezoidal [102] or V-shaped [103] cantilevers are not-uncommon.

While early cantilevers consisted of sharp tips affixed to various metal foils [88],

the majority of modern cantilevers are microfabricated using monolithic silicon sub-

strates, due to the wealth of knowledge the semiconductor industry has in process-

ing this material. Cantilever manufacture varies based upon material and geometry,

but usually involves typical microfabrication processes such as photolithography

and plasma etching, Often, patterning and etching is performed on both sides of the
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FIGURE 3.2: Simplified drawing of a double sided cantilever pat-
tern/etch process. A: The unprocessed substrate. B: A deep etch is
performed on the back side of the cantilever, introducing a thin mem-
brane everywhere other than the chip. C: The front side is patterned
and given a short etch, resulting in a free-standing cantilever attached

to a full-thickness chip.

substrate to remove the bulk of the material before finally releasing the cantilever.

This is depicted in Figure 3.2. Alternatively, thin films may be deposited over a sac-

rificial micro-machined Si substrate, and released upon dissolution of the Si using a

wet release.

3.3.2 Tip

Tip fabrication methods may be classified as direct or indirect, depending on whether

the tip material is made from the substrate or some other material. An example of

each is given in Figure 3.3, which shows a tip made from a thin film deposited upon

a trench of inverted pyramid shape, and another which has been fabricated using

isotropic plasma etching. Another method of direct tip manufacture is by carefully

designed crystallographic wet etches (see Section 2.4) that encourage the exposition

of specific crystal planes such that a pyramid is formed. Accurate orientation of the

mask structure to specific crystal planes governs the initial formation of the slower

etching planes, which can yield reproducible, sharp pyramids. A variety of differ-

ent masks layouts have been employed to create tips of different shapes and aspect

ratios [44], [47], [56], [58]–[61]. The approach which forms the basis for this work is

presented in Figure 3.4.
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Isotropic
plasma etch
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hardmask

Etch trench

Deposit thin film

Remove Si

Indirect: thin film
deposition over
etched trench

Direct: tip formation
in Si by isotropic plasma
etching

FIGURE 3.3: Diagram detailing a pair of methods for fabricating AFM
tips. Left: The desired tip shape is etched into the substrate, which
serves as a mould. The cavity is filled, or outlined with a thin film.
The Si substrate is sacrificial, and is dissolved through wet etching
[104]. Right: The tip is fabricated directly from the substrate material
thanks to the undercutting of the mask by an isotropic plasma etchant

(such as SF6 for Si) [56]
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FIGURE 3.4: Drawing showing the emergence of a pyramid through
crystallographic Si etching. This example follows the method of tip
formation used in this work. A: A silicon substrate with silicon ni-
tride hard mask. B: The thin film is patterned and etched to form a
hard-mask, which is rotated 63.4◦ with respect to the 110 plane. C: As
the etch progresses, a pyramid comprised of higher order fast etch-
ing planes is formed. This is enabled by the rotation of the mask.
The mask is undercut by the etch, and would eventually fall of if the
etch is let to progress to completion. This will result in an exposed Si
tip, which can be further sharpened using a process known as oxide

sharpening [44].
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For non-functionalised AFM probes, tip sharpness is the highest priority. In func-

tionalised AFM, this is not always the case, as properties other than sample topog-

raphy are the primary focus. The following Chapter details the development and

design decisions of integrated sensor probes, while Section 3.6 discusses the devel-

opment of the particular integrated sensor AFM technological platform upon which

this work builds. As such, the discussion of tip formation on these samples is re-

served until Section 3.6

3.4 Integrated Sensor AFM

3.4.1 Introduction

The accurate nano-positioning system of the atomic force microscope made it an

excellent platform for the development of other scanning probe microscopies. Mod-

ifications to the probe allow for the collection of images with completely different

contrast mechanisms. A prominent example is that of chemical force microscopy

(CFM), in which the tip is chemically modified with the addition of various species.

Contrast in chemical imaging depends upon the chemistries with which the probe

was functionalised. There are far too many different types of chemical imaging and

therefore cantilever modifications than it is practical to discuss here, however an

excellent overview is presented in [105]. In this work, we remark only that these

functionalisations require no modification to the design or fabrication of these can-

tilevers. A notable exception is the uniform deposition of a thin film of gold, which

is performed to promote the formation of thiol based monolayers [105], [106]. The

functionalising, including gold deposition may be performed in-laboratory on stan-

dard commercial probes, or may be sold directly by vendors 1.

3.4.2 Electrical AFM, metallised probes

Thin film deposition is a common cantilever modification. It’s integration with AFM

is very mature, since this method is often used to metallise the rear of cantilevers and

increase their reflectivity optical lever sensitivity. Conductive probes utilise the same

1https://www.nanoandmore.com/Functionalized-Chemical-Modified-AFM-Probes
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Method Contrast Mechanism
Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy (KPFM) Work function of sample surface [107]
Electrostatic Force Microscopy (EFM) Charges on sample surface [108], [109]
Scanning Capacitance Microscopy (SCM) Probe-sample capacitance [110], [111]
Conductive AFM Resistivity/conductivity mapping [112]
Piezoforce Microscopy Ferroelectric domain mapping [109]

TABLE 3.1: A selection of electrical scanning probe microscopies.

deposition methods, but on the other side of the cantilever. Blanket metal evapora-

tion (see Section 2.6) is possible even upon released cantilevers since the deposi-

tion itself poses no risks to the mechanically fragile beams. Selective metallisation

typically requires some form of resist application, which risks damage to released

cantilevers [31].

Conductive AFM probes offer an accurate method of delivering a local electrical im-

pulse, or for measuring nanoscale spatial variations in electrical phenomena. Some

scanning probe methods utilising a conductive probes with blanket metallisation are

presented in Table 3.1.

3.4.3 Near Field Techniques, metallised probes

In addition to enabling the imaging of various electrical phenomena, metal-coated

AFM probes have also been used for near-field optical imaging. These techniques

are able to overcome the diffraction limit through probing the evanescent fields that

exist only within a few nanometres of a sample surface. Introducing a sharp metal

tip gives near field enhancements that have been exploited in the fields of Tip En-

hanced Raman Spectroscopy (TERS) [113] and nano-FTIR [114]. Metallised tips have

also been used for aperture-less Scanning Near Field Optical Microscopy (SNOM)

[115]–[117]

3.4.4 Near Field Techniques, Aperture Probes, FIB

Aperture SNOM uses a pinhole as a near feild light source rather than an antenna

for the enhancement of an existing field [117]. Traditional SNOM methods are based

upon optical fibres that are etched to a fine point and metallised at an angle such

that an aperture is formed [118]. Fibre probes are scanned across the sample using a
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shear-force feedback mechanism which limits the lateral resolution of the technique

[119].

An alternative approach is to create a cantilever - style probe that is compatible with

standard AFM actuation. The high compliance of cantilever devices means they are

less likely to damage the surface than a fibre probe [120]. Different approaches have

been presented to perform realise an aperture within a scanning probe. A popular

strategy has been the modification of commercial tips through Focussed Ion Beam

(FIB) milling [121]–[123]. This technique is employed for the selective ablation of

material from the probe apex to form a nanoscale aperture.

FIB milling is a high resolution technique that is capable of being performed while

simultaneously imaging the sample at high magnification [124]. The precision and

flexibility of this technique makes it an attractive tool for the modification of scan-

ning probes. In addition to aperture-SNOM, FIB has been used for the fabrication

of Hall Sensors on STM tips [125]. It has also been used for the production of high

aspect ratio (regular) AFM tips [126], and sharp, high-resolution STM probes [127].

One appeal of FIB for SPM modification, is that unlike other forms of nano-patterning

such as electron beam lithography, no resist is required. This is because FIB is

a mask-less, direct etching method. This is particularly beneficial when working

with fragile, and high aspect ratio micro-structures such as cantilevers and needles.

The flexible cantilevers of released AFM probes are at risk of damage or destruction

when subjected to typical methods of resist application such as spin, or spray coat-

ing [31], [128]. Similarly there are difficulties involved with coating surfaces with

high aspect ratio features or significant topography [129], [130]. These substrates are

common in SPM, because the tip is necessarily taller than the cantilever surface to

ensure a single point of contact.

One of FIB’s greatest advantages, flexible direct patterning, is also its greatest weak-

nesses for metrological applications. Modifications to probes must be performed on

a per-probe basis, which introduces some variability between devices and lowers

reproducibility [131]–[133]. It is also time consuming, and not amenable to batch

fabrication.
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FIGURE 3.5: Process diagram of the self-aligned SNOM probe fabri-
cation employed by Mihalcea et al. [134]

3.4.5 Batch-fabricated SNOM probes using self-alignment

Mihalcea et. al presented a method for the batch fabrication of bespoke aperture

SNOM probes [134], without employing FIB or lithography on the tip. This was

achieved through timed anisotropic etching of the silicon substrate to reproducibly

create a hollow tip with an aperture at the apex. The procedure is presented in Figure

3.5.

The hole is formed by through-wafer etching a silicon substrate with an anisotropic

wet etch processes, in a similar manner to that shown in Figure 3.3A. Because the

relationship between etching planes is well known, it is possible to calculate the size

of hole in a tip from the size of the mask opening on the reverse of the wafer. The

side-walls of the etch pit are used as the pyramid of the probe, with the hole being

present in the very centre of the feature.

The cantilever is uniformly coated with metal, including the inverted pyramid. The

aperture is not coated, since there is no substrate upon when the evaporated metal

may condense. The rear of the wafer is etched away, exposing the metal tip. The
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nature of this process is such that the aperture is always perfectly aligned to the

centre of the pyramid feature. This method has been introduced here as an example

of ’self-alignment’; a process or set of processes which result in the ideal placement

of a feature without requiring any sort of registration step.

3.4.6 More complex integrated sensor probes

Costa et. al have presented probes in which photolithography was used to pattern

complex metal features onto a cantilever structure [135]. It should be noted how-

ever, that in this example these features were patterned before the cantilevers were

released (using HF vapour). This approach allows for fabrication on a significantly

more mechanically robust substrate, however one is only able to pattern materials

which are compatible with the (usually) aggressive release methods.

Secondly, these probes did not feature any raised tips such as pyramids, rather the

tapered point of the flat cantilever was used as the scanned region. This avoids

a second problem of trying to perform lithography on AFM probes, which is the

application of resist to 3D micro-structures.
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3.5 SThM probes

The previous section highlighted some of the common methods employed to inte-

grate sensors with scanning probes. In this section, the development of various types

of SThM probes is considered. For the purposes of this review, only probes based

upon the electronic methods presented in Section 1.3.2 are considered. Finally, a re-

view of the state of the art of SThM manufacture at Glasgow is presented, with a

particular focus on the unique technologies which enabled these devices.

3.5.1 Thermocouple type

The operation of thermocouples as temperature measurement devices was presented

in Section 1.3.2. The usual method for microfabrication of thin film thermocouples

is to use photo or electron beam lithography and metal deposition [136]. This is

the case in the on-sample thermocouples described in Section 1.3.2. However, the

requirement that the thermocouple junction be at the raised tip of an AFM probe

presents a unique challenge due to the topographic variation of these unusual sub-

strates. The difficulty in performing lithography on released cantilevers, and upon

raised features has been described throughout this chapter. The following presents

some of the alternative methods of integrating a thermocouple junction with a scan-

ning probe.

Capped pyramid

In 1995, Luo et. Al. remarked that it was difficult to perform lithography on released

AFM probes, and that it would be non trivial to simply pattern a thermocouple onto

a commercial AFM probe. They therefore opted to perform custom probe manufac-

ture [31]. The probes are fabricated such that a thermocouple junction is formed at

the very tip of the probe. A similar probe was presented by Oesterschulze et. al

[137], however they did not disclose their fabrication methods. Figure 3.6 presents

the method demonstrated by Luo et al, reported in [138].

The challenge in this scheme is the penetration of the oxide layer to allow for the

contact with the underlying metal in a subsequent deposition. A later method of

performing this process was presented by Hwang et. al [139]. The tip was coated
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FIGURE 3.6: Capped thermocouple fabrication method employed by
Luo et. al

with metal 1 and the insulating layer before being buried under photoresist. A Sub-

sequent RIE processes removed the photoresist slowly until the probe apex emerged

from beneath it, and was exposed for etching. With the tip oxide etched, the remain-

ing resist was stripped, and the second metal was blanket deposited. A thermocou-

ple junction was formed at the tip, where the oxide had been removed and the two

metals are in contact. This has an advantage when compared to the method of Luo

et. Al, since the process is performed on the wafer-scale pre-release. This batch-

fabrication method results in probes with greater uniformity in junction size. This

method of fabrication was first described in 2009 [139], and probes fabricated using

this method have been used in multiple subsequent studies by the group [140]–[143].

Another batch-method of forming the thermocouple junction was presented by Zhang

et. al, who identified that spinning photoresist onto topographic samples did not

cover the raised pyramids. By tailoring the spin parameters, they exploited this fact

to leave the probe apices exposed. They were able to remove the oxide in this region

and form the necessary metal-metal junction [81].
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In both the examples of Luo and Hwang above, note their employment of ‘self-

alignment‘. Although achieved through different mechanisms, both exploit the fact

that the tip protrudes. In the former, the protruding tip encourages arcing, while in

the latter its height means it is the first part of the probe to become exposed as the

photoresist is steadily removed.

At the time of writing, probes such as these are available commercially under the

brand Vertisense Thermal Probes2

Wire thermocouples

In 1993, Majumdar et. Al first presented thermocouple-based SThM probes [144].

They were produced using alumel / chromel wires that were electrochemically etched

to form a sharp tip, then welded together by discharging a capacitor to form a

thermocouple junction (K-type) that also served as the AFM tip. Further etching

was performed to reduce junction size and increase tip sharpness. The smallest re-

ported junction diameter was 25µm, however the tip contact was inferred to be much

smaller by the quality of topographic imaging. To enable AFM-style optical feed-

back, an aluminium foil reflector was affixed between the wires. With this probe,

they were able to map the temperature of an active MESFET device and observe

heating under the gate, with estimated spatial resolution of 500nm.

Although these probes demonstrated the possibility of temperature mapping with

micro-thermocouple probes, they were discovered to be mechanically unfit for con-

tact mode operation with the feedback mechanisms available at the time due to the

softness of the metals at the tip, as significant deformation would occur during scan-

ning.

One particular modern realisation of micro-thermocouple SThM systems is that of

the group at FEMTO-ST [145]. Rather than fashioning the thermocouple wires into

a make-shift cantilever with optical feedback, they have attached the wires directly

to a quartz tuning fork. The increased Q factor of the QTF allows for more sensi-

tive force detection, which is valuable for the soft, wire probes [146]. In addition to

improvements in the drive system, they have also increased the spatial resolution of

2http://www.appnano.com/product/category/vertisense-thermal-probes
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FIGURE 3.7: Drawing of the thin film thermocouple probes presented
by Majumdar et. al [30]

the probes by sharpening them with FIB [147]. The disadvantages of modifying sin-

gle probes was previously discussed, however this procedure results in very sharp

tips exhibiting excellent spatial resolution. In addition, the low thermal mass of the

micro-thermocouple probes means its response/thermalisation time is very fast.

Microfabricated Type

In conjunction with the development of micro – wire thermocouples described above,

Majumdar et. al also experimented with fabricating thin film thermocouples [30].

They were motivated to do so in the hope that microfabrication techniques would

prove more reproducible and yield more uniform probes – an important considera-

tion when designing consumable devices for metrological applications.

A drawing of their probe is presented in Figure 3.7. They started with a commercial

AFM probe with cantilever beams forming a V-shape. Physical masks were used

to pattern gold and platinum onto each of the beams respectively, with the junction

being formed at their overlap.

The motivation for using the V shape cantilever was most likely so that a degree

of ‘self-alignment’ could be employed between the metal layers and the cantilever

beams, since the alignment accuracy of physical masks is expected to be lower than
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that of alternative pattern transfer methods such as photolithography, which could

not be employed on a released cantilever. Although not explicitly stated, it is rea-

sonable to assume the physical mask employed had openings for the leads wider

than the cantilever beams. The increased width translates to misalignment tolerance

– since within this area the metal will completely cover the beams.

This procedure resulted in devices with high reproducibility as desired, however

the thermal performance of the probe was poor. As can be assessed from the Fig-

ure, the junction area is on the order of 40× 40µm2, much larger than the cantilever

tip. Given the small contact area (and thus high resistance) between cantilever tip

and sample, this route for heat conduction was not particularly attractive. In air, the

signal was dwarfed by conduction through the air, while in vacuum the probes suf-

fered from poor spatial and temperature resolution. They remark that, while sharper

probes can increase the resolution of thermal images, this should also be accompa-

nied by smaller temperature sensors. It should be added that, as discussed later, the

requirement is not only that the sensor be smaller, but be more localised to the tip.

3.5.2 Resistive Probes

Wollaston Wire

The other main type of SThM probes are those which incorporate resistive temper-

ature detectors. The first demonstration of a resistive SThM was presented by Pyl-

lki et. al, who fashioned a probe from Wollaston process wire [148]. This material

consists of a platinum core and silver sheath, having diameters of 5 µm and 75 µm

respectively. By looping the wire and etching away a small (roughly 200µm) length

of the silver cladding, the platinum core is exposed. This area represents the only

significant resistance in the wire, and thus heating occurs primarily in this region.

Similarly, the temperature dependent resistance change in platinum is well suited

to resistance temperature detection due to its very linear Temperature coefficient of

Resistance (TCR). Optical lever detection is achieved in the same manner as Majum-

dar’s wire thermocouple probes [144].

Their commercial availability has meant that these probes are popular, and thus have

been well characterised in the literature. However, the cause of their high contrast
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FIGURE 3.8: Diagram of a doped silicon probe.

is their large contact area, which precludes high spatial resolution measurement.

Values of the thermal exchange radius have been published in the literature ranging

from 200 to 2300nm [149]. As with other wire-probe microscopies, these devices are

also not amenable to parallel production, introducing significant device to device

variation.

Doped Silicon

Selective doping of semiconductor allows for local variation of the resistance of an

otherwise monolithic structure. This property has been exploited in the fabrication

of actively heated doped – Si AFM probes. By creating a probe with a high dopant

concentration in the ‘legs’, and a low dopant concentration in the tip, a loop is cre-

ated in which the highest resistance – and thus the most heat – is dissipated in the

high resistance tip region. Such probes were initially developed for high density

data storage by Despont et al. of IBM [150]. Nano-indentations were created by

impressing the heated cantilever on a polymer film. The indentations could subse-

quently be detected (’read’) by the same tip by exploiting the relationship between

probe-sample distance and heat loss. In air, the extent to which the substrate acts

as a heat-sink to the hot probe is modulated by their separation. Therefore the de-

pressions caused by the ‘write’ operation indents could be observed in the thermal
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signal. [150]

The operating principle of these probes necessitates two separate physical ‘legs’ to

ensure proper electrical isolation between them. Such probes typically do not em-

ploy optical lever force feedback, since there is no suitably large plane for the re-

flector. Instead, such probes exploit the piezo-resistive property of doped Si, in

which the resistance of these regions varies linearly with deflection. The fabrica-

tion of piezo-resistive Si cantilevers upon which the doped-Si thermal probes are

based was presented by Tortonese et. al. [151]. The cantilever is formed using a ‘sil-

icon on insulator’ substrate, using the oxide as an etch stop to define the cantilever

thickness. The probe’s tip is formed using isotropic dry etching and oxide sharpen-

ing, as discussed in Section 3.3.2 and shown in Figure 3.3 [140]. The layout of such a

probe, including the selective doping to turn it into a heated cantilever, is presented

in Figure 3.8.

These types of probes are capable of delivering a great deal of heat – up to 1000K

[152]. This is the result of their comparably large heated region (roughly 8 x 16um)

and high electrical resistance [153]. This makes them especially well-suited to appli-

cations where heat delivery is of importance, including micro-calorimetry and local

thermal analysis of materials softening behaviour [154]. In a follow up paper to De-

spont’s [150], King et. al. describe some of the design considerations for a second

generation of heated cantilever probes. They remark that the heating of the probe

may be increased by narrowing the legs leading to the heated region [155]. This sim-

ple geometric alteration increases the thermal resistance of heat flowing towards the

cantilever. This encourages localisation of the heat to the tip region, which causes

a greater fraction of the generated heat to travel across the tip sample contact, or to

cross the air gap to the substrate.

In these probes, the latter is by far the dominant transfer mechanism. The tip has

nanoscale contact radius comparable with that of non-functionalised AFM probes.

The small solid-solid interaction area results in very poor thermal coupling due to

this geometrically induced contact resistance. Meanwhile, the heated region is com-

parably large. The probe’s resistance is the average of the temperature of the entire

heater/sensor region, of which the tip contact comprises only a minute part [140]. In
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addition, the raised tip (although doped in the same manner as the rest of the heater)

carriers negligible current, since the circuit does not require electrons to travel to the

end of the tip. Changes in sample temperature induce a tiny change in the probe

resistance, making them unsuitable for thermometry. When the probe is heated in-

stead, it has been shown that the dominant heat transfer mechanism is conduction

through the air, rather than the tip - sample contact. Since this mechanism is sepa-

ration dependant, rather than materials dependent, these probes cannot be used for

thermal conductance contrast imaging (under ambient conditions [156]) either. They

have however been identified as useful tools for calorimetry and nanolithography

[157]. In addition, Kim et. al have used probes of this type to topographically image

a sample using the thermal signal, and compared the results with optical deflection

force feedback [158]. The contrast mechanism exploits the fact that the tip-sample

solid-solid conduction is negligible. As the probe scans over some small feature

with its sharp tip, the distance between the heated cantilever and the substrate is

modulated. The tip scanned over a raised, isolated feature increases the cantilever

– sample separation, which reduces coupling between the tip and sample through

the air. Because the sample is now sinking the cantilever’s heat less effectively, the

cantilever resistance increases. In this paper, the authors demonstrated greater topo-

graphic sensitivity than was achieved using the traditional laser deflection method.

Additional applications for probes of this type are presented in the review paper

of King et. al [159], which also outlines some of the challenges for these devices.

Although these probes have not been actively developed for SThM applications,

there are enough parallels in the design and characterisation of these probes to make

their study of importance to this work. Subsequent chapters of this work draw upon

some of the experimental conclusions and design principles presented throughout

the references in this section.
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FIGURE 3.9: Diagram highlighting the resist profile resulting from
spin coating over a topographic feature. The resist gathers at the base

of the feature, and becomes very thin at the upper edge.

3.6 Prior Art at Glasgow

3.6.1 Ebeam lithography on micromachined substrates

Glasgow University has been involved in the development of integrated sensor AFM

probes since the early 1990s. The group’s novel contribution to the field was the in-

tegration of electron beam lithography with standard Si micromachining processes

to create a robust technology platform for the batch fabrication of integrated sensor

AFM probes with various sensors located at their apices. As has been previously ar-

gued in this chapter, the ability to repeatably batch fabricate probes at the wafer scale

is of great importance when developing metrological devices. Similarly, through the

examples of the various SThM probes presented in this section, it is reasonable to

conclude that a probe that is intended for thermal imaging should have a sensor

which is both small (order of magnitude of the contact radius [30], and aligned to

the tip. While these criteria are met by the novel ‘capped probes’ of Oesterschulze et.

al, these devices rely upon complex fabrication procedures which are unique to each

device type. The ability to perform lithography on AFM probes allows for flexible

pattern transfer of a variety of sensors simply by changing the pattern. However, the

as has been remarked upon throughout this Chapter, patterning sensors onto AFM

probes (especially the tips) is non trivial. As a review;
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FIGURE 3.10: Diagram highlighting the process of float coating a
wafer with significant topographic variation. The sample is sub-
merged in cool water. A drop of resist is added, and the solvent is
slowly evaporated, leaving a thin film of resist. Water is then ex-
tracted, resulting in a thin film of solidified resist which drapes over

the sample, covering any topographic features
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• Freestanding contact mode cantilevers are too mechanically fragile to with-

stand spin or spray coating of resist [31]

• Even before releasing the probes, spin coating (the typical method of resist

application) does not properly coat the raised features the AFM tips (Figure

3.9). The non-uniformity resist thickness introduced by these features results in

a variation in the critical dose of the resist, which severely diminished process

latitude.

• Structures and device defined before release need to be compatible with the

cantilever release etch which may be quite aggressive, since a lot of substrate

material needs to be removed.

The innovation allowing the group to avoid such issues is termed ‘float coating’, and

involves draping a solidified resist film over the top of the raised features. Figure

3.10 presents the principle of the technique. By combining spin and float coating, it

was possible to ensure complete coverage of the AFM pyramids and perform direct

EBL patterning on them for the first time [160].

Applications

An early application of this technique was for the EBL definition of the aperture in

SNOM. Zhou et al. presented such probes based upon a SiN cantilever. The fab-

rication of the tip is similar of that of Figure 3.4 for the pyramid formation. The

etch is stopped before completion, leaving the pyramid with a flat top. The mask

is stripped, and a second thin film, either SiN or SiO2 is deposited. Atop this is de-

posited the metal cladding of choice, (such as palladium [161] or aluminium [162]).

E-beam resist is applied to the samples with a combination of spin and float coating

applications, and the exposure and development are performed. The apertures are

then etched into the metal films using dry etch with the ebeam resist as a mask. The

specifics of the fabrication procedure change between publications as the technology

progressed, but this is sufficient to describe the general principle. When compared

with the other methods of creating aperture SNOM probes (see Section 3.4.4), this

approach has the following advantages;
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• Batch fabrication compatible, unlike FIB.

• Highly reproducible shape and location on the top, therefore throughput be-

tween probes is consistent.

• Arbitrary size and shape (others can only do circles or polygons defined by

etch planes) [162]

Limitations

Alignment

A limitation of the electron beam lithography method was discovered when con-

sidering the accuracy of registration between device layers. Since electron beam

lithography relies on automatic alignment after finding marker blocks, the accuracy

is limited by the quality of the markers and the registration algorithm’s handling of

that data. The first lithography step must include the markers which will be used in

all subsequent steps; in this case that means they are etched into the substrate during

the pyramid level. The requirement for another film (SiO2/ SiN) to be grown after

the pyramid layer means that it is not possible to simply put down high resolution

metal markers in the first step, since it is not permitted to contaminate the growth

furnaces with metals. The alignment issues which result from these sub-optimal

markers have persisted to the outset of this work, and are addressed in further de-

tail in Chapter 5, where a method to combat this issue is discussed.

Non-uniform thickness

Although capable of mitigating some of the issues with spin-on deposition, float

coated resist films typically features defects such as wrinkling and tearing, as high-

lighted in Figure 3.11. Tearing occurs infrequently enough to be tolerable, whereas

wrinkling poses a more serious limitation. Local thickness variations of three times

the nominal value require significant overdosing to ensure feature clearance. As

above, this condition restricts minimum attainable line-width.
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FIGURE 3.11: Graphic highlighting the common defects arising from
the float coating technique. Wrinkling of the resist as the solvent
evaporates results in a local thickness variation of three times the
nominal thickness. Occasionally, the film may tear during process-

ing leaving areas of no coverage.
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Pyramid baseFlat pyramid top

FIGURE 3.12: Drawing of the misalignment-tolerant cross thermo-
couple probe tips presented by Mills. The flat top is highlighted in
darker green. Ebeam lithography and metal lift off are used to pat-
tern the gold, and palladium layers, with the thermocouple junction
being formed at their point of intersection. Each layer requires its
own alignment operation which may result in some misalignment,
however as long as both wires cross the pyramid a junction of the

correct size will be formed.
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Application to SThM

The first SThM probes fabricated by the Glasgow group employed the same generic

substrate and resist stack as the SNOM probes described above. They were flat-

apex, ‘cross-thermocouple’ probes, shown schematically in Figure 3.12 [163] . This

design took into account the previously-encountered misalignment problems, since

a junction is formed regardless of the relative positions of the wires. Failure through

misalignment could only occur if either wire was patterned outside of the flat apex,

which was rare. Development of these probes uncovered a number of challenges as-

sociated with performing lift-off on these substrates and their unconventional resist

stack, with particular problem areas being atop the pyramid apex and at the base

of the feature where resist would gather. Although float coating allowed for contin-

uous film coverage, the resultant film is highly non-uniform, having thickness that

varies from the centre to the edge of the film. Additionally, it varies upon a number

of factors such as the droplet size, position, and solvent evaporation rate. A thor-

ough treatment was presented by Rudnicki [164]. Spin coating was employed in

conjunction with float coating to ensure the resist was of uniform thickness across

the majority of the wafer. Sharp edges present in the pattern would cause tearing,

and it was discovered that these should be rounded to encourage peeling off. Ad-

ditionally, small, isolated features proved difficult to lift-off. Note that sonication is

unsuitable for the probes after the back side etch (Appendix A, Step 24) has been

performed, since the membrane is too fragile to hold the probes in place throughout

agitation.

In the case of the cross thermocouple sensor design, it was possible to extend the

wires beyond the slope of the pyramid and onto the flat plane. Here, the resist stack

is expected to be more typical and the lift-off profile better defined. Metal lifted

off more readily in this region can be used to initiate ’tearing’ that propagates all

the way to the tip. This approach is not appropriate for all devices however, since

design restrictions may limit the flexibility in feature placement. In Chapter 6 of

this work, we detail difficulties with this lift-off similar to those discovered here and

how they were addressed through design changes. In Section 5.3 we outline work

performed to improve the focus of the beam in an attempt to improve the lift-off
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FIGURE 3.13: Diagram highlighting a common artefact in topo-
graphic AFM in which a blunt probe cannot fully resolve a high as-

pect ratio feature.

profile. Note that the non-uniform profile resulting from spin and float coating was

considered during this work. A large body of work was performed in an attempt to

transition to spray coating of e-beam resist. This is non trivial however, as equipment

manufacturers do not support e-beam resist. Additionally, spray coating is typically

used for thicker films than are suitable for high resolution electron beam lithography,

in which sub-micron films are preferable. It was not possible in the duration of

this project to deposit a suitably thin continuous film. A summary of this work is

presented in Appendix G

3.6.2 Side Probes and ‘Self-Alignment’

The flat apex probes described above proved a useful platform upon which sen-

sors could be patterned. However, their wide opening angle and large tip radius

prevents faithful reproduction of the sample topography, due to an artefact termed

’tip-sample convolution’. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.13. In addition to this

issue, there is also some ambiguity as to which part of the tip is in physical con-

tact with the sample. This is particularly problematic for thermal probes such as the

cross thermocouples described above, as one cannot be sure if the sensor and the

sample are in solid contact at any point. To combat these issues, ‘improved access’

or ‘side’ probes were developed [163]. These differ from traditional AFM probes in

that no pyramid is present on the released cantilever. Instead, the pyramid is used

as a sacrificial structure upon which a kink, or beak in the SiN layer is defined. This
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FIGURE 3.14: For ‘improved access’ probes, the tip is defined on the
side of the pyramid. This image shows the NiCr mask which is used

to transfer the cantilever into the SiN membrane.

cantilever definition can be seen in Figure 3.14. The cantilever apex is lithograph-

ically defined, a feat which is non-typical and necessitates high resolution electron

beam lithography.

The pattern defined in EBL is lifted off into a NiCr thin film, which is used as a hard

mask to transfer the pattern into silicon nitride through plasma etching. The process

is detailed fully in Appendix A steps 25 through 44. The EBL pattern is a ’sleeve’

which defines the outline of the cantilever with high resolution. The body of the

cantilever is defined with photolithography, in a layer which is aligned to fall within

the NiCr outline. Images of this procedure as it pertains to the novel cantilevers

developed in this work may be found in Section 6.1.2 Figures 6.4 and 6.5

Sensor definition on these ’side’ probes is achieved using EBL and lift-off, in a similar

fashion to the cantilever definition. However, the reduced dimensions of the sensor

mean that its placement relative to the cantilever level is much more critical than

the alignment of the previous level - the cantilever to the pyramid. The earliest
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A) Top view B) Three quarters view

FIGURE 3.15: Illustration highlighting the ’self-alignment’ principle
as it pertains to GU-style ’side’ probes. After defining the cantilever
in SiN, the pyramid is given a short wet etch to reveal an undercut.
The sensor feature is written deliberately larger than required and off-
set over the edge of the tip. Upon exposure, development and met-
allisation, some of the metal is deposited on the tip and the rest on
the pyramid, however because of the undercut, the two are discon-
tinuous. The deposited metal is always present at the tip, tolerant to
any misalignment. This processes is amenable to thermocouple fab-
rication by employing two individual strips in their own lithography

steps.

application of these ’side probes’ were in the fabrication of thermocouple probes,

in which ’self-alignment’ between the metal films and the SiN beak is employed to

ensure the junction is always located at the pyramid apex. In the context of these

probes, ’self alignment’ refers to the logical AND operation between the triangular

SiN tip and the deposited metal thin films. The sensor pattern is written such that it

overlaps the cantilever and the sacrificial Si substrate. Only that metal which lands

upon the cantilever remains after release. By careful design of the EBL patterns, it

was possible to reproducibly fabricate thermocouple junctions at the very apex of the

side probe. While this strategy of self-alignment ensures that a junction is reliably

formed at the wire intersection, a lack of accuracy in their relative positions meant

that junction sizes were observed to vary significantly (250 nm +/− 40%).

In addition to self-aligned thermocouple ’side-probes’, Mills also presented resistive

SThM probes using the same strategy. Rather than two levels of sensor definition

EBL however, a single exposure and deposition was required. Figure 3.15 shows

how self-alignment was employed in the fabrication of these devices. The central
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part of the RTD is always present at the probe apex. Misalignment still occurs, and

in these devices is manifest as a variation in resistance since the sensor width is

altered by misalignment. A detailed treatment of the causes and implication is this

misalignment is given in Section 5.2.3

Dual self alignment

While it is possible to ’self-align’, using one edge only, Mills et al also identified the

possibility of ’dual self alignment’, in which both edges of the sensor are defined

by the cantilever edges. This requires introducing a hole into the cantilever tip such

that the tip is formed by the union of two beams. Since the beams are written in

the same lithography stage, defining their width does not depend on the accuracy of

alignment. A blanket metal deposition over these beams will yield a resistor of well

defined and highly-reproducible width, completely tolerant to any misalignment

between cantilever and sensor definition. The challenge with such a procedure is in

the lift off of the bounded features to create the beams. If the hole fails to lift off,

the RTDs are at risk of shorting; a critical failure. These devices were described and

fabricated in Mills’ thesis, but were abandoned shortly after, due to the difficulty in

defining holes in the cantilever.

Commercialisation

The devices shown in Figure 3.15 represent the earliest thin-film resistive SThM

probes. Since they are microfabricated, their reproducibility is high, when compared

to the leading alternative; the Wollaston wire probes. The lithographically defined

sharp tips offered greater spatial resolution, and the linear-response platinum resis-

tance thermometer is easily as sensitive. These devices were subsequently commer-

cialised by Kelvin Nanotechnology and have been used in numerous SThM studies

in the literature [165]–[170] .

Since only one side self alignment is employed in these devices, their sensor resis-

tance varies. To combat this, temperature insensitive NiCr trimming resistors are

integrated into the wires leading to the pads. This increases the resistance of the

probes from 100 ± 50 Ω to 350± 50Ω. The increased resistance ensures compatibil-

ity with customer’s control circuitry despite any fluctuations in sensor resistance, at
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the expense of sensitivity.

In addition to passive mode thermometry, resistive probes may also deliver heat to

the sample through Joule heating. By monitoring the resistance of a heated probe

as it scans over a sample, it is possible to correlate the degree of heat the sample is

able to remove from the probe at a given position. In this manner, it is possible to

qualitatively map probe sample thermal conduction, which is related to, amongst

other things, the sample thermal conductivity. While this imaging technique is also

achievable using Wollaston wire probes, they lack the spatial resolution of these mi-

crofabricated alternatives. The doped Si probes discussed in Section 3.5.2, are ca-

pable of delivering a great deal of heat, however are hardly sensitive enough to be

used for conductance imaging (in air), thanks to the huge volume of heated air, and

the lack of resistance at the point of solid-solid contact. The design of the Glasgow

probe is such that the hottest, and highest resistance point of the RTD/heater is in

direct contact with the sample. However, the thin film construction of these probes

means they are less thermo-mechanically robust than monolithic probes, and have

been shown to suffer from bi-metallic bending [171].

Thanks to the involvement of Kelvin Nanotechnology with the Quantiheat project,

of which this work is a part, the process for the manufacture of the commercial

probes has been made available. The process, as it was given to the author at the

project’s outset, is presented in full in Appendix A. The following Chapter presents

a thorough analysis of the operation of these probes as a thermal transducer, consid-

ering their suitability for temperature and thermal conductivity imaging. With an

understanding of how the probe’s design affects it’s function, it will then be possi-

ble to re-design the probe to maximise its sensitivity, accuracy and reproducibility.

While many groups have presented thermal models of this popular probe, none

have the capability to alter the design and manufacture of the probes. This presents

a unique opportunity to understand and address the strengths and weaknesses of

these probes. In support of this, we have developed generic, flexible and fast models

to characterise numerous novel designs. The aim is to understand the relationships

between certain design features (i.e film thickness) and thermal properties (i.e maxi-

mum heater temperature) of the probes, and then to apply this understanding to the
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design of new probes, and the quantification of complex SThM measurements.
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FIGURE 3.16: Annotated photograph highlighting various parts of
the AFM used in this work

3.7 Instrumentation and Operation of resistive SThM

3.7.1 The AFM

All AFM data presented in this thesis has been captured using a Digital Instruments

Dimension 3100 Atomic Force Microscope, presented in Figure 3.16. The tool is lo-

cated within our temperature controlled laboratory, and is housed within a clear

acrylic cube to reduce any environmental interference. The AFM sits on top of an

optical table, to minimise vibration. Underneath the table houses the two micro-

scope controllers, and the signal access module.

This AFM includes no special features for interfacing with integrated sensor AFM

probes, therefore the signal access module is required. This box allows users to

‘inject’ a signal to various channels the AFM. In our case, the properly conditioned

probe signal is used to override the horizontal deflection channel, which is used to

produce the ‘Friction’ image in conventional AFM. In this manner, we are able to

produce the complete 2D SThM image.
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FIGURE 3.17: Simplified diagram of the circuit used to drive the
SThM probes used in this work. The pairs of resistors on the left and
right form two voltage dividers with voltages VA and VB respectively.
When the bridge is perfectly balanced, the voltages are equal. Small
changes in the probe resistance manifest as a difference between the
two node voltages. RL1 and RL2 are equal. Their value is chosen to be
sufficiently high to limit the current to maximum value tolerable by
the probe, when the bias is at 5V. Rm is the matching resistor whose
value is closest to that of the probe. Rb is the balance resistor, used to

reduce the probe resistance sufficiently to match with Rm.

3.7.2 Bridges

The instrumentation required for driving and measuring the output of the probes

has been designed and manufactured in-house. A simplified circuit diagram show-

ing how this has been achieved is presented in Figure 3.17. The probe’s resistance -

temperature variation is typically on the order of 0.1 Ω K−1 [172], therefore a Wheat-

stone bridge has been employed to accurately measure the small resistance varia-

tions. A low-noise instrumentation amplifier 3 with gain of × − 101 has been em-

ployed to increase the signal amplitude.

To facilitate simple, error-free bridge resistor calculation, a simple program was de-

veloped4. When provided with the probe resistance and desired maximum current,

3Analog Devices AD8429, https://www.analog.com/media/en/technical-documentation/

data-sheets/AD8429.pdf
4Available as part of the ‘SThMpackage’ software available on GitHub: https://github.com/

RL-AFM/SThMpackage

https://www.analog.com/media/en/technical-documentation/data-sheets/AD8429.pdf
https://www.analog.com/media/en/technical-documentation/data-sheets/AD8429.pdf
https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThMpackage
https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThMpackage
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the software will return values for all necessary resistors. The layout of the circuit

board is such that Rm should be chosen as the closest resistance below that of the

probe. The resistance of the probe branch of the Wheatstone bridge is then reduced

by the parallel sum of the probe and Rb. The program features a lookup table of

E96 (1%) or E192 (0.1%) preferred value resistors so only available values of resis-

tance can be chosen. The advantage of using fixed resistors over a potentiometer

is increased accuracy and stability. The limiting resistors are calculated based upon

the desired maximum current. A simple, battery-powered variable 0 to 5V isolated

power supply was designed to drive the probes when using DC. Therefore, the max-

imum current was chosen to occur at 5V DC. The software calculates the limiting

resistors using Equation 3.1:

Rlim =
5V
imax
− Rp (3.1)

The output of the circuit Vout in Figure 3.17 may be observed using a voltmeter or

oscilloscope, and may be fed directly into the AFM’s signal access module.

3.7.3 DC and AC/Lock-In detection

DC

In the passive mode of operation, probe temperature is frequently the reported mea-

surand, and is arrived at through the conversion of probe signal to a temperature,

achieved through calibration. This process is described in Section 3.7.5. In the ac-

tive mode however, results tend to be reported in a fractional measure of the probe’s

initial signal, be that in terms of power, resistance, or voltage. Calculation of probe

resistance from bridge output is trivial when the bridge resistances and bias volt-

age are known. The relationship is given in Equation 3.2, which may be used to

convert datasets from voltage to resistance values. Note that Equation 3.2 assumes

raw bridge output, therefore care must be taken to divide through by any gains

performed by amplification circuitry. Power conversion is then i2R, which is again

known if the bridge resistors and bias voltage are known.
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(
R1

Vout
Vbias

+ R1
R1+Rm

)
− R1 (3.2)

3.7.4 AC

In active mode SThM, it is possible to increase the probe’s sensitivity, and to re-

move the effects of ambient temperature drift and amplifier 1/ f noise through the

use of AC bias and lock-in detection. This is known as the three-omega (3ω) mode

of SThM. In this setup, the probe is driven with some frequency, ω which results

in periodic Joule heating at frequency 2ω. The multiplication of this 2ω resistance

change with the 1ω current results in a voltage that contains a 3ω component. Mon-

itoring this third harmonic is achieved through lock-in detection, and its isolation

means that only changes in amplitude at this frequency are measured. Electrical

drift or ambient temperature variation affect DC measurements, but because these

phenomena do not occur at the specified frequency, they are discarded from the 3ω

measurement. A further derivation of the 3ω mathematics is given in Appendix B

3.7.5 Probe TCR calibration

Conversion between probe signal and temperature requires some form of calibration

to compute the probe’s Temperature Coefficient of Resistance (TCR). The tempera-

ture - resistance relationship is shown in Equation 3.3:

R(T) = R(T0)(1 + α(T − T0)) (3.3)

in which R is the probe’s resistance, T is the probe’s temperature, with the zero sub-

script indicating room temperature, and α is the probe TCR. This calibration method

relates the probe’s resistance to the temperature changes it experiences. Some care

must be taken when using this TCR value, as this is only valid for the case where the

entirety of the probe’s sensor changes homogeneously. This is a valid assumption

for scanning large heated areas, but less so for small heated regions or active probe

experiments. The calibration procedure as it is performed in our lab is presented in

Figure 3.18
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Probe and holder mated with sliding support

Peltier module embedded in boxPt100 RTD

Lid with hole for wires

FIGURE 3.18: Photographs of the 3D printed enclosure used for probe
temperature calibration. The enclosure is designed to hold a small
(<50ml) volume of Flutek PP3, a chemically inert liquid with high
(60.4 W m−1 K−1) thermal conductivity and electrical resistivity. Be-
cause of its thermal conductivity and small volume, the liquid ther-
malises very quickly. Submersion in liquid ensures the entire probe is
at uniform temperature. A Peltier module is recessed into the bottom
of the enclosure, which has been made as thin as possible to ensure
rapid thermalisation. A PT100 temperature sensor may be affixed
into the enclosure using a T-shaped PCB and an inversely shaped fe-
male end in the enclosure. Because there is some risk of breaking
probes during scanning, it is preferred to complete a body of work
with the probe before calibrating. As such, probes for calibration are
already bonded onto dimension holders. The enclosure includes a 3D
printed sliding support with pins whose size and spacing matches
that of the Dimension AFM. This allows the probe to be mated with
the support outside of the enclosure before being inserted and slid
into close proximity to the PT100 for accurate temperature calibration
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Immersion of the probe in a small volume of fluid is intended to ensure that the

entirety of the fluid, and thus the sensor, is isothermal. Therefore, the probe’s resis-

tance change is the result of the change in the uniform temperature across it’s length.

While this is a sensible approach considering the definition of TCR, this metric must

be employed with caution when trying to calibrate probe output. Unfortunately,

this procedure of immersion in uniform temperature fluid hardly mimics any of the

probe’s typical operating regimes. It may be somewhat appropriate for the situation

in which the probe is scanned over a large heated region in ambient, such that the

sample is able to heat the air surrounding the probe’s sensor to a roughly uniform

temperature. More often however, the temperature distribution of the probe is non-

uniform across its length. Non uniformity may arise through probe self-heating,

or through local heating of the sensor apex due to solid-solid conduction from a

heated sample. In such cases, the TCR is not a valid conversion method, since the

probe’s resistance change is not the result of a uniform temperature change. [173].

Non-uniform heating and sensing is a key topic of this thesis, and is discussed in

particular detail starting at Section 4.8.1. In particular, let us highlight that the as-

sumption of uniform temperature distribution becomes more egregious for probes

whose sensors span a larger area.

In this work, we have been careful to avoid any claim to the probe’s absolute tem-

perature in any of the experimental work. It is always more accurate, and often more

appropriate to discuss the probe signal change, since this is the only metric which

the probe is able to provide without a more robust calibration.

In leiu of a more representative method, isothermal fluid immersion has been em-

ployed in our lab, and has been found to be useful first approximation for probe

TCR.

3.7.6 Image capture and post-processing

Images are gathered in the AFM using the nanoscope software, however this is not

used for post-processing and analysis. For this work, the open source alternative,

Gwyddion [174] was used due to the availability of information on all the algorithms
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used5. The processing of SThM images requires careful consideration. A simple

example highlighting the importance of this is that of tilted data. When considering

topographic data, tilt is simply the physical tilt of the sample. This contains no useful

information, and reduces the contrast of the features of the image, so tilt in this

channel can safely be removed to produce a more useful image. When considering

a thermal scan however, any apparent ‘tilt’ is the result of a systematic electrical or

thermal variation and this should be understood before deciding whether or not to

filter it from the image.

5http://gwyddion.net/

http://gwyddion.net/
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Chapter 4

Probe Characterisation and Model

Development

4.1 Unpacking the SThM measurement

The SThM probe is a thermal transducer which converts the average temperature

across its sensitive element into an electrical signal. The relationship between the

probe output and the nanoscale thermal phenomena to be measured is not simple

however. The sensor temperature is defined by several factors, including, but not

limited to, those listed in Table 4.1. This is not problematic in and of itself, however,

issues arise due to the fact that the probe’s output does not contain any informa-

tion about which effect has caused the temperature disturbance. To this end, one

cannot make the distinction between ’useful’ and confounding contributions to the

thermal system. This prevents quantitative measurements, which is the aim of every

metrological measurement.

Experimental factors
• The power supplied to the probe
• The temperature of the sample
• The ambient temperature and humidity
• The contact resistance between probe and sample
• The thermal conductivity of the sample
• The thermal resistance of the probe
• The probe - sample separation

TABLE 4.1: Selected experimental factors impacting probe output
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A particular challenge to the formulation of a simple relationship between tip tem-

perature and sample thermal measurements is the variety of ways with which the

probe may thermally couple between the sample and the environment. This cou-

pling is the result of the fact that it is very difficult to constrain the flow of heat. It

travels not only through solid materials and interfaces between solids, but also flows

freely through surrounding fluid mediums such as water and air. Consider that the

difference between thermally insulating and conducting materials is about three or-

ders of magnitude. This is in contrast to electrical flux, for which there is a distinct

(20 order of magnitude) difference in the conductivity between insulating materials

and conductive materials [175]. This example illustrates why it is so difficult to de-

sign an SThM system in which all the heat fluxes are constrained. This is especially

true of experiments performed in ambient conditions. We observe that the thermal

conductivity of air (k=0.024 W m−1 K−1) is only one order of magnitude lower than

that of solid PMMA (k = 0.187 W m−1 K−1), a material which we have probed dur-

ing this work), yet air surrounds the probe! The thermal confinement problem is not

limited to coupling through fluids either; it also results in unintended and parasitic

fluxes, such as the transfer of heat through the cantilever to the base of the chip.

Any thermal fluxes that are not accounted for will act as confounding variables to

the measurement. Therefore, it is evident that the full network of thermal transfer

routes should be described, and quantified, if quantitative measurements are to ever

be performed.

Figure 4.1 presents a diagram of the multiple heat transfer mechanisms that exist

between the probe and sample. The complexity of this system is such that its char-

acterisation is non-trivial and quantification of the heat flux along any route is chal-

lenging. To this end, many in the field have utilised the thermal-electrical analogy

to leverage the circuit diagrams employed in electronic engineering, and use them

to describe equivalent thermal systems [26], [132], [138], [165], [176], [177]. With this

approach, the different routes of thermal transport are transformed into ’branches’ of

an electrical circuit, with the opposition to these fluxes being represented by appro-

priate thermal resistances. If enough of the thermal resistances, temperatures or heat

fluxes are known, it is possible to solve the network for the remaining unknowns. In
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FIGURE 4.1: Schematic diagram indicating the many heat transfer
routes between the probe, sample, and environment. Double headed
arrows indicate that heat transfer can occur in either direction, de-

pending on which is the hotter body.
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the following sections we will discuss why this approach is favourable, before pre-

senting an in-depth representation of the SThM thermal network as it is presently

understood. With a detailed thermal network established, we will be able to more

clearly explain the specific problems in SThM scanning that the work in this Thesis

aims to address. Since it is our aim to design and fabricate an improved SThM probe,

this network will help to communicate what would constitute an improvement; and

how such improvements may arise.

4.2 Thermal-resistance modelling background

4.2.1 How a thermal-resistance model is constructed

Systems involving potentials, flows and resistances may be found in many fields. In

each case, the flux is driven by a potential, and the opposition to a flux is affected

by the geometry of the medium through which it flows. In structural mechanics, a

displacement (potential) results in a load (flux), whose magnitude is influenced by

the stiffness (conductance) of the medium. Similarly, in fluid dynamics, a pressure

(potential) drives a flow rate (flux) with a rate determined by the resistance of the

pipe through which it is being transferred.

When compared with the examples presented above, we note that electronics has

received the greatest attention in the field of network analysis. The rapid scaling of

components in micro-electronic circuits has driven demand for sophisticated com-

puter aided simulation methods. Notably, the development of software suites built

upon SPICE (Simulation Program with Integrated Circuit Emphasis) [178] simula-

tions has been particularly impactful [179]. In addition, members of the scientific

community typically have a working understanding of circuit diagrams and simple

circuit analysis techniques. This makes the electrical analogy an attractive candidate

for both communicating and evaluating networks in the thermal domain. This ap-

peal is evidenced by a wealth of examples of thermal-electrical networks throughout

the literature [33], [138], [153], [159], [170], [180], [181]. It should be noted that their

use is by no means limited to SThM studies [182]–[184]
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FIGURE 4.2: Schematic highlighting the co-ordinate system used to
refer to the probe. We define the x direction as ’length’, the y direction
as ’width’, and the z direction as ’thickness’. The probe thickness is
400nm, which is significantly smaller than the its extent in the other

two dimensions.

The challenge in creating a thermal-resistive network for SThM concerns the correct

representation of the resistances associated with the various modes of heat transport.

In this section we will outline the relevant mathematics required for such transfor-

mations, alongside any assumptions which must be made to perform them.

4.2.2 1D conduction in solids

Conduction is the mode of thermal transport most prevalent within solid materials

and between solids in thermal contact [185]. How easily thermal transport occurs

within a material is dependent upon its thermal conductivity, which is an intensive

material property. An object comprised of a particular material may be described in

terms of its thermal conductance, which accounts for how the dimensions of the ob-

ject influence its ability to conduct heat. This is an extensive property which is often

reported in terms of its reciprocal; thermal resistance. Thermal resistance therefore is

defined as the ratio of a temperature difference to a resulting heat flux. For materials

of certain dimensions, it is reasonable to assume that conduction occurs in only one

direction. This approach is valid when the dimensions of the object in question are

such that the resistances across two of the object’s dimensions are small when com-

pared with the third [186]. In such systems, the temperature is considered uniform

across two of the three dimensions. The spatial variation of temperature is then fully
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described by one coordinate alone. In this work, the length, or x co-ordinate (see Fig-

ure 4.2) is chosen as the dimension across which temperature variation occurs.

Thermal probes such as those used in this work are ’thermally-thin’ objects which

are well-suited to description with 1D thermal conduction models [153], [176]. This

assertion is validated by their having a Biot number far less than 0.1 [187]. When

this condition is met, the assumption of a uniform temperature distribution is rea-

sonable [185].The Biot number is a dimensionless quantity which is calculated using

the following relation;

Bi =
hLc

k
(4.1)

Where h is the heat transfer coefficient of convection from the object’s surface, k is

the thermal conductivity of the object in question, and Lc is the characteristic length

of the object, typically defined as the ratio of the object’s volume to surface area

[185]. For the probes used in this work, the Biot number is always far lower than 0.1,

typically on the order of 10−8.

In the following sections, diffusive heat conduction is discussed. However, it should

be noted that in mesoscopic length scales, heat conduction through ballistic heat car-

riers becomes of importance. In this regime, heat carriers travel through the medium

experiencing negligible scattering interactions, and therefore no temperature gradi-

ent within the medium may be observed. Ballistic transport occurs when the mean

free path of the heat carrier is greater than the dimensions of the medium. The re-

lationship between the two is quantified by the Knudsen number (Kn), which is

defined as the ratio of the former to the latter. When Kn << 1 diffusive transport

may be assumed and the influence of ballistic contributions omitted. The mean free

path of phonons in SiN has been shown to be less than 2nm [188], which is two or-

ders of magnitude smaller than the minimum characteristic dimension that has been

considered in this work. The model developed in this work and outlined in this

chapter is intended to be indicative of gross changes imparted by significant probe

re-design. Beyond that, FEA tools with more advanced thermal transport models

should be considered.
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FIGURE 4.3: A plane wall constructed from homogeneous material.
Heat flux, q, travels along the x direction. There is a linear gradient

between temperatures T1 and T2

4.2.3 Derivation of 1D conduction

Under classical conditions, thermal conduction within a homogeneous body is gov-

erned by Fourier’s Law [189];

q = −k∇T (4.2)

where q denotes the heat flux density (W m−2), k is the material’s thermal conduc-

tivity (W m−1 K−1) and ∇ is the differential operator.

When considering 1D heat conduction, Equation 4.2 reduces to [185];

q = −kA
dT
dx

(4.3)

In which q is the scalar heat flux, A is the cross section of the material orthogonal

to the direction of heat flux, and dT
dx is the rate of change of temperature along the x
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direction.

In the case of a homogeneous material with uniform cross-section and thermal con-

ductivity, exhibiting no internal heat generation, the temperature gradient across the

object is linear [185]. Figure 4.3 shows a one-dimensional plane wall, which is an ex-

ample of such an object. In this specific case, Equation 4.3 may be further reduced to

[185];

q = − kA
L
(T2 − T1) (4.4)

Where L is the wall’s length in the x direction, and T1 and T2 represent the temper-

atures at the left and right faces of the wall respectively. A schematic representation

of this relationship is presented in Figure 4.3

As stated previously (Section 4.2.2), a resistance is, by definition, the ratio of a po-

tential to a flux. Therefore, we can state the thermal resistance of 1D conduction in

solids through the re-arranging of Equation 4.4:

T1 − T2

q
=

L
kA
≡ R (4.5)

In which R denotes the thermal resistance of conduction through this object.

4.2.4 Composite plane walls and contact resistance

The 1D plane wall analogy has provided a method of calculating the thermal resis-

tance of a single homogeneous material. Like their electrical counterparts, thermal

resistors may similarly be arranged into a network in series or parallel arrangements.

An example of when such a network may be used is presented in Figure 4.4, which

shows a composite wall structure containing 4 distinct materials in thermal contact.

The manner in which these materials are arranged with respect to the direction of

heat flux defines their representation. Those which are butted against one another

normal to the x direction may be treated as series resistances. Laminate materials,

which are ’stacked’ one atop the other, are represented as parallel thermal resis-

tances. Recall that for the 1D thermal model employed here the laminated materials
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FIGURE 4.4: A series-parallel composite wall and its thermal circuit
equivalent.

must be isothermal by definition, since heat may only flow in the x direction and

they are stacked in z.

The validity of the composite plane wall system is conditional upon the assumption

of perfect thermal contact between the adjacent materials. This assumption is pred-

icated upon two factors; perfect mechanical coupling, and exact phonon coupling

[186]. For all real surfaces, there exists some degree of roughness which precludes

perfect mechanical contact. Rather, the joint is comprised of many nano-contacts;

the number and distribution of which is dependent upon factors which include the

pressure exerted upon the joint, the compliance of each material and the roughness

of each surface [28]. In addition to conduction through the multi-asperity solid-solid

contact, heat transfer also occurs through conduction through the gaps, for example

through air in ambient conditions. The contact resistance is then the sum of the

parallel contributions of the solid-solid condition and the conduction (or radiation)

through the medium. It is typical to represent this resistance as an additional resis-

tor in the thermal network at the interface between the materials, as shown in Figure

4.5.
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FIGURE 4.5: A contact resistance, Rc is present between the two ma-
terials which comprise this composite plane wall. It occurs due to
lattice mismatching and nanoscale roughness on the sample surfaces.
It results in a temperature drop at the boundary between materials.

Boundary Resistance

Thermal boundary resistance, also known as Kapitza resistance, Rb, has been ob-

served between well thermally coupled materials [190], and is thought to arise due

to differences in the atomic structure of the materials in contact. Phonons propa-

gating through a regular crystal lattice are expected to encounter some impedance

mismatching when crossing the boundary into materials with a dissimilar lattice

period [177]. Two models have been developed to describe the thermal boundary

resistance, each making different assumptions about the type of the phonon scat-

tering that occurs [191]. The Acoustic Mismatch model (AMM) assumes specular

reflection and transmission, while the Diffuse Mismatch model (DMM) assumes dif-

fuse reflection. These differences result in each model being more appropriate at

different temperatures, with the former being better suited to temperatures of < 10 K

where specular scattering is more likely [192].
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In this work, we use contact resistance, Rc, to refer to a single resistance which en-

capsulates the contributions from both phonon boundary scattering and the small

contact area. It should be noted that this quantity is difficult to predict, so tends to

be measured experimentally [28]. One reason why these terms are often grouped

together is that the ’true’ contact area is not possible to measure experimentally [28],

therefore the two cannot be dis-entangled. In Section 4.3.4, we detail how contact

resistance is treated in the specific context of SThM measurement.

Note that in the 1D thermal model, contact resistances between materials which are

stacked perpendicular to the axis of heat flux (such as the central materials in Figure

4.4) are disregarded, since all layers are assumed isothermal.

4.2.5 Spreading and constriction resistances

The 1D thermal conduction model presented in this chapter is a suitable represen-

tation of heat flux through the probe, since the dimensions of cantilever structures

are a reasonable approximation to a 1D system. However, it is not appropriate to

employ a 1D model for the representation of heat transfer from a heated probe into

a sample. To this end, we employ the familiar ’spreading resistance’ calculation [26],

[188], [193], [194], which represents this probe-sample heat-sinking with a single

thermal resistance, that can easily interface with the rest of the 1D model.

Spreading resistance describes the resistance associated with the diffusion of heat

into or out of an isotropic half-space, that is, a homogeneous solid whose dimen-

sions are much greater than the characteristic length of the heat source. In this de-

scription, the free surface of the half-space is considered a perfect insulator apart

from the source region, and is therefore adiabatic [194]. Whether the resistance is

termed a ‘spreading’ or ‘constriction’ resistance depends upon the direction of the

heat transfer with respect to the half space. Spreading resistance is used when heat

flows into the half space and spreads out, while constriction describes transfer in the

opposite direction; out of the half-space through the aperture-like opening [195].

As with all the prior resistances discussed, thermal spreading resistance is the quo-

tient of a temperature gradient and a heat flux;
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Rs =
Tsource − Tsink

Q
(4.6)

In which TSource is the temperature of the source which is in thermal contact with the

free surface of the half space. Tsink is the thermal sink temperature. Since the sink

area of the half space is much larger than the source area, it is assumed isothermal.

The heat transfer rate, Q, is dependent upon the type of contact between the source

and half space, and is described in the general case in [194]. The specific case as it

applies to SThM is detailed in Section 4.3.4 of this thesis.

4.2.6 Thermal resistance of convection

The thermal resistance representation is not only applicable to conductive transport.

For example, Newton’s law of cooling (Equation 4.7), which describes the heat loss

of a body to its environment due to convection, may be rearranged similarly to yield

a thermal resistance [185];

q = hS(Ts − Tenv) (4.7)

Where h is the heat transfer coefficient of the fluid environment, S is the surface area

of the heated object which is exposed to the fluid, and Tenv is the ambient tempera-

ture of the fluid, which is considered a heat sink. Re-arranging this equation yields

the thermal resistance of heat transfer of this type;

Rth,conv =
Ts − Tenv

q
=

1
hA

(4.8)

Constructing a thermal resistance in this manner allows us to model the heat transfer

from the surface of a solid to the environment through convection. The thermal resis-

tance analogy allows the option to include this mode of thermal transport alongside

the chain of resistors representing one dimensional conduction within the probe.
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FIGURE 4.6: The full thermal-electronic equivalent circuit for the
SThM probe-sample-environment network

4.3 The thermal resistive model of SThM probe - sample -

environment interactions

4.3.1 Introduction: typical thermal resistance networks

Thermal resistive networks are commonly employed in SThM studies [138], [153],

[159], [170], [180], [181], [196], however the number of components present in each

network is different depending on the study being performed. For example, when

studies are performed under vacuum, it is reasonable to discard resistances associ-

ated with air conduction or convection.

For the purposes of fully describing the network, we present here an equivalent

circuit that may be used to describe the operation of the SThM probe in any envi-

ronment, in any operating mode. The thermal circuit shown in Figure 4.6 features

all of the routes for thermal transport between the probe, sample and environment,

with their inclusion or isolation being controlled by switches. In this Section, we
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will describe each element of the circuit and its significance to the measurement, be-

fore using this circuit to demonstrate the operation of the probe in a few common

configurations.

4.3.2 Temperature Nodes

Temperature nodes are the analogue of voltage nodes in the thermal electrical anal-

ogy. In Figure 4.6, nodes of particular importance to the SThM system have been

annotated and highlighted in red. These nodes are point measurements intended

to describe the temperature at various locations throughout the system. Note that

real systems may be more appropriately represented by a temperature distribution.

However, the system is composed of a discrete set of elements having common ther-

mophysical properties (i.e, probe, sample, environment), so a discrete lumped model

is a natural and intuitive approximation.

Probe Temperature, Tp

In resistive SThM systems, the output of the probe is a signal which is proportional to

the probe’s electrical resistance. This is, in turn, a function of its sensor temperature

Tp, with the relationship being described by the probe’s Temperature Coefficient of

Resistance (TCR). From this circuit, it is readily apparent that the temperature of this

node is dependent upon every other element in the network simultaneously.

The probe may be driven in two different modes, and as such the probe temperature

is intended to vary as the result of different thermal phenomena. In the passive

mode of operation, the probe acts as a thermometer, and its sensor temperature is

monitored as a function of the sample temperature, Ts. The accuracy of this method

is limited due to the presence of a contact resistance, Rc which impedes the flow

of heat from the sample into the probe. This results in the probe typically ’under-

reporting’ the temperature of hot samples, and prevents quantitative temperature

measurement without some means to characterise Rc [28].

In the active mode of operation, the probe is heated to a temperature greater than

ambient qp and is brought into contact with the sample. Samples of different con-

ductivities, Rs, abstract heat more or less efficiently from the tip, forming an image
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whose contrast is related to sample thermal conductivity, k. In this mode, the change

in probe temperature as a function of k is the desired measurand.

It is important to note that in thermal circuits of this type, the probe temperature is

reduced to a single point, which discards some information regarding its tempera-

ture distribution. The appropriateness of this representation is discussed further in

Section 4.10.2

In addition to heating via the sample or probe self-heating, the probe is also subject

to heating from the laser, for the majority of systems which use optical lever de-

flection systems. Heating contributions from this source are particularly difficult to

quantify, since they vary depending upon laser alignment, sample reflectivity and

separation between the laser source and the probe. Laser heating has been demon-

strated to be a significant source of uncertainty, especially in passive mode mea-

surements [173] [29]. While the laser heating contributes to the probe temperature,

its impact cannot represented with the lumped approximation, as it manifests as a

temperature distribution along the cantielver. It is therefore not possible to define

the proportion of laser heating that would need be added to the probe temeprature

node, Tp.

Sample Temperature, Ts

This node represents the sample temperature, which may be elevated above ambient

by internal or external heat sources. An example of the former is an active sample

such as a heater, which may be represented in this circuit by closing the switch to

voltage source Ts. The sample temperature may also be raised due to the abstrac-

tion of heat from a probe with elevated temperature, both through the solid contact

and/or through the environment.

4.3.3 Sources and sinks

Source - Probe Joule Heating, qp

qp represents a heat flux generated by the probe due to Joule heating. It is manifest as

an ideal current source, which is characterised by its ability to provide steady current

no matter the load opposing it. This results in a source voltage which varies in
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accordance with Ohms Law. The ’load’ in this case is the equivalent resistance of the

rest of the network to which the current source is attached. The ideal current source

is therefore a fitting representation, since the probe’s heat generation is constant, but

its temperature is defined completely by the rest of the thermal circuit.

The magnitude of the heat flux provided is calculated using the following assertion;

for purely resistive materials, it is reasonable to assume that all the electrical power

is dissipated as heat [197]. The power is calculated by the Joule-Lenz law;

P = I2R (4.9)

Where I is the current supplied to the probe and R is it’s electrical resistance.

Ts The sample temperature, Ts, is represented by a 1-terminal voltage source, whose

connection to the circuit is dependent upon the state of switch Sh. When connected,

this source ensures that the sample temperature is driven to Ts. This models experi-

ments in which the sample is held at elevated temperature relative to the probe and

the environment. In passive mode, this value is typically unknown and it is this

quantity we wish to measure. In active mode, Sh is opened, and this temperature

is reached due to the influence of probe heating alone. Determination of the value

of Ts is non trivial in this case however; in the active mode, losses are monitored by

the probe signal (node Tp) alone, and it is typically unknown which quantity of the

dissipated heat has affected Ts.

Sinks - Ground

In an electronic circuit, ‘ground’ represents a reference potential, which is given the

value 0V and is used as a baseline against which the voltages in the circuit are mea-

sured. In the electrical domain, current flows from a high potential to a lower one,

i.e. towards ground. This is mirrored in the thermal domain, where heat flows from

a higher temperature to a lower one.

Much like the earth acts as an electron sink because it is a large, electrostatically

neutral mass, heat sinks are bodies whose heat capacity is great that any of heat

delivered to them will not appreciably alter their temperature. Heat may be sunk
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FIGURE 4.7: Magnified view of the tip-sample solid-solid contact,
highlighting the various modes of thermal transport that occur. In
the leftmost figure, we observe radiative transport, and conduction
through the air. The view on the right is a further magnified version
of the image on the left, and shows solid-solid conduction across a
multi-asperity contact, as well as through a liquid meniscus that is

present on all surfaces in ambient conditions.

into large solid objects, or into the environment if the system is operating outside of

vacuum. For the systems in consideration in this work, their small physical size and

modest power generation (order of µW) is such that the ambient air temperature

will be negligibly affected by any heat generated within the system. Therefore, the

environment itself may be considered an effective heatsink. This is modelled by the

branch containing Renv, which represents the thermal resistance associated with heat

transfer to the environment.

An important observation about ’grounds’ in this circuit is that this reference tem-

perature will be affected by fluctuations in ambient temperature. For this reason,

strict environmental control is desirable when undertaking SThM measurements.

Throughout this thesis, we have considered ground to represent a room temperature

of approximately 23 °C. In graphs which display the probe temperature, these values

are given in terms of ‘degrees above room temperature’ unless otherwise stated.

4.3.4 Resistances

Thermal resistances dictate the rate of heat flux through each of the various path-

ways available in the system. These resistances may be described by different heat

transfer mechanisms, such as conduction, convection or radiation. In this section, we
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FIGURE 4.8: Reduced view of the thermal equivalent circuit showing
only the resistances associated with the probe-sample contact. This is

the equivalent circuit of the situation depicted in Figure 4.7

outline the heat transfer methods associated with each resistance and identify any

phenomena upon which the values of these resistances are dependent. Any varia-

tion in these resistances will result in a change in the tip temperature, which may

therefore be interpreted as representing a change in probe-sample conductance. To

improve quantitative measurement, the influence of these external factors should be

minimised.

Thermal resistances associated with the tip - sample contact region

As a contact thermal metrology technique, it is to be expected that a great deal of the

thermal network is concerned with heat transfer in the tip-sample contact regime,

which is highlighted by a green box in Figure 4.6. As such, we begin this section by

discussing these resistances, before moving on to the other resistances in the system.

Contact Resistance, Rc

Rc represents the contact resistance that arises between the probe and sample. It

arises due to imperfections in the mechanical coupling between the two solid sur-

faces and an interfacial thermal resistance associated with differences in lattice spac-

ing (Section 4.2.4). These effects are exacerbated in SThM studies due to the nanoscopic

contact area. An equation describing these effects is presented below [26], [32], [170];

Rc =
Rb

πb2
c

(4.10)
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In which Rb denotes the interfacial thermal resistance, which describes the thermal

resistance associated with heat transfer between dissimilar materials due to phonon

mismatching [198]. It assumes a physical contact at the interface [170]. bc is then a

scaling factor which is related to the size of the mechanical contact of between the

probe and sample. Treatment of this radius varies in the literature. One approach

considers this contact radius to be roughly 3nm [170], a value which was calculated

from the Derjaguin-Muller-Toparov model [199]. However, an alternative value was

suggested by Ge et. al [32], who performed a body of work comparing the probe’s

experimentally-determined output against a detailed thermal model.

The experiment involved a passive probe which was scanned over an active device

in ambient conditions. The primary unknown of the accompanying model was the

tip-sample thermal resistance. Good agreement was found between the form of the

curves measured experimentally and determined numerically. The value of Rc was

then taken as the value which best minimised the offset between the two. This value

was found to be 8.33× 105 K W−1. Various sources propose to consider the contact

radius, bc, to be equal to the probes radius of curvature, r [28], [149], [170], [200],

which has been shown to be approximately 50nm [201]. This would yield an inter-

facial thermal resistance of 6.5× 10−9 K W−1 which is in reasonable agreement with

values for metal-metal interfaces found in the literature [202], [203].

Acceptable values of Rb for the type of interface formed between the probe and

sample (Gold, in this case) range from 1× 10−9 K W−1 to 5× 10−8 K W−1 [32]. This

range was used in conjunction with the 3nm contact radius predicted by the DMT

model to solve Equation 4.10. The result is a range of contact resistance from 2× 107

to 2× 109 K W−1, which was at least two orders of magnitude too large to prove a

good fit for the thermal model.

In this work, we opt to use the value of contact resistance presented by Ge et. al

(8.33× 105 K W−1). The evidence provided by the author, alongside his appeal to

Gotsmann’s work [28] regarding the fact that a tip with nano-scale roughness may

be treated as a flattened tip when experiencing the pressure induced by contact scan-

ning, is one we find compelling. Therefore, we shall also consider the contact area

to equal the tip radius of curvature, 50nm.
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FIGURE 4.9: Schematic showing the probe sample contact as it con-
sidered in this model. We assume a flat, circular contact on the sam-
ple surface. For the radius of contact, b, we select a value of 50nm as
suggested by Ge et al [32]. In this schematic, a heated probe touches
a sample at lower temperature, the dimensions of which are much
larger than the mean free path of heat carriers within the materials.
We have highlighted the isotherms and heat flux lines associated with
conduction from the probe into the material. The exposed surface of

the material is adiabatic.

Rs, Spreading Resistance

An overview of spreading resistance was presented in Section 4.2.5. In SThM stud-

ies, the spreading resistance is used to represent the heat flow from a heated tip into

a sample of lower temperature (typically taken to be room temperature), as demon-

strated in Figure 4.9. This resistance is dependent upon the thermal conductivity

of the sample being scanned, and it is this resistance which is the desired source of

signal contrast in Active mode SThM studies. As discussed in the previous section,

it is possible to model the probe as a conical frustum, in which the circular plane of

the flat apex makes contact with the sample. As such, the spreading resistance may

be modelled as a circular heat source in contact with an isotropic half-space. This

assumption does not hold for those materials (such as quartz) exhibiting thermal

conductivity anisotropy [204]. If the heat source is isothermal, the relation describ-

ing spreading resistance through the sample is [193], [194];

Rs =
1

4kbc
(4.11)
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In which k represents the thermal conductivity of the material to which the probe

has made contact, and bc is the contact radius. The assumption of an isothermal heat

source is reasonable given the small dimensions of the probe [149]

Rr Radiative Transfer

Rr represents heat radiative heat transfer that occurs between the probe and sample.

While both near and far field radiative transfer has been observed [26], it has been

acknowledged that radiation is never the dominant heat transfer mechanism and

its affect is negligible in most cases [23], [26], [32], [132], [170]. Estimations of the

effects of far-field radiative heat transfer places its thermal resistance in the order of

1× 108 K W−1, which is three orders of magnitude greater than that of convective

heat transport [205].

Radiative heat transfer occurs regardless of the environment of operation. Under

ambient conditions however, its contribution is difficult to distinguish from conduc-

tion through the gaseous medium. As such, its effects are sometimes encompassed

in the calculation of the heat transfer coefficient, h (as seen in Equation 4.7) [26].

In this work, we make the assumption that radiative heat transfer is negligible and

may be ignored.

Rm, Conduction through a liquid meniscus

Rm represents conduction through a liquid meniscus that forms between the tip and

sample in ambient conditions due to capillary condensation [206]. In ambient condi-

tions, a thin film of water is present on all surfaces [207]. When a probe tip is intro-

duced, capillary condensation acts to form a meniscus with high radius of curvature

between the two surfaces [206], [208]. It has been proposed that, under ambient

conditions, this is a dominant mechanism for thermal transport [138]. These claims

were recently investigated, and disproved, by Assy et. al. [180], [209]

Assy et. al have estimated the geometry of the meniscus using the Kelvin equation

[180], [209], which considers the temperature and relative humidity, alongside the

geometric properties of the tip (described by it’s radius of curvature). They per-

formed measurements of the capillary force experience by the probe as a function of
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probe self-heating temperature. They observed a gradual evaporation of the menis-

cus as the probe’s temperature was increased, and a corresponding reduction in stic-

tion [180].

In [209] the authors present plots of the thermal conductance of the meniscus as a

function of tip temperature for KNT probes such as those that form the basis of this

work. They have observed the tendency Gmeniscus → 0 as Tp increases. The maxi-

mum operating temperature of the KNT probe is too low to fully remove the menis-

cus however. At any temperature, they found that the thermal conductance of this

mode of transport was always greater than 20 nW K−1 (Rmeniscus = 5× 107 K W−1).

This represents between 1-6% of the solid-solid conductance, and is therefore not

the dominant heat transfer mechanism for probes of this type.

The authors note that the degree of heating required to successfully evaporate the

meniscus (reduce pull-off force) was dependent on the sample thermal conductivity,

as contact with a conductive sample effectively reduces the tip temperature due to

their being more effective heat spreaders (low spreading resistance). [209]

The positioning of Rm in Figure 4.6 has been chosen to most closely represent the

real situation. This route of thermal transport only exists in ambient conditions and

when the probe and sample are in contact.

4.3.5 Rair, Conduction through the air to the probe tip in proximity

Correct treatment of air conduction in SThM remains a challenge due to the various

length scales involved [26]. As such, both ballistic and diffusive conduction should

be considered [32]. The resistance Rair is the final component in the probe-sample

contact regime of the network (Figures 4.7, 4.8) and is used here to model the ther-

mal interactions between the probe and sample facilitated by air conduction at close

range (<10 µm).

If any significant portion of the probe’s temperature sensor is closer to the sample

than the mean free path of air (70nm at 1 bar [195]), then its reading will be depen-

dent upon ballistic heat transfer [26]. Given the distributed nature of the resistive
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FIGURE 4.10: Illustration of the cantilever coupling problem lead-
ing to thermal profile asymmetry. A probe is scanned over a metal
strip (yellow) that is Joule heated. The temperature profile around
the heater is expected to be symmetric. The distance between to probe
apex and the centre of the hot strip is the same in both images, how-
ever one probe has yet to reach the strip, while the other has already
passed it. On the left, the body of the cantilever is positioned directly
above the heated strip and will therefore be at a higher temperature
than the cantilever on the right. This is due to conduction through the
air. The temperature gradient induced in the cantilever by this heat
transfer will increase its thermal resistance and increase thus increase

the temperature present on the tip resistor.

element in the KNT probe, the 70nm section from the end of the tip is responsi-

ble for less than 0.1% of the total thermal resistance and therefore may be ignored.

The slip regime, extending to roughly 7 µm from the tip apex must be considered

however [32]. The thermal conductivity of air is modified to correct for slip regime

conduction, and these values are used in conjunction with the tip sample separation

to present am appropriate heat transfer coefficient for each region of the probe [172]

Because of the dependence of this resistance on probe-sample separation, it is not

strictly appropriate to model it as a single component (lumped resistance) as we

have done here and as is seen in the literature [26], [32], [170], [188]. Rather, it is

included in thermal circuit diagrams simply to illustrate that this mode of trans-

port does occur, and should be considered separately to air conduction via diffusive

transport to the cantilever. Heat transfer to the environment is not the primary focus

of this thesis however, and as such the reader is directed to the following studies in

which this has been investigated more thoroughly; [32], [210]
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4.3.6 Rgap, Conduction through the air to the cantilever body

Rgap is included to represent the existence of some thermal coupling between the

probe and sample through the environment even when the two are far from contact

(from hundreds of nanometres to tens of microns). This relationship is evidenced

in this Thesis (Figure 4.12), and throughout the literature [156], [173], [211] in what

we shall term thermal-distance curves. These are physically identical to AFM force-

distance curves, but rather than monitoring the deflection signal, the probe temper-

ature is recorded. The probe is oscillated such that it repeatedly makes, and breaks,

contact with the sample. Probe-sample thermal coupling is identifiable in the non-

contact regime of the curve as a second-order dependence. This can be directly at-

tributed to air conduction, since this dependence is completely removed in vacuum.

The reader is directed to Figure 3 of a recent publication by Spiece et al for an excel-

lent demonstration of this phenomenon [173].

As with Rair, the distance dependence of this phenomenon means it cannot be cal-

culated analytically for probes whose loading angle is not parallel to the sample (see

Figure 4.14). Nelson et al. have calculated this resistance for doped Si probes in

which the cantilever ’legs’ do run parallel to the sample surface [154]. Once again,

the inclusion of this resistance in the network should be considered illustrative only

as we would not recommend a lumped treatment for this phenomenon. Numerical

methods (finite-element) which consider this effect have been proposed by Shi et al

[176], Kim et. al [140] and Ge. et al [32], [172]. Numerical models will be discussed

in Section 4.4, and more detail on these sources will be found there.

This effect has been identified as the cause of the spatial asymmetry in temperature

profiling as the probe is scanned over an active devices [30]–[32]. The situation in

which this arises is depicted in Figure 4.10. Note that this only occurs when the

temperature field being probed has significant variation over an area on the order

of, or less than, the dimensions of the cantilever.

4.3.7 Renv, Convective losses to the environment

Renv describes the thermal resistance associated with convective losses from the

probe to the environment. The derivation of a thermal resistance for this mode of
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heat transfer was previously discussed Section 4.2.6. The heat transfer coefficient,

h, required for this calculation has been reported as less than 10 W m−2 K−1 [32],

[186].For reference, the KNT probe has a surface area of 1.44× 10−8 m2

In Figure 4.6 this resistance has been presented as a single component due to lumped

treatment. In reality, the thermal resistance associated with this mode of transport

will vary along the length of the probe. This is because the probe has non-uniform

temperature across its length, as well as a variable cross section. In [32], Ge et. al split

the probe into a number of distinct regions depending on the length-scales of the

relevant thermal phenomena. In this configuration they have reported values of the

convective resistance, whose magnitudes range between 1012 K W−1 to 106 K W−1.

The parallel sum of the reported resistances is 6.8× 106 K W−1, which is an order of

magnitude higher than the resistance of solid conduction along the cantilever body

[32]. The parallel sum of convective resistances is dominated by the region with

largest surface area, the rectangular body of the cantilever (E, in [32]).

The thermal convective resistance Renv between the probe and the air above, taken to

be at room temperature, is given by Equation 4.8. The existence of this pathway for

heat transport is not dependent on contact, but is dependent on the probe operating

in a fluid environment, hence its dependence on Senv.

Most of the studies surrounding this value have been performed far from contact

with the sample. Such a treatment is likely to overestimate the value of h that would

be observed when the probe was is in contact. This is because the exchange area to

the environment is reduced by the presence of a solid half-space [26].

Rp, Probe Thermal Resistance

The cantilever of the probe experiences a temperature gradient as heat travels through

it to the base of the chip, which is considered a heat sink. Rp, the probe thermal re-

sistance, is a measure of the opposite to conductance in this manner. The magnitude

of this resistance is the result of the geometries and thermal properties of the materi-

als which comprise the thermal probe. For the case of the nano-fabricated thin film
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resistive probes used in this work, their complex geometry at lengths scales compa-

rable to phonon mean free path prevents deduction of this value through analytical

means.

In the literature, attempts have been made to quantify the thermal resistance of

KNT probes using modelling (both lumped [32] and FEA [27]), and experiment

[166], [180]. Estimates of cantilever thermal resistance range from 5.06× 104 [27]

to 2.26× 105 K W−1 [32].

A confounding factor in the determination of cantilever thermal resistance is the

lack of agreement upon what it is that the term refers to. From the definition of

thermal resistance, it is understood that a temperature gradient and heat flux may

be described as a thermal resistance. In the case of thermal probes however, one

should consider the source of the temperature, as the opposition to heat flux from

an external source (such as an active sample) will not be the same as the thermal

resistance associated with probe self-heating. This observation has recently been

discussed in detail by Spiece et. al [173] at the University of Lancaster.

The correct determination and treatment of the cantilever thermal resistance is a core

theme of this thesis, and is explored in more detail in Section 4.10.1

4.3.8 Switches

The thermal network presented in Figure 4.6 is similar to those found in the litera-

ture [138], [153], [159], [170], [180], [181], [196], but is designed to encompass all the

possible modes of operation in a single circuit. This is facilitated by the use of vari-

ous switches that model the addition or removal of certain heat transfer pathways to

the thermal circuit. In this section we outline the operation of each switch, including

why representation in this form is suitable. In each case, we shall defend the position

that a certain choice is ’binary’ enough to be implemented in this manner.

Throughout the upcoming sections, we have made use of ’voltage highlighting’, a

common feature in circuit simulation packages to qualitatively display the spread

of heat throughout the network. We believe this is a novel and effective method of

communicating how heat is distributed across this complex thermal system.
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FIGURE 4.11: Comparison of the thermal network between non-
contact (left) and contact (right) regimes in vacuum. The probe is op-
erating in active mode in both cases. The intensity of red colouration
indicates the temperature in that region of the system. In the first ex-
ample, there is only one route for heat transfer, and the probe temper-
ature dictated solely by the relationship between its Joule hating and
the cantilever thermal resistance. In the second example, the probe
experiences some heat loss due to the mechanical contact. Note that
due to the high thermal resistance associated with this nano-contact,
the sample temperature Ts is minimally increased. The majority of the
heat is lost down through cantilever conduction, or through contact

resistance.)

Contact switch, Sc

The difference between contact and non-contact regimes of probe operation are best

understood through reference to thermal-distance plots, such as the one presented

in Figure 4.12. In this figure, the probe is operating in active mode and is thus at

elevated temperature compared to the sample. The probe is operating under ambi-

ent conditions. Prior to making contact we observe the temperature drop associated

with increased proximity to the sample, resulting in increased conduction through

the air. Upon making contact, we observe a drastic temperature change as the ad-

ditional route for thermal transport by solid-solid contact opens up. The solid-solid

contact has (relatively) high conductance, and signals an obvious change in the cir-

cuit.
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FIGURE 4.12: Thermal - Distance curve of a standard SThM probe
coming into contact with a Si sample. There is a large signal change
due to a temperature drop as the hot sample ‘jumps’ into contact with

the room temperature sample.
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FIGURE 4.13: Qualitative example of the temperature distribution
across the thermal circuit when the probe is operating in air (left) and
under vacuum (right). In both cases, the probe is heated and is in
contact with the room temperature sample. The intensity of the red
colouration indicates the degree of heat experienced in this area of the

network.
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Environmental Switch, Senv

Senv represents the difference between operating in a vacuum or an ambient environ-

ment. This is modelled as the opening or closing of the thermal pathways associated

with conduction through the air. The qualitative effects of toggling this switch are

demonstrated using the thermal resistive analogy in Figure 4.13.

All of the resistors modulated by this switch are dependent upon the thermal prop-

erties of the environment, whether that be ambient air, under liquid or under vac-

uum. All of these resistors could be represented as variable resistors, in which case

vacuum would simply be the result of R → ∞. While this is a perfectly reason-

able treatment, the difference between ’some fluid’ being present and none is stark

enough such that the switch representation is arguably more intuitive. This was ex-

emplified by Zhang et al [212] who used who used novel - dual cantilever probes

with 2 µm and 10 µm separation to investigate the influence of ambient pressure to

thermal coupling between the two prongs. They noted that below 1mbar (far from

high vacuum) negligible coupling between prongs was observed.

The distinction is generally made as a matter of experimental procedure. Many re-

searchers prefer to perform experiments under vacuum as it significantly reduces the

number of unknowns. Conversely, due to the expense and complexity of vacuum

SThM systems, the vast majority of end-users will perform experiments under ambi-

ent conditions. It is not typical that researchers perform measurements at pressures

in between ambient and high vacuum, unless studying the nature of air conduction

itself.

Active/Passive Switch, Sh

Switch Sh is a single-pole double-throw (SPDT) type switch that is used to represent

the distinction between sample behaviours in the passive and active modes of SThM.

One terminal is connected to a heat source that is defined by the sample temperature,

while the other connects to ground through the material’s spreading resistance.

When probing the temperature of an active sample, it is reasonable to assume that

the sample is isothermal in the region of the tip-sample contact due to its nanoscale
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interaction area [203]. As far as the probe is concerned, there is no temperature gra-

dient within the sample, and thus no spreading resistance. To model this behaviour

we have employed a switch between sample temperature, Ts, a perfect heat source,

and the spreading resistance, Rs. Recall from Section 4.3.4 that spreading resistance

has been used to quantify the opposition to a hemispherical flux that is the result of

imposing a local hot spot (introduced by probe - sample contact) onto the sample

surface. Rs therefore cannot exist when the sample is at greater temperature than

the probe.
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4.4 Limitations of the lumped thermal network

The lumped thermal network is a useful tool for the communication and visualisa-

tion of the complex SThM thermal system. While this type of model has its merits,

it cannot sufficiently inform probe design (which is the goal of this work), since it

contains no information on the spatial distributions of the various thermal phenom-

ena. Consider Rp, the probe cantilever thermal resistance. In the lumped model, it is

represented as a single value which is connected between temperature nodes Tp and

ground (room temperature). No information regarding the temperature distribution

of the probe may inferred from this representation. Given the complex geometries

and materials stack of the probe, it is likely to exhibit a non-linear temperature dis-

tribution. This information is of vital importance, since the probe signal is the spatial

average of the sensor resistance [187], which is, in turn, a function of the tempera-

ture distribution along its length. This particular problem as it relates to the sensor

placement and design is discussed in greater detail in Section 4.10.2

The following section reviews another thermal resistance that is ill-represented with

the lumped model due to the spatial distribution of the probe. Thermal coupling

between the probe and the sample through the air varies as a function of the separa-

tion between them. This is especially problematic in the passive mode of operation,

where the probe temperature distribution is influenced by how much of the can-

tilever is hovering above a heated substrate.

By understanding how researchers modelled this problem, it is possible to develop

a similar framework for solving the probe temperature distribution in the Active

Mode. An active mode model is particularly necessary, since the probe heat source

is integrated within the cantilever, not a separate entity as the network presented in

Figure 4.6, and those found throughout the literature [138], [153], [159], [170], [180],

[181], [196] would suggest. Further discussion on the importance of this distinction

is presented in Section 4.8.1.
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FIGURE 4.14: Illustration of the finite difference model proposed by
Shi et. al [176] and adapted to the KNT probes by Ge. et al. [32],
[172]. The probe, operating in passive mode, is scanned across an ac-
tive sample, which is generating a temperature profile. In this case,
a gold strip is generating a Gaussian temperature distribution. Both
the probe and sample are split into finite elements, dx and their tem-
peratures modelled by a series of nodes. Heat transfer occurs be-
tween the heated sample (red nodes) and the probe (blue nodes) with
some efficiency dictated by the distance between them at that point
(Rair(z)). The two surfaces are considered parallel plates. The result-
ing probe temperature is also dependent upon the geometries and
thermal properties of the materials used in the probe’s construction,
as these effect the thermal resistance of conduction through the can-
tilever to the base. The governing equation for this system is pre-

sented in Equation 4.12.

4.5 Distributed models in the literature

4.5.1 Non-uniform probe-sample separation and its effect on coupling via

air conduction

The issue of non-uniform sample-probe separation for air conduction was addressed

previously by Shi et.al [176], who produced, to our knowledge, the first numerical

model for SThM probes. Their method was later improved upon by Kim et al [140],

and then further by Ge. et al [32], [172]. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the operation

of the model graphically, while Figure 4.15 shows the equivalent thermal resistive
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network. The governing equation is presented below;

d
dx

[
dTp(x)

dx ∑
i
[kA(x)]i

]
+ h(x)w(x)[Tp(x)− Ts(x)] = 0 (4.12)

Here, Tp and Ts are the probe and sample temperatures respectively. k represents the

thermal conductivity of a material, while A denotes its cross-section. The subscript i

which applies to these two variables is used to indicate which of the multiple mate-

rials (SiN, Au, Pd/Pt in our case) is being considered. w is the cantilever width, and

h the heat transfer coefficient of air between the heated sample and the probe. This

value varies with probe-sample separation, which, in turn, varies with x. As previ-

ously discussed, h requires different treatment across different regimes of thermal

transport. The full method of doing so is available in the original papers.

The solution to Equation 4.12 is found through finite difference methods, and yields

a probe temperature distribution. The signal output of the probe can be estimated

from the average of the temperature distribution in its sensor region, which corre-

sponds to the final 5 µm (in the x direction) for the KNT probes.

This thermal network is a simple representation, having been reduced to a pseudo-

1D problem. This means that it is far less computationally intensive than full FEA

simulation. If the entire probe temperature distribution can be calculated quickly,

this opens up the possibility to observe the probe’s continuous response to an addi-

tional variable. In the case of Shi et. al, they solved the probe temperature distribu-

tion for multiple points on the z-axis or probe lift above the sample, and were able

to reproduce the thermal-distance curves (such as in Figure 4.12) from experiment

with reasonable accuracy (Figure 14 of Shi et. al, [176]).

4.5.2 Distributed models for the representation of Active Mode SThM

The above section has outlined how numerical modelling has helped to better un-

derstand the probe-sample thermal network when operating in the passive mode.

Because of the low current used in this mode of operation, negligible Joule heating

occurs, and qp can safely be ignored. The same cannot be said of the active mode,

in which the probe experiences significant Joule heating. Due to this, if we wish to
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FIGURE 4.15: Thermal resistive network analogy of the layout pre-
sented in Figure 4.14. The dotted line encapsulates a single repeat-
ing unit represented of one ‘node’. Each contains the nodal tempera-
tures of the sample and probe, Ts and Tp respectively. They are con-
nected by the horizontal resistors, which represent solid conduction
through the different layers of the cantilever. Parallel representation
of laminate materials was previously justified in Section 4.2.4. Heat is
through the air is represented by the vertical resistors; Rgap for the hot
sample to the probe, and Renv from the probe to the environment. In
this example, the probe is hovering above the sample, out of contact.

The sample has a uniform temperature distribution.
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FIGURE 4.16: Reduced example of the distributed model used in this
work for the calculation of active mode temperature distributions
when operating in vacuum. The model used in this work considers
only vacuum operation for simplicity, therefore those resistances seen
in Figure 4.15 associated with heat transfer through air have been
omitted. Elemental power generation has been added in the form
of current sources (constant heat flux) that represent the fraction of
heat contributed by each portion of the heater. On the right, a switch
connects the contact (Rc) and spreading (Rs) resistances to the circuit,
representing contact with a room-temperature sample. The number
of elements in this figure is significantly reduced. The real model has

hundreds of elements.
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model the probe performance in this mode, then new models will have to be con-

structed.

A key aspect of the new models is the requirement for distributed heating. It is not

sufficient to provide heat as a boundary condition to the tip of a distributed resistor

network, as this does not accurately represent the situation. Every increment of the

probe’s length, dx in which the heating/sensing element is present should be repre-

sented with its own current source representing that element’s fractional contribu-

tion to heating. As previously identified, the ideal current source drives a current

such that the voltage is defined by the resistances of the components to which it is

connected. In thermal terms, that is to say that the temperature distribution of a

probe out of contact, in a vacuum, is the defined entirely by the internal heat genera-

tion and thermal resistance of the tip. In this work, it was decided to model vacuum

operation, since this approach reduces the system down to only the interactions be-

tween the probe and sample, allowing for more straightforward investigation of the

effects of altering probe geometry on its thermal performance. Figure 4.16 presents a

simplified view of the model employed in this work, which is described in the next

section.

In the active mode of operation, the probe’s ’performance’ may be considered its

sensitivity to changes in tip-sample thermal conductance, which may be used to dis-

criminate between samples of varying thermal conductivity. To generate the probe’s

response in this manner necessitates simulating a probe temperature distribution

multiple times to cover the wide range of solid materials’ conductivities (five orders

of magnitude). Although the model presented in the following section has been de-

veloped using the commercial KNT probe as a baseline, the intention was to create

a tool for informing the design of new probes with greater sensitivity. Therefore, the

model was required not only to simulate a probe’s response to a large range of ma-

terials, but also to compare between different designs of probes. This introduces yet

another dimension of complexity, at which point it is reasonable to assert that the

simulations are computationally intensive such that 3D modelling with FEA soft-

ware would be prohibitively time consuming. However, the efficiency and accuracy,

applicability of the 1D thermal resistive model has already been demonstrated [32],
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[140], [176], making it a suitable approach for this work.
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FIGURE 4.17: Scale drawing of the commercial SThM probe as it sits
within its frame.

4.6 Model Implementation

4.6.1 Probe dimensions and material properties

Before discussing the development of the model, it is useful to present the dimen-

sions and physical properties of the various materials which comprise the probe. The

model is desired to predict the performance of new probes, but is first tested with

the commercial KNT device as a control. It should be noted that it is our desire to

minimally alter the probe’s composition. While changing cantilever materials may

improve performance, the uncertainty involved with developing new processes for

the manipulation of unfamiliar materials was potentially prohibitively time consum-

ing. It is therefore the goal to demonstrate that ’thermally - informed’ probe design

may have a drastic effect on performance without changing the materials stack or

drastically altering the processing steps.

Figures 4.17 and 4.18 are scale drawings of the commercial KNT probe at low and

high magnification respectively. The dimensions of the probe and cantilever are

presented in Table 4.2. The thermal and electrical properties used in the model

are presented in Table 4.3. For the thermal conductivity of SiNx, we have cho-

sen a value from the literature representative of free-standing LPCVD SiNx layers

(3 W m−1 K−1). It should be noted that the thermal conductivity of SiNx layers can
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FIGURE 4.18: Scale drawing of the SThM probe cantilever, as seen
from above (left), and from the side (right).

vary quite significantly depending upon the composition of the film. Unfortuan-

tely it was not possible to measure the thermal conductivity of our films directly,

therefore a value from a similar deposition method was selected from the literature.

The thermal conductivities of the metal layers have been derived from their electrical

conductivity (which was measured experimentally) using the Weideman-Franz law;

k
σT

= L (4.13)

In which L represents the Lorenz number 2.45× 10−8 W Ω K−2 [213], and T is tem-

perature, which we held at 293 K for every result presented here. The thermal con-

ductivity of gold calculated in this manner (153 W m−1 K−1) is much lower than the

bulk value used by Bodzenta et. al [181]. We propose that our value is more ap-

propriate given the small dimensions of our gold film (t=150nm). This assertion is

backed by Langer et al, who demonstrated the relationship between film thickness

and thermal conductivity [214]. At 200nm, they report the thermal conductivity to

be around 180 W m−1 K−1.

It is acknowledged that the thermal conductivity of the probe’s materials can vary

to a non-negligible degree within the operating temperature of these probes (order
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Parameter Value
Chip Dimensions 1500 x 3300 x 380 µm

Cantilever Material LPCVD SiNx 400nm
Pads and connects Evaporated Gold 150nm

Resistive heater/Sensor Evaporated Platinum 40nm
Cantilever Length 150µm
Cantilever Width 120µm

Rectangular Section Length 90µm
Platinum resistor width 1.5 µm

Holder loading angle 13◦

TABLE 4.2: Table of Probe Geometric Properties

Material Thermal conductivity (W/m/K) Electrical conductivity (S m−1)
SiNx 10 [215], 3 [216] Not used
Au 317 [181], 153 (W-F law), 180 at 200nm [214] 20.9× 106 (Experiment)
Pd 30.1 (W-F law) 4.2× 106 (Experiment)

TABLE 4.3: Physical properties of the materials from which the can-
tilever is composed.

of 10%). For the purposes of this model however, we have considered thermal con-

ducitivty to be constant.

4.7 Solver Mathematics

4.7.1 Approaches to computing network solutions

Circuit analysis is a mature technique for the solution of complex electronic net-

works, making it an attractive candidate for the representation and solution of simi-

lar thermal network problems. Circuit simulation involves solving a representative

system of equations. However, finding the solution to these equations is generally

less challenging than correctly formulating the equations to represent a given circuit.

Two approaches are popular when attempting to solve a circuit; Nodal Analysis and

Mesh Current Analysis. Both involve the construction and solution of a system of

simultaneous equations, however the former is based upon Kirchoff’s current law

(KCL), while the latter involves the use of Kirchoff’s voltage law (KVL) [217]. In

this work we opt to use a Modified Nodal Analysis (MNA) approach, since it is

amenable to algorithmic operation. Further discussion on the advantages of this

approach compared to the alternatives may be found in the original sources, [217]–

[219]. Although MNA is capable of analysing the transient behaviours of circuits,
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this functionality has not been implemented in the present model and shall there-

fore not be discussed. MNA is also capable of modelling transistor and amplifier

behaviour through the use of current or voltage dependent voltage sources. We do

not have any need for components of this type in the thermal model we wish to

solve, and as such the mathematics for their treatment may be disregarded for this

application.

4.7.2 Core math

The following derivation is based upon the assumption that the circuit to be anal-

ysed meets the conditions stated above (no dependent sources, no transient effects).

In which case, the circuit may be represented using matrix equations of the following

form;

Ax = z (4.14)

The dimensions of the above matrices depend upon n and m, which represent the

number of nodes and independent voltage sources, respectively. In this model, no

voltage sources were used. Recall that in the thermal electrical model a voltage rep-

resents a temperature, and a voltage source represents a fixed temperature boundary

condition. This model is intended for investigation of the active mode of operation

however. In this mode, there are no fixed temperatures (other than room tempera-

ture, which is represented via ground) as the probe’s Joule heat generation is repre-

sented by current sources (Sections 4.3.3 and 4.7.3).

Since no voltage sources have been used, m = 0 and the matrix dimensions are

purely dependent on n, the number of nodes in the circuit. In the case of this model,

n is related to the fracturing size, which is discussed in Section 4.7.3.

The solution of Equation 4.14 is the result of simple matrix inversion;

x = A−1z (4.15)
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Description of the matrices

Matrix x is an (n + m)× 1 vector which contains all of the system’s unknowns. The

top n elements represent the nodal voltages, while the following m elements rep-

resent the current through the independent voltage sources. This matrix may be

considered as a stack of voltage v, and current i vectors.

Matrix z has dimensions (n + m)× 1 and contains the values of the various sources

in the system, which should be known. The upper n values contain the sum or

difference of the independent current sources in the circuit, while the remaining m

values represent the independent voltage sources in the circuit. As above, this matrix

may be considered a stack of vectors V, and I

The final matrix, A, has dimensions (n + m) × (n + m) and consists entirely of

known values. It best considered as the amalgam of four smaller matrices;

A =

G B

C D

 (4.16)

Matrix G is n× n in shape, and is populated by the conductances between the nodes

of the circuit. B and C are both determined by the position and magnitude of the

voltage sources. When only independent voltage sources are included, they are the

transpose of one another. Finally, D is m×m and contains only zeros.

The MNA formulation may thus be expressed generally as;

G B

C D

×

v

i

 =

V

I

 (4.17)

It is useful to re-state the equations in terms of the thermal analogy, with the matrices

in parenthesis referring to the electrical analogues;

We wish to calculate the nodal temperature distribution (v) as the result of the heat

generated by the probe (I) as it flows through the sample and probe, with rate de-

fined by the thermal admittance of the probe-sample network (G).
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dx=25nm

b = 50nm

θ = 34◦

FIGURE 4.19: Probe schematics demonstrating preparation of data
for the python model. In the initial design, the Pd sensor overlaps the
cantilever due to the self-alignment approach. For modelling, this
is removed by applying an AND operation between SiNx and Pd.
We also remove the overlap between Pd and Au, since the electrical
conductance of this region is dominated by the thick Au layer (see
Section 4.7.3). Fracturing of the tip is performed in python, but the
output is a GDS file may still be opened for inspection. The image
on the right is the result of such fracturing, and the high resolution
sampling in the tip region can be seen. We also note the choice of tip
truncation to be equal to a 50nm contact radius as is recommended in

the literature [32]

4.7.3 Formulation of matrices from probe dimensions

The difficulty in employing an algorithm of this type comes not from the solution of

the matrix equations, but the correct formulation of the matrices. In this section we

outline the method employed to construct matrix equations based upon the proper-

ties of the probe. The thermal and electrical properties of the probe were previously

presented (Table 4.3). The remaining unknown is the geometry of the probe’s con-

stituent material layers.

Fracturing algorithm

The two-dimensional definition of the probe’s materials is taken directly from files

produced in the GDSII CAD format. This approach is advantageous as it leverages

the power of existing, familiar software tools for drawing probe designs. In addition,

should models of a given device show positive results, the drawings required for its

manufacture are already prepared, significantly reducing lead time on fabrication.
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FIGURE 4.20: Elemental widths of each layer of the probe.

The conversion from a GDSII format file to the required numerical arrays is per-

formed in Python. Much of the functionality associated with opening and manip-

ulating these files is available through the GDSPy package1. Of particular use was

the .split() function which allows for the vertical segmentation of a polygon at a

defined position. Iteratively performing this operation at intervals of dx results in a

multitude of narrow polygons representing the various ’elements’ of the probe. It is

assumed that each element has only four vertices. This condition is easy to meet if

the probe design is drawn in the CAD software using a grid snap greater or equal to

the desired sampling width. Division of an element’s area by dx yields its elemental

width, w, which is the required value for the arrays. The widths of each of the layers

are presented in Figure 4.20. More detailed discussion on the implementation of this

routine is reserved for the software’s documentation and comments in the source

code2.

The sampling width can be defined programmatically, and does not have to be uni-

form throughout. In this work, we have employed a sample width of 1 µm for the

majority of the cantilever, but 25nm for the final 11 µm of the tip. This setup was

chosen to maximise the accuracy of the temperature profile across the very tip of the

1GDSpy on Github: https://github.com/heitzmann/gdspy
2https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThM-Cantilever-Thermal-Model

https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThM-Cantilever-Thermal-Model
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dx dx

A) B)

FIGURE 4.21: The width of an element or elements on a single layer
is calculated from the area of the element. In this figure, example ele-
ments as they appear in an input file are given in light green, and their
representative widths are shown in darker green. In A), a trapezoidal
element is re-shaped into an element of constant width. In B), two
elements occupying the same sample x position are summed into one
representative element. This is a common occurrence in the cut-out

style probes presented later in this thesis

sensor which makes contact with the sample. Later (Section 4.8.1), we will demon-

strate that the majority of heat is localised in this region and the rest of the cantilever

is sufficiently represented with reduced granularity.

Note that, in the lithography to used to define the cantilever, the apex is written as

a triangle, thus having infinitely sharp tip. This results in an apex which is defined

purely by process latitude. The probe thus has a tip with finite radius, which must

be modelled as such in order for the equations to compute properly. To accommo-

date this in the model, the final sample is discarded, truncating the tip such that the

contact area is a flat-punch style apex with 50nm contact radius, representative of

the physical contact as discussed previously (Section 4.3.4)

Many polygons which comprise an ’element’ of the probe are sloped, or trapezoidal

segments which do not have constant width. In Figure 4.21A, we demonstrate how

this is accounted for in the software. Additionally, we highlight how the program

is capable of calculating the equivalent width of dx segments which are occupied

by more than one polygon. This is particularly relevant to the development of the

cut-out probes, in which two beams occupy the same x position (Figure 4.21B).
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TAu

dx {313}

{100}

θ = 46.5◦

dx′ = dx/cos(46.5)

T′Au =
TAu × cos(46.5)

TAu

FIGURE 4.22: Two corrections should be made when converting the
3D geometry of the tip into a 1D representation. First, the length of
the sampling width, dx, should be adjusted to reflect the increased
distance for heat to travel introduced by the difference between the
projection and fabrication planes. Secondly, the thickness of evapo-
rated metal films should be adjusted. Metal evaporation occurs direc-
tionally and uniformly; this means that the thickness of the metal in

the direction of heat flux is actually less than the nominal value.

Height

The above sections demonstrate how the 2D probe layout is used to provide an array

of elemental widths. The final dimension, height, is much easier to calculate since

it is simply defined by the thickness of the SiNx cantilever and evaporated metals.

While some variation is present between individual deposition runs, we have chosen

to use the prescribed thickness values presented in Table 4.2

Dimensional Corrections

Two corrections have been made when considering the geometry of the materials

present on the probe. Both are identified in Figure 4.22. The first concerns the differ-

ence between the writing/ lithography plane and the fabrication plane, and corrects

the sampling width along the sloped ’beak’ of the probe. The second correction con-

cerns thickness variation when evaporating metals upon sloped surfaces.
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FIGURE 4.23: The elemental thermal resistance of each of the mate-
rials which comprise the cantilever. The parallel thermal resistance
of each section is shown by the red line. We observe that this line
mirrors the trend of the gold quite closely, which indicates that the
this film has a significant effect on the thermal resistance of the can-
tilever. SiNx has negligible conductance by comparison, so this trend
is expected. We observe a drop in parallel resistance at 80 µm where
the arrowheads ’fan out’. The figure is annotated with the total ther-
mal resistance, which is simply the summation of all elements in the
parallel thermal resistance array. Note that this calculation of thermal
resistance is the result of materials and geometries alone, and does
not consider temperature gradients caused by heat sources within the
probe. Therefore, it should only be used as an estimate of the can-
tilever’s thermal resistance to an external heat source that is applied
to its apex. This value is one order of magnitude greater than those of
Ge [32] and Assy [170], however this is to be expected, given that they
report the thermal resistance of the probe to its internal heat genera-
tion. This misses out the final few microns of the probe, which, as we
observe in this figure, are those with the highest thermal resistance

due to their small area.

Analysis - Resistance

The treatment of the widths and thickness arrays has been presented. These values

are required for the formulation of the individual values which comprise matrices A

and z, which represent the thermal conductances and heat sources respectively.

The former is calculated simply using the equation governing thermal conduction

in solids presented at the start of this chapter (Equation 4.5). For a given material, m:

Rm =
Lm

km Am
=

dx[n]
kmwm[n]tm[n]

(4.5 re-arranged)
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In which length (L) is transformed to sampling width (dx), and the area (A) is repre-

sented by x-varying width (w) and thickness (t). Due to implementation in Numeri-

cal Python (NumPy)3, efficient vectorised operations are possible, meaning the code

for the above equation is able to evaluate all elements of the probe simultaneously,

rather than iterating through the many elements.

The parallel thermal resistance is the one required for all further calculations. Each

element is a vertical stack of between one and three materials, which is reduced to a

single representative value using composite plane wall treatment, as was presented

in Figure 4.4, Section 4.2.4. A simple inversion gives the values required for the

conductance matrix, G.

Construction of the matrix G or A

The conductances between nodes of the thermal circuit must be positioned along

the diagonals of matrix A [218]. The final entry in the matrix ([n,n]), contains the

conductances of those elements which do not comprise the body of the probe. These

include the contact and spreading resistances associated with touching a room- tem-

perature sample. We have opted to use the tip-sample contact conductance reported

by Ge in [32], (Rc = 8.33× 105, Gc = 1.2× 10−6). The spreading resistance is cal-

culated dynamically when considering the thermal conductivity of the material to

which the probe is placed in contact. If an out of contact probe temperature profile is

desired, Rs is simply set to infinity, which is functionally equivalent to opening the

switch seen in Figure 4.15.

Analysis - Power

Matrix z contains all the sources in the system. Section 4.3.3 previously described the

use of ideal current sources for the representation of constant heat generation due to

the Joule effect, based upon the Joule-Lenz law and the assumption that all electrical

power is converted to heat. Here, we present the determination of the magnitude of

elemental ideal current sources which comprise matrix z.

The electrical power generated by the probe may be calculated using the following;

3NumPy homepage: http://www.numpy.org

http://www.numpy.org
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P(x)dx = I2R(x)dx, Pm[n] = I2 × Rm[n] (4.18)

On the left is the continuous form of the Joule-Lenz law, the right is the discrete

method used in this work. I is the current provided to the probe, as set by the user.

Since there is only one path for current flow, its value remains constant for each

element of the probe. The electrical resistance of an element of a given material, m is

given by Rm, whose definition is as follows;

R =
ρL
A

, Rm[n] =
ρmδx

wmtm[n]
(4.19)

Once more, the left shows the general case, while the right presents the discrete

version incorporated in this model. ρm is the electrical resistivity of a material, m.

Values of ρ for each of the materials used in this work are presented in Table 4.3. The

rest of the equation is defined by the geometry of each of the materials. A difficulty

arises due to the fact that the width in the direction of current flow is not equal to

the width in the y direction as provided by the fracturing mathematics. The details

of how this has been handled, alongside a full derivation are presented in Appendix

E.

The result of the above calculations is an array containing all the values of the in-

dependent current sources which represent Joule heating power. These data are

presented in Figure 4.24, which compares the power generation per micron along

the length of the cantilever, for each of the two metals. The electrical resistance of

both metal films is assessed as part of this calculation. The gold contributes only

7 Ω, while the palladium resistor has a value of 104 Ω. This value is in accordance

with the designed value of 300 Ω - the KNT probe has a 100 Ω resistor at the apex

alongside two 100 Ω NiCr current limiters in the leads. Gold’s low value is due to

its lower resistivity, high film thickness and wide wires. The total power generated

along the probe’s length is calculated simply by summation across the array of ele-

mental power generation value. We have calculated the total power dissipated by

the probe at a 2mA current to be 0.37mW. Only 0.01mW of this value is contributed
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FIGURE 4.24: Power per micron as generated by the standard KNT
probe when driven with a 2mA current. The gold layer (yellow) has
a negligible contribution, while the palladium’s (grey) power genera-
tion per micron is almost four orders of magnitude greater. The total

power generated along the probe’s length is 0.37mW

by the gold. Therefore, heat generation is localised to the palladium sensor region

and we can consider gold’s contribution to be negligible in this layout.

4.7.4 Solving for temperature

Once the conductance and power matrices have been formulated, there is enough

information to solve Equation 4.15, which yields an array of nodal voltages, or tem-

peratures in the thermal analogy. Figure 4.25 shows the temperature distribution of

a standard KNT probe, whose thermal resistance was depicted in Figure 4.23 and

whose power was shown in Figure 4.24. Here, the probe is shown operating out of

contact with a sample, in a vacuum, and is thus the hottest it may be at this fixed

current. We observe that the temperature distribution across the length of the probe

is highly non-uniform, with the hottest point being found at the very apex of the

probe. An approximately linear temperature distribution is observed along the body

(x < 140µm) of the cantilever. Heat in this region is expected to strongly couple into

the air when the probe is operated in ambient conditions, due to the cantilever’s

large, fin-like surface area.
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FIGURE 4.25: Temperature distribution of a standard KNT probe, out
of contact, in vacuum, when driven with 1.5mA bias. The vertical
dashed line indicates the extent of the palladium sensor. The horizon-
tal dashed line indicates the average temperature across this region.
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FIGURE 4.26: Simulated temperature profiles when the probe is con-
tacted upon PMMA (k=0.187 W m−1 K−1) and Ge (k=60 W m−1 K−1)

surfaces. Rc = 8.33× 105 K W−1,I =1.5mA.

4.8 Model Output - Probe Temperature Distribution

4.8.1 In-contact temperature profile

In Figure 4.25, we presented the simulation output for the probe out of contact, in a

vacuum. In Section 4.7.3, we remarked that it is possible to model the probe-sample

contact in a variety of ways by altering Rc and Rs in the thermal network as shown in

Figure 4.16. A comparison of the probe’s temperature profile when in contact with

two materials of drastically different thermal conductivities is presented in Figure

4.26. As in the previous figure, the sensor’s extent, and the average temperature

across it are highlighted. We observe that for the low thermal conductivity material,

PMMA (k=0.187 W m−1 K−1), only the last few 100nm is cooled by the introduction

of this material as route for thermal transport. This is very apparent in the magnified

image presented in in Figure 4.37. The probe’s peak temperature is located close to

the sample, and the very tip of the probe is only a few degrees cooler than had it

not been in contact at all (Figure 4.25). In the case of the higher-conductivity Germa-

nium, (k=60 W m−1 K−1) the effect of heat loss to the sample is far more pronounced

and the location of the temperature maximum is close to the midpoint of the sen-

sor. This behaviour has been identified and reported previously by groups using 3D

multi-physics software [27], [173]. The form of the curves generated by our model
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show good agreement with those presented in [173].

While these simulations provide a high-resolution estimation of the entire probe’s

temperature distribution, the data provided by experiment is far less detailed. The

probe’s output signal is a voltage, which is a single number that represents the spa-

tial average of the sensor resistance [187]. This is, in turn, related to the temperature,

and as such, the important figure of merit as far as predicting what the probe’s out-

put signal will be is the average temperature across the sensor region. In Figure 4.26,

this is highlighted by dashed horizontal lines. It should be noted that this averaged-

temperature-distribution behaviour is present regardless of the heating source, and

holds true even when the probe is heated externally, such as in passive mode op-

eration. In such cases, the probe may output the same signal despite drastically

different temperature distributions [173]. Further discussion on the impact and im-

plications of this averaging on the measurement, and probe performance, are to be

found in Section 4.10.2.

4.9 Translating temperature distribution into a measure of

device performance

4.9.1 What is performance?

In the passive mode of operation, the probe output is proportional to the tempera-

ture of the device under test. The ’performance’ of the probe may be considered the

thermal, spatial, or temporal accuracy with which the probe traces the sample tem-

perature. While passive temperature measurements with SThM remain non-trivial

to quantify, there is still a linear relationship between the output of the probe and

the true device temperature, if one assumes a stable tip-sample thermal resistance.

In the active mode of operation, the ’performance’ is a little more involved. In this

mode of operation, the figure of merit is not the probe temperature, but rather the

degree to which the heated probe is cooled by changes to its thermal environment.

Typically, this mode has been employed with the aim of discriminating between

solid materials of differing thermal conductivities. In this case, the performance of
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FIGURE 4.27: Average sensor temperature of the probe when placed
in contact with samples across the a wide range of thermal conduc-
tivities (black). On the other axis (red) we have shown the derivative

of this curve, which is a measure of the sensitivity of the probe.

the probe should be considered a measure of its sensitivity to changes in heat con-

duction through the tip-solid contact. In the next section, we will use the model to

demonstrate how an active probe responds to the ideal case of variation in sample

thermal conductivity with the assumption of a constant tip-sample contact resis-

tance. Finally, we will present studies on how this contrast may be improved by

altering the layout of the probe.

4.9.2 Modelling S-curves

Modelling of the performance of the probe in the active mode requires the simula-

tion of the probe temperature distribution when a variety of thermal resistances are

introduced to the thermal network. In the study presented in Figure 4.27, we have

employed eight points, logarithmically-spaced between 1× 10−3 and 1× 103 K W−1.

This range covers from materials an order or magnitude less conductive than poly-

mers such as PMMA, all the way to 1000 W m−1 K−1. This is sufficiently high to

include state of the art materials for heat spreading in active devices, such as CVD

polycrystalline diamond [220]. Taking the average of the sensor temperature across

the sensing region gives a single temperature which is representative of the probe’s

output signal. These are shown in Figure 4.27 by black circles. These data are then
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fitted by the solid line, whose form is a sigmoid, or S-curve which may be described

by;

y(k) =
Ak

B + k
(4.20)

in which k is the sample’s thermal conductivity and A and B are fitting coefficients.

This behaviour has been identified previously, and curves of this form have been

employed throughout SThM studies [27], [166], [221], [222]. We highlight the use-

fulness of speed in our lightweight model here. Since the S-curve is the composite of

multiple full-probe temperature distribution simulations, and we wish to compare

multiple S-curves, the ability to generate these data quickly and/or parametrically

is very beneficial.

The S-curve can be thought of as the response of the probe to variations in sample

thermal conductivity (assuming constant Rc). However, this alone cannot be classed

as the performance of the probe, which is rather the change in signal as a function

of the change in thermal conductivity of the sample. To this end, we have added to

the plot (Figure 4.27) the derivative of the S-curve with respect to conductivity axis.

Henceforth we will refer to this derivative as the ’sensitivity’ of the probe, having

mathematical definition δT
δK and units K/W m−1 K−1. We shall consider the magni-

tude and position of the peak of this curve as figures of merit to the performance

of the probe. The sensitivity plot has Gaussian form centred around 2 W m−1 K−1,

which suggests high sensitivity in the range of polymers and oxides, and is in excel-

lent agreement with studies by other groups using FEA software [181] [27], further

attesting to the validity of this model.

Why the S curve arises

These characteristic curves are the result of what we consider a ’thermal divider’

configuration, which is analogous to a current divider in the electrical-thermal anal-

ogy. The simplest example of such a circuit is presented in Figure 4.28. Here, an

ideal current source drives a circuit in which there are two branches through which
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current may flow. The voltage at node V1 varies as the ratio of resistance R1 : R2 hav-

ing S curve form as seen in Figure 4.27. The form of the sigmoid is flipped because

here we are plotting in R, whereas in Figure 4.27 we plotted against k, which has a

1/R relation.

When R2 >> R1, the current through this component tends to zero and the voltage

at V1 approaches the IsrcR1 = 10V. When R2 << R1, IR1 tends to Isrc, and the voltage

at V1 tends to zero. When R2 has very low resistance, it is practically shorted, and

the magnitude of V1 is dominated by the resistance of this pathway. We note that

the ’centre’ of the curve, the point at which the gradient is highest, occurs at 10kΩ,

when R1 and R2 are impedance matched. It should be noted that, if the change in

resistance of R2 is the desired measurand, then this changes may be measured most

sensitively for resistances around this value. The characteristic flattening of the S-

curve at either extreme will henceforth be referred to as the saturation regimes, as

the gradient of the curve in these regions is approaching zero.

In the active mode SThM measurement system, the thermal divider phenomenon

arises because the heat used to probe the sample has the option of flowing through

in multiple directions, as was outlined in Section 4.3. There are two branches of

interest: into the sample, or not into the sample. The former would be equivalent

to R2 in Figure 4.28, while the latter is R1. Studying this behaviour provides an

idea of the limitations of SThM operation, but may also give clues as to how the

performance of the probe may be improved through thermally-informed designs.

In the following sections, we discuss what defines the two saturation temperatures,

and what, if anything, can be done to alter them through probe design.

Upper saturation temperature

At low thermal conductivities (k < 10−2W m−1 K−1) the probe’s temperature (and

thus, the useful signal) saturates at a value equal to its out of contact temperature.

It is reasonable to conclude therefore, that the summation of contact and sample

spreading resistances are so large that no heat is transferred into this pathway, and

is instead completely sunk through the cantilever to the base of the probe. If we

assume infinite impedance into the sample branch of the network, we can conclude
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R1
10K

R2

Isrc

V1

1mA

G = 1/R2(S)

FIGURE 4.28: Top: Current divider circuit, which is the electrical ana-
logue of the thermal divider behaviour demonstrated by the SThM
probe. Component values are marked on the schematic. Middle:
Nodal Voltage V1 as a function of the logarithmic sweep of the con-
ductance of resistor R2. Bottom: Current through resistors 1 and 2
and as a function of the logarithmic sweep of R2’s resistance. Note
that the maximum slope of the current through each resistor occurs

at 104Ω, when the pair are impedance matched.
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that the upper saturation temperature is the result of cantilever thermal resistance

only. That is, in the case of these simulations, where vacuum has been assumed. If

considering ambient operation, then the resistance of conduction to the environment

would act to reduce this temperature.

Lower saturation temperature

At high thermal conductivities (k >100 W m−1 K−1), we observe a temperature floor.

By this point, the probe has distributed as much heat as it can into the sample, and

its temperature is not reduced despite any further increases in sample thermal con-

ductivity. This behaviour arises because of the constant contact resistance, which is

placed in series with the sample spreading resistance. Unless stated otherwise, we

have used the value of 8.33× 105 K W−1 published by Ge et. al [32] throughout. In

the lower saturation region, the low spreading resistance of the sample is dwarfed

by the high contact resistance. A solid material with very high thermal conductivity

such as k = 1000 W m−1 K−1 would have a spreading resistance of Rs =5000 K W−1,

which is two orders of magnitude smaller than contact resistance.

To demonstrate that this behaviour is indeed due to contact resistance, we present

simulations in which we have varied Rc across six orders of magnitude. The results

are plotted in Figure 4.29. We note that lower values of contact resistance allow for

greater heat transfer into the sample and thus lead to a reduction in lower satura-

tion temperature. Since the upper saturation temperature is not affected, the overall

sensitivity of the device is improved. In this plot, we also observe a shift in the peak

position, towards lower values of k (higher Rs) for higher values of Rc. This is a

result of the impedance matching behaviour demonstrated in Figure 4.28.

We note that probes with larger tip radii, and thus a lower Rc, have sensitivity peaks

located at higher conductivities than the nanofabricated probes which are the topic

of the present work. For example, in a study by Chirtoc et. al, Wollaston wire probes

were shown to have maximum sensitivity in the region of 20 W m−1 K−1, with an

estimated tip radius of 120nm [223]. This is in contrast to the 2 W m−1 K−1 and 50nm

radius observed for the KNT probe.
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FIGURE 4.29: Tip average temperature (above) and probe sensitiv-
ity (below) plotted across the range of thermal conductivities. The
various lines represent a value of contact resistance ranging from

8.33× 103 K W−1 to 8.33× 106 K W−1.
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If we wish to increase the sensitivity of the thermal probe to changes in tip-sample

conductance (which is required for the measurement of k), then one option would be

to address the problem of contact size, which features in both contact resistance and

spreading resistance, with 1/b2
c and 1/bc dependences respectively (Equations 4.10

and 4.11). While increasing the contact area would certainly increase the sensitivity

of the devices, it would significantly diminish the spatial resolution of the technique.

To achieve the high resolution measurements which make SThM an attractive alter-

native to diffraction-limited optical methods, one necessarily must employ a very

sharp tip, through which very little heat may flow (Equation 4.10). Since resolution

is one of the greatest appeals of the technique, it is desirable to find a method for in-

creasing the sensitivity of SThM probes without resorting to a method which causes

a reduction in spatial resolution.

4.10 How can performance be improved

In this section, we discuss possible methods for improving the sensitivity of active

mode SThM through probe design. We address two different approaches which

address the thermal and electrical properties of the probe respectively.

4.10.1 Thermal properties

An alternative approach to reducing the contact resistance is to consider the interfa-

cial thermal resistance Rb, which is dependent upon the phonon mismatch between

the bodies in contact. Wang et al [198] present evidence that the interfacial thermal

resistance is minimal between two materials of similarly high Debye temperatures,

and maximal between materials with dissimilar Debye temperatures. This has been

employed in the context of SThM by Timofeeva et. al [165], who attached a carbon

nanotube to the apex of the KNT probe. They present evidence of minimised con-

tact resistance between the CNT-SThM and an Aluminium surface. Unfortunately

however, the procedure necessary to attach and sharpen the CNT are not amenable

to batch fabrication, making such probes challenging to fabricate, with low repro-

ducibility. It is our goal in the present work to investigate if an alteration in the
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fabrication of the commercial, batch-fabricated devices may make them more suit-

able for thermal conductance measurement. Note that it may be possible to to al-

ter the Debye temperature ratios through an alteration in the probe materials stack,

however we are limited to the materials we can use with our current fabrication

capability.

Therefore, in this section, we investigate the possibility of improving sensitivity by

increasing the upper saturation temperature. The first, and perhaps simplest ap-

proach, is to increase the power with which the probe is operating. While it is true

that this would effectively increase the probe’s sensitivity to sample thermal con-

ductivity, there is are physical limits to the maximum power the probe can tolerate.

Firstly, there is a certain current density beyond which the probe’s sensing element

fails due to electromigration. When considering the standard probe designs here, we

use bias currents of between 1.5 to 2mA which represent the safe operating ranges

for maximum self-heating (and thus sensitivity).

A second phenomenon limits the practical operating temperature of the probe, es-

pecially in vacuum environment. The bi-material bending problem that is charac-

teristic of these thin film SThM probes [171] means that there are mechanical issues

with scanning these devices at significantly elevated temperatures. The bending is

caused by the thermal expansion of gold being greater than that of SiN. As such,

those regions of the cantilever with a large surface area of contact between materials

will experience the greatest thermal bend. If we could adjust the temperature distri-

bution such that a larger proportion of the net heat were localised to the tip rather

than the cantilever body, one might reasonably expect a reduction in the degree of

thermal bend caused by self-heating.

Increasing the drive current of the probe is unfavourable due to the above reasons.

However, it is possible to increase the temperature of the probe by increasing the

thermal resistance of the cantilever. Doing so will additionally skew the ratio of heat

flux into each side of the thermal divider, such that a larger proportion of the gener-

ated heat into the sample. The definition of thermal resistance associated with con-

duction through multilayer solids was previously discussed Section 4.2.4. Given the
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limits imposed by the available fabrication methods, we choose to focus on geomet-

ric alterations as opposed to modifying the material stack. In the following sections

we present some possible changes and investigate their effect on probe performance.

Reduction of gold volume

An insight into a simple method for increasing the probe thermal resistance can be

gained from Figure 4.23, in which the thermal resistance per µm for each material

was presented. We note that in the parallel summation of elemental resistances, that

the profile of this line almost mirrors that of the gold pads alone. This suggests that

the thermal resistance of the probe is dominated by the thick gold leads in this re-

gion. One possible approach to increasing the upper saturation temperature would

be to significantly reduce the volume of gold present on the cantilever. However,

there must remain sufficient coverage to allow the cantilever to maintain functional-

ity as an optical lever. In addition, reducing the volume of the leads would increase

their resistance. In the two-terminal sensor configuration found in the commercial

probes, this change would reduce the sensitivity of the probe to changes in tip sam-

ple conductance, which is in opposition with our aim.

Selective removal of SiN

An alternative method of increasing the thermal resistance of the cantilever would

be to introduce constriction regions through the selective removal of the SiN can-

tilever. These narrower areas act to restrict heat flux in this region and increase the

overall thermal resistance of the cantilever. Critically however, they introduce a local

resistance increase. Consider the design presented in Figure 4.30A, in which a por-

tion of the base has been removed such that the cantilever is connected to the chip

through two narrow beams only. This design has been featured in piezo-resistive

cantilevers, since such reductions in width can concentrate stress and alter the bend-

ing mechanics of the cantilever [224]. In the context of SThM, such restrictions would

indeed increase the overall thermal resistance of the cantilever, and would have a

significant effect in vacuum. However, their location at the base of the probe means

that, in ambient operation, a great deal of heat will be lost through fin-like surface ex-

change with the environment before reaching the base. Heat confined to the body of
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A) B)

FIGURE 4.30: Schematic drawing of two approaches to increase the
cantilever thermal resistance through selective SiN removal. A: A
rectangular segment removed from the base of the cantilever. The
cantilever is affixed to the chip by two beams only. B: A triangu-
lar segment removed from the tip such that a pair of pair or narrow

beams is isolated from the rest of the cantilever.

the probe is efficiently lost to the environment, and what remains there contributes

to the thermal bending.

Contrast this approach with that of Figure 4.30B: in which the cut-out region has

been imposed at the tip of the cantilever. In this design, the local resistance increase

is imposed between the heater and the body of the cantilever, rather than between

the cantilever and the chip. Once heat is passed into the cantilever body, it is too late

to contribute to probe performance. Instead, what is required is to encourage heat

into the sample at precisely the location of heat generation, which may be realised

through maximising the thermal resistance between the heated region and the probe

body. In the following sections we use the model to investigate the impact of this

approach on the cantilever’s temperature distribution and overall performance.

Cut-out probe simulations

The model was used for the simulation of a variety of probes with material selec-

tively removed from the tip. The principle of the approach is plotted in Figure 4.31.

Considering the line of symmetry, the shape to be removed is a right angled triangle

whose hypotenuse runs parallel to the tapering edge of the cantilever. This shape

is chosen such that constant width beams are formed, upon which the sensor can
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bx = 2µm10µm

Lc = 3µm

FIGURE 4.31: Schematic drawing the cut-out probe design along the
axis of symmetry, with critical dimensions labelled. In the simula-
tions, we have kept the beam width constant, (bx = 2 µm) and varied

Lc from 1 to 10 µm.

be fabricated. Its size and position can be described by two numbers only; cut-out

length, Lc and beam width in the x direction, bx. This shape can fully describe the

situation in which the beams are equal in width to the heater which they support,

which achieves the greatest possible thermal resistance attainable with this method.

In the following simulations, bx was maintained at 2 µm, while Lc was increased

from 1 to 10 µm (towards the base of the probe). The layout of the Au pads is ad-

justed such that the all designs feature the same electronics regardless of cut-out

size. This ensures that any changes in sensor temperature are purely the result of ge-

ometric alteration. The ’wings’ of the commercial probes pads have been removed

to minimise the gold present on the cantilever, without significantly increasing the

electrical resistance of the leads. Their layout may be seen clearly in Figure 4.32.

All probe designs were drawn in L-Edit and saved to GDSII format, before being

fractured and simulated using the model developed by the author 4. Figures 4.32

compares results of the simulations for Lc = 0 and Lc = 10 µm

Note that in both cases the power generation takes the same form, and has the same

overall magnitude. In the middle plot of Figure 4.32, a region of constant resistance

4Code repository hosted at: https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThM-Cantilever-Thermal-Model

https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThM-Cantilever-Thermal-Model
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10µm

0µm

Cutout size, Lc

Lc = 0µm Lc = 10µm

FIGURE 4.32: Comparison between simulations of a probe with and
without a 10 µm cut-out. Top: Schematic drawings of both probes.
Middle: Elemental thermal resistance comparison. Note in the cut-
out probe (red) the region of constant thermal resistance from 138 µm
to the apex. This is the result of the constant, narrow beam width.
Bottom: Out of contact temperature profile comparison. The sen-
sor region is highlighted by dashed vertical lines, while the average
across this region is shown by dashed horizontal lines. The average
temperatures for the cut-out and non cut-out are 95.88 and 73.73K
respectively. The current used to drive the probe was 1.5mA (corre-

sponding to 184 µW) in both cases.
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Cut-out size (µm) Average Sensor Temperature Rise (K)
0 73.73
1 74.76
2 79.72
3 91.58
4 91.99
6 93.11
8 94.62

10 95.88

TABLE 4.4: Size of cut-out vs. average temperature rise of the sensor,
when provided 1.5mA, out of contact, in vacuum. There is a signifi-
cant increase in temperature between Lc = 2 and 3. This is the result
of the thermal resistance behaviour, which is plotted in Figure 4.33.

is observed from 138 µm onwards in the SiN layer. This is the result of implementing

beams with constant width in this region.

The metric ’total thermal resistance’ was previously reported as the summation of

the thermal resistance of every element of the cantilever, from the tip to the base.

(Figure 4.23). The total thermal resistance between the two probes presented in Fig-

ure 4.32 is increased by 8.7% due to the introduction of the cut-out region (from

2.17× 106 to 2.36× 106 K W−1). Note however that the overall resistance is domi-

nated by the constriction at the very narrow tip, whose value is nearly two orders

of magnitude greater than that of the cantilever at 130 µm and below. Note that the

overall resistance given by this metric is most relevant for heating the probe via solid

contact to the tip, not internal generation. In the case modelled here (in vacuum, out

of contact), heat is flowing towards the base of the probe only, and is thus largely

unaffected by the constriction resistance caused by tapering tip. In the following

section, we will identify an alternative expression of thermal resistance which fac-

tors in the temperature gradient caused by internal heat generation.

While the difference in thermal resistance appears modest, the change in temper-

ature distribution is clearly significant. The probe with no cut-out has an average

sensor temperature rise of 73.73K, while the same probe with a 10 µm cut-out has

an average sensor temperature rise of 95.88K, representing a 30% increase. Table 4.4

present the full set of results for the various cut-out sizes tested.

We observe a large change in the sensor temperature rise from the 2 µm cut-out to

the 3 µm one. This length (3 µm) coincides with the extent of the sensor, as can be
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observed in Figure 4.31. From this we can conclude that there is significant impact

to the temperature distribution when removing material up to the sensor. At which

point it cannot be further isolated from the cantilever with the present fabrication

procedure.

This can be understood by considering the effective thermal resistance of the can-

tilever. However, the term ’thermal resistance’ of the cantilever is not meaningful

unless the source of heat is also addressed. The thermal resistance of the cantilever

to its own internal heat generation will not be the same as to external sources, even

disregarding contact resistance. This was a key motivation for the development of

the distributed thermal model. The Joule heating temperature is not a ’node’ con-

nected to a single lumped thermal resistance, and it is not always appropriate to

treat it as such.

Here we describe the ’effective thermal resistance’, which we shall define as the ther-

mal resistance of the cantilever, in free space (no contact), in a vacuum. This figure

has already been calculated experimentally by Assy et al. [170], who utilise the equa-

tion;

Rp =
Tapex − Tambient

Pp
(4.21)

In which the Tapex is the average sensor temperature, Tambient is the ambient temper-

ature, and Pp is the power dissipated in the probe. Using this method, they were

able to calculated the effective thermal resistance of the probe as 5.2× 105 K W−1.

It is possible to recreate this experiment in our model by simply implementing a

virtual current sweep of the probe. Thanks to the lightweight nature of the model,

this routine can be performed in a matter of seconds. For the commercially available

probe such as the one used in their study, we reach a value of 3.32× 105 K W−1,

which is very close to their experimentally determined value.

We were not able to verify the model through the use of a vacuum system, however

we find the fact that these result to be in good quantitative agreement with the pub-

lished literature to be good evidence for its accuracy. This encourages confidence in
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FIGURE 4.33: The effective thermal resistance of the probes as a func-
tion of the cut-out size. The length along the x-direction to which the
sensor extends is shaded. Within the extent of the sensor, removal of
cantilever has a strong influence on the effective thermal resistance,
which has been fitted here with a 2nd order polynomial. Beyond the
sensor region, removal of additional material is shown to have much

less influence. In this region, a linear fit appears appropriate.

the trends reported by the model.

It is possible to employ the ’effective thermal resistance’ in this study to understand

the impact of removing select portions of the cantilever. As noted from Table 4.4,

there is a drastic difference in the average temperature rise between the cut-outs

which remove material adjacent to the sensor, and those which remove additional

material. This occurs despite no change in the generated thermopower, and is there-

fore only dependent upon the thermal resistance. In Figure 4.33, we present the

effective thermal resistance as a function of the cut-out size. We observe about 30%

increase in effective thermal resistance (between no cut and 10 µm cut): this mirrors

the average sensor temperature increase presented earlier.

Localisation of heat

The cut-out induces an increased thermal resistance. Because we have localised this

resistance immediately adjacent to the sensor, it is reasonable to assume that, not

only has the overall probe temperature has increased, but also that such a change

would localise the generated heat to this region. To test this hypothesis, we use
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FIGURE 4.34: Comparison of temperature profiles required to read
the same tip temperature in the non-cut-out and 10 µm cut-out
probes. The cantilever body of the non-cut-out probe is increased
compared to that of the cut-out probe when reading the same tip tem-

perature.

the model to compare the out of contact temperature profiles of two probes. The

first is the cut-out probe, size 10, run at 1.5mA, which is the typical current that has

been used in all figures in this chapter (unless stated otherwise). Its total power

generation is 184 µW , and its average sensor temperature is 95K above ambient.

Next, we find the bias current required to achieve the same signal (average sensor

temperature) from the non-cut-out probe. To achieve the same heating at the tip

requires 1.7mA, 237 µW for the non-cut-out probe. The additional power serves to

raise the temperature at the base of the sensor to a similar level to that of the cut-out

probe. This results in the non-cut-out probe having a steeper temperature gradient.

The 20 µm span between 100 and 140 µm has a temperature at least 5 degrees higher

for the non-cut-out than the cut-out design.

Finally, we can use the model to predict the performance of the probes in the active

mode by plotting their S-curves and sensitivity plots, as shown in Figure 4.35. As

with the previous figures, we observe a large change in signal when removing can-

tilever material within the sensor region, followed by only modest improvements

with increasing cut-out size. From these data, we can predict a 30-40% increase

in sensitivity through the implementation of this change. This suggests that such
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FIGURE 4.35: Left: Tip temperature above ambient as a function of
the thermal conductivity of the sample with which it makes contact,
plotted for the same variety of cut out sizes used in Figure 4.33 and
Table 4.4 Right: Sensitivity of said probes to materials across the same

range of thermal conductivities.

Cut out size, Lc (µm) Maximum percentage heat transfer into sample (%)
0 26.26
1 26.78
2 28.20
3 29.96
4 30.01
6 30.13
8 30.28
10 30.41

TABLE 4.5: Percentage of generated heat transferred into the sample
as a function of cut-out size

probes would be able to discriminate between more subtle differences in tip-sample

thermal conduction, and that the range of materials which it can differentiate will be

increased (slightly, by the wider tails of the distribution).

This change allows the probes to be operated at higher temperature without increas-

ing the bias current. Since electro-migration is a frequent failure mechanism of these

devices, this would be a valuable change.

Any increase in the resistance of the system, anywhere, will increase the temperature

of the probe (node Tp in Figure 4.6). This was a contributing motivation to treat heat

generation as an ideal current source. Clearly there is an increase in temperature,
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which can increase sensitivity of the probes. The question arises as to how much of

this increase is due to the probe’s being run hotter, as opposed to the alteration of

the resistance ratios of the ’thermal divider’. By taking the quotient of the lower and

upper saturation temperatures, we can normalise the results for varying tempera-

tures. Table 4.5 presents the maximum proportion of the generated heat which may

be transferred to the sample for each of the various cut-out probes.

This table shows that it is not only the increased operating temperature that causes

the increased sensitivity, but also the alteration of the resistance ratio in the ’thermal

divider’ configuration. Note also that the impact of this change is attenuated by the

high contact resistance of the system; a more blunt probe would see more drastic

sensitivity increases as a result of this change. As previously discussed however,

the high resolution of SThM is one of its major advantages, and it is not desirable to

reduce this resolution for the sake of increased thermal conductivity contrast. The

high contact and spreading resistance is also why little change in the position of

the peak sensitivity is observed. The increased cantilever resistance induced by this

change is still small when compared to the resistance of the other side of the thermal

divider.

4.10.2 Electrical properties

In the previous section, (Section 4.10.1) we identified how the sensitivity of the

probe could be improved by engineering the probe’s thermal performance. We have

shown that one may manipulate the ratios of heat flux into the probe and sample

by introducing simple changes to the probe’s geometric design. However, the ther-

mal divider phenomenon (esp. contact resistance) means there is a physical limit to

the improvements one may make with this approach. There are other avenues to

explore regarding the sensitivity of SThM probes however. In this section, we will

analyse the electronics used to interrogate the sensor, and discuss potential routes

for optimising the probe’s signal.
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Removal of confounding resistance contributions

The output signal of the SThM is a fractional change in resistance induced by the

temperature of the probe. Ideally, only resistance changes of the probe’s sensor re-

gion would be considered. Unfortunately however, there are a great many other

resistances within the circuit which may add noise or attenuate the signal from the

probe. A schematic of the typical resistance measurement is presented in Figure 4.36

One method for removing the influence of these resistors is to implement a Kelvin,

or four terminal sensing configuration. In this set up, one pair of wires (force), pro-

vide current to the circuit under test, while another pair of wires (sense) measure

the voltage drop. Assuming infinite voltmeter impedance, the resistance of its con-

necting wires may be ignored, since no current flows along them. In Figure 4.36, we

present a possible four terminal arrangement in which the additional two terminals

have been connected directly to the sensor of the probe. The requires alterations to

the lithographic design of metal layers on the probe itself, and therefore represents

quite a significant change. A less challenging, but less impactful four terminal mea-

surement could also be made by bonding four wires to the two pads of the commer-

cial probe, thus negating the contributions from the external wiring and bonding.

In Figure 4.36, additional terminals connected to the sense lines also have resistances

associated with the gold leads, external wiring and bonding, however these have

minimal impact upon the measurement due to the fact that no current flows through

them due to the high impedance of the voltmeter. It should be noted that they still

introduce Johnson noise, however. This allows some freedom in the patterning of the

gold wires in this arrangement, since we no longer need to minimise the resistance

of the gold layer. The force connections need to have sufficient volume such as they

do not self heat. The sense connection can be arbitrarily narrow. The ’best’ layout for

gold is non-trivial, as it requires consideration of the thermo-mechanical properties,

whilst also maintaining functionality as an optical lever.

Remove limiting NiCr resistors

The commercial probes feature two 100 Ω NiCr resistors which increase the overall

probe resistance by a factor of three. In the commercial devices, this is employed to
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Sensor

Gold
Leads
(force

connections)

NiCr
limiters

BondWires

Gold
(sense)

ProbeInterfaceI/O

V2T

V4T

FIGURE 4.36: Circuit diagram highlighting the advantage of a four
terminal setup. In a traditional two terminal setup, the resistance of
the probe is calculated from it’s voltage when provided constant cur-
rent. The current carrying loop is highlighted in blue. Each resistor
along this path contributes to the measurement. This includes the re-
sistances of the metal on the probe, the bond to the holder, and the
wires connecting the assembly to external circuitry. Only changes in
the sensor resistance are desired, however. By implementing a four
terminal measurement structure (red), we eliminate the contributions

from all other resistances
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FIGURE 4.37: Simulated temperature profiles across the sensor re-
gion (outlined with dashed lines) when the probe is contacted upon
materials of various thermal conductivities. The materials used are
all from the Quantiheat set, whose thermal conductivities were pre-

sented in Table C.1. Rc = 8.33× 105 K W−1, I =1.5mA.

trim the sensor resistance, which varies as a function of sensor width. This variance

is the result of poor ’self-alignment’ of sensor to the tip. While these resistors serve

to keep the commercial devices within reasonable specification, they also reduce the

sensitivity of the probe to changes in the resistance of the tip. For all the probes

fabricated in this work, these resistors have been removed. Our custom bridge and

probe driving electronics have sufficient range that these resistors are not required

to permit bridge resistance balancing.

Localisation of resistance - averaging

Figure 4.37 compares the temperature profile of the commercial probe when con-

tacted to materials with thermal conductivities spanning two orders of magnitude.

The actual conductivities of each material may be found in Table C.1 in Appendix C.

As was presented in Figure 4.26, the average sensor temperature between the lowest

and highest thermal conductivity materials were 75.46 and 57.82K, representing a

maximum difference of 17.64K. This difference is relatively small due to the averag-

ing of the sensor temperature. We observe that the temperature profiles generated

by each of the materials is very similar until the final 1.5 µm of the probe. The fact
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FIGURE 4.38: Adding sense terminals to the existing sensor allows to
average over different regions of the heater.

that cooling appears at the very apex of the device, and that this part makes up a

small area of the resistor means that the sensitivity to different materials is severely

diminished. This cooling behaviour is non-controversial; having been identified by

multiple groups using FEA [27], [181]. Very good qualitative agreement with Fig-

ure 6 of Bodzenta et al’s study [181]. Considering only the last sample of the data,

the temperature difference between PMMA and Ge is 93.7 - 30.2 = 63.5K; a drastic

improvement over the initial value. But the sensor still must have some finite size,

which will be limited by fabrication capability. By localising the sensor to the tip, it

may be possible to recover some of the sensitivity which was previously being lost

in the averaging operation.

To explore this idea further, the model was used to test the sensitivity of a commercial-

style probe, whose temperature is the average of an ever smaller area approaching

the tip. This may be realised physically by adding the two additional terminals re-

quired for the four terminal method outlined above, then connecting to the existing

sensor with diminishing separation, as shown schematically in Figure 4.38. Analyt-

ically, it is only necessary to adjust the extent of the averaging operation. This has

the advantage of keeping the thermal and electrical properties of the probe the same

such the problem may be considered in isolation.
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FIGURE 4.39: The sensitivity plots of probes in which iteratively
smaller portions of the temperature profile are considered in the av-

erage.
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The results of these simulations are presented in Figure 4.39. Together with Fig-

ure 4.37, a number of useful design rules for the optimisation of active mode SThM

probes may be inferred. Examining the temperature distribution as it varies with

sample thermal conductivity shows that there is a peak temperature which shifts

from L=150 µm further left with increasing conduction into the sample (k). In the

limit, this peak location represents the maximum length of the probe which may

possibly be cooled by contact with a sample of high thermal conductivity (with

this contact resistance, 8.33× 105 K W−1, in a vacuum). In the case of the commer-

cial probe, under these conditions, that distance is calculated as 1.5 µm from the tip

(L=148.5 µm). From this, we conclude that a sensor with extent equal to or less than

this is desired. The data to the left of this location contributes far less useful data

to the measurement than the data to the right, because the differences between the

form of the curves is minimal in this region. Outside of the 1.5 µm extent, the sensor

is influenced only by changes to the cantilever temperature and noise. Perturbances

of the cantilever temperature may be caused by the laser optics, or positioning the

cantilever above a heated sample region, as per Figure 4.10.

In Figure 4.39, it is observed that removing contributions from beyond the critical

distance (L< 148.5 µm) raises both the upper and lower saturation temperatures,

since part of the temperature distribution curve with positive gradient is cut off in

each case. As the critical value is approached, the lower saturation temperature

is observed to begin to fall, as the part of the temperature distribution beyond the

curve’s maximum starts to become more heavily weighted in the average. The in-

creased upper, and decreased lower saturation temperatures act together to result in

a sensitivity double that of the standard probe (Figure 4.39, lower plot.)

This simulation considers only the temperature differential, and not the resistance

change. As the measurement is taken closer and closer to the tip, the base resistance

of the probe is reduced. While this is not problematic as such, it becomes more

difficult to measure changes in a small resistance at fixed current. Therefore, what is

desired is the maximal resistance in the area of most drastic temperature change. We

have defined the region of temperature change, but what is the limit to the resistance

that we can pack into this area?
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The region of maximum temperature change has been defined, the remaining chal-

lenge is how to maximise the resistance which may be imposed in this small area.

One limitation arises due to the electrical properties of the thin film sensor. These

probes have been shown to fail reproducibly to electromigration damage above a

certain current density. This metric can also be thought of as a maximum resistance-

per-unit area. There will exist some point at which measurement with such low

currents becomes impractical. While the resistance may be increased by reducing

the sensor cross-section, the current will have to be reduced in turn to remain in ac-

cordance with the maximum current density. This will impose a limit on the heating

that the probe can provide. A solution is that the ’sense’ region does not need to

comprise the entirety of the ’force’ (heated) region. In a situation such as was in Fig-

ure 4.38, choosing the innermost V terminals, current is passed through the entirety

of the blue ’force’ region, while the sensing only occurs locally. This is one strategy

that can be employed to reduce the problem of limited heating in localised heaters.

In Section 8.6.4, the optimal design for heating and sensing is discussed. Prior to that

section, we consider the fabrication methods and how they will impose limitations

on the structures that can be achieved. From this chapter it is concluded that;

• Only the final 1.5 µm of the tip is cooled by probe-sample contact

• The resistance measurement should consider only this region for maximum

sensitivity, and the resistance of the sensor in this region should be as high as

possible.

• The heating and sensing region should be de-coupled from the rest of the can-

tilever as much as possible. This may be achieved through implementing a

sufficiently large cut-out that the sensor stands alone on isolated beams

In the next chapter we will discuss how such requirements might be realised, and

the fabrication changes necessarily to facilitate these changes.
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Chapter 5

Improvements to Electron Beam

Lithography on Topographic

Substrates

5.1 Required fabrication improvements

5.1.1 Intro

In the previous chapter, we outlined how changes in the layout of the cantilever and

its electronics could improve performance of the SThM probe. The definition of both

the cantilever hard-mask, and the sensor circuitry is performed using electron beam

lithography. The full probe manufacturing process was presented in Chapter 3. An

important conclusion of the previous chapter is that the heater/sensor region should

have high resistance within the final 1.5 µm of the probe. To achieve this goal will

require alignment accuracy of better than 250nm, and sensors on the order of tens to

hundreds of nanometres in width.

5.1.2 Why are thin lines required?

Maximising the resistance of the RTD will be achieved through reducing its line-

width. Recall that the resistance of a wire is inversely proportional to its cross sec-

tional area. While the cross section could be reduced through reducing the thickness

of the film, this method is not preferred. The present deposition is targeted for 40nm.

Attempting to deposit a thinner layer runs the risk of not forming a continuous film,
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or introducing defects that act as failure nucleation sites. In addition, reducing the

thickness of the film to, or below the mean free path of electrons will cause the re-

sistance to become dominated by interactions with the film boundaries, rather than

temperature dependent lattice interactions [225]. Therefore, we should aim for a re-

duction in line-width. In Section 5.3, we will identify the challenges associated with

achieving narrow line-widths on the topographic substrates used in this work.

In addition to reducing the sensor width to maximise electrical resistance, we may

also wish to reduce the width of the SiN beams which form the ’cut-out’ at the apex

of the probe. This will increase the thermal isolation of the tip to the sample through

increasing the thermal resistance of the beams. While one could locally reduce the

thickness of SiN to increase its thermal resistance, this implies additional deposition

and/or etch steps which would require process development and potentially reduce

yield.

5.1.3 Why is alignment an issue?

The definition of a narrower resistor also highlights a previously identified limita-

tion of the process used to manufacture these probes, which is the issue of poor

alignment between the cantilever tip and the sensor EBL level. This has previously

been addressed by the use of ’self-alignment’, in which at least one edge of the struc-

ture to be metallised is deliberately drawn outside the extent of the cantilever, such

that, upon deposition, the sensor on the substrate is the result of the logical AND

operation between the two geometries [163]. This was presented in Section 3.6.2. If

the order of the misalignment is on the order of the sensor width we wish to define,

then the traditional self-alignment method will be unsuitable. The resistance (and

therefore tolerable current) would vary wildly, and it is quite likely that parts of the

sensor may not even land on the tip at all, making the device discontinuous. This

poor alignment is the motivation for including the limiting resistors on commercial

devices, which were discussed in Section 4.10.2
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Regular Cut out
x-y y-z x-y y-z

A) Metal mask

B) Transfer to
nitride (RIE)

C) Short wet etch
introduces
undercut

D) Pattern sensor
(EBL, lift off)

E) Wet etch Si

FIGURE 5.1: Comparing one and two sided self alignment strategies.
The undercut etch performed in C may completely undercut beams

which are very narrow, leaving them free-standing.
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Dual self-alignment

The ’Swiss Cheese’ probe fabricated by Mills [163] evidences the possibility of ’dual

self alignment’, which could be employed for the placement of the sensor in the cut-

out probes. Figure 5.1 compares the traditional single self alignment with a possible

dual alignment strategy. In the latter method, deposited metal completely overlaps

both edges of the SiN beam upon which it is deposited and the resulting sensor is

the logical AND operation of the two.

Figure 5.1C highlights a potential problem with this approach; with reducing line-

width of the SiN beam, there is increased risk that performing the undercut etch

will completely free the narrow beam. A free-standing beam of order 100nm width

is at risk of being broken during subsequent processes, especially those involving

rinsing or resist spinning. Such defects would be considered critical failures, and

would render affected probes useless. While previous experience from the group

suggested that free-standing beams should be able to withstand the subsequent pro-

cesses, we had not previously attempted line-widths as narrow as those described

in the upcoming Chapter.

Even if dual self alignment is to be employed, it is desirable to minimise the overlap

region to reduce the risk of ’skirting’. The concern is that the overlapping regions

may not fully disconnect from the metal on the cantilever. In such an event, it is

important that the overlapping ’strips’ are not overly wide, as this increases the risk

of shorting the sensor by re-deposition of this ’scrap’ metal.

If alignment were accurate enough, the sensor could be positioned atop the can-

tilever beams completely, with no risk of skirting. Additionally, the ability to ac-

curately place narrow sensors, both with and without a cut-out, would allow for

the quantification of the contributions brought about by either design change. Fi-

nally, improved alignment would also benefit the commercial devices, which suf-

fer from an ambiguous tip contact due to metal flags which are the direct result of

self-alignment, as shown in Figure 5.2. In fact, improving the alignment of sensor

definition to AFM pyramids would be of great benefit to integrated sensor AFM

in general, having been a historic challenge in the production of SNOM [160] and
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5µm

A) B)

FIGURE 5.2: SEM image showing metal flags over the probe tip. The
probe is brand new and has never been scanned. Flags are caused by
the tearing of the metal film during self-alignment, and result in an

ambiguous tip contact that may change during scanning.

Scanning Hall Probe Microscopy [164]

5.2 Alignment

5.2.1 How is alignment performed?

An important requirement of both photo and electron beam lithography is the ability

to correctly align new features to those already on the substrate. The strategy for

photolithography alignment was presented in Section 2.2.2. This is an example of

manual alignment, in which the tool operator manipulates the substrate such that

features on both it, and the mask plate are observed to be in good alignment.

Photolithography alignment is performed between two effectively parallel planes

(the wafer and the mask plate) in close proximity. No matter the alignment, all fea-

tures on the mask plate are transferred to the substrate with the same size and shape.

The mathematical term for the operation of moving the two objects into alignment

is a rigid, or Euclidean transformation. It is termed ’rigid’, since no distortions of the

image occur; only x and y offsets and rotation are described by this class of transfor-

mation.

In electron beam lithography however, reduced feature size of desired patterns means
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FIGURE 5.3: The possible distortions available when projecting a
square onto an unknown image plane (surface). The designed shape

is shown in yellow, whilst the distorted result is shown in green

that substrate tilts on the order of a few µ/mm would result in significant distor-

tions if not properly accounted for in the image transformation. Artefacts of this

type are termed ‘keystone errors’ due to the transformation of rectangular geome-

tries to trapezoids, similar in appearance to the wedge-shaped ‘keystone’ at the apex

of a masonry arch. These distortions arise from the projection of a 2D image onto

an arbitrary plane in 3D space and will be familiar to anyone who has encountered

a poorly set up digital projector. Appropriately, the class of transformations which

cover these errors is named ‘projective transformations’, or homographies. Figure

5.3 highlights the different operations and types of transformations possible.

In both photolithography and EBL, the mapping of markers on the substrate to those

on the pattern is the result of solving the image transform. In the former, the correct

transformation is readily achieved, since the operator is able to sufficiently align the

rigid bodies (mask plate, wafer) across the available three degrees of freedom (x and

y offset, xy rotation). In EBL however, the machine must perform automatic image

alignment through the mathematical solution of the image transform at each distinct

exposure site - of which there may be thousands across a wafer.

In the following sections, we will describe how the image transform is calculated,

why its performance is poor on our devices, and how we have addressed the issue.
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Mathematics of pattern transformation

The solution to the image transform mapping a pattern to a sample has a different

form depending on the number of degrees of freedom through which the image

can be distorted. In electron beam lithography, the transformation is modelled such

as to apply those distortions which were presented in Figure 5.3. The relationship

between the observed position of a set of markers, i, on the wafer (Xi,Yi), and the

corresponding ideal coordinates (xi, yi) is given by [226];

xi = Xi + ox + sxXi + rxYi + kxXiYi (5.1)

yi = Yi + oy + syYi + ryXi + kyXiYi

in which, o, s, r and k denote offset, scale, rotation and keystone respectively, with

their subscripts indicating the directions to which they apply. These transform el-

ements may be placed in a column vector, T. If the differences between observed

and expected marker positions are also collated into a vector, B, then the relation-

ship between the two can be calculated through the design matrix A, which takes

the form;

A =



X1 Y1 X1Y1 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Y1 X1 X1Y1 1

X2 Y2 X2Y2 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 Y2 X2 X2Y2 1


(5.2)

The relationship between the differences in position and the transform coefficients

is thus given by;

B = AT (5.3)

If the positions of both sets of markers are known, the transform coefficients may be

computed by solving Equation 5.3 for T. With T known, it is possible to calculate
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the displacement of a given pixel (x,y coordinate pair) within each of the coordinate

transforms using the equations presented in 5.1.

It should be noted that EBL employs a two step alignment strategy;

• Global alignment - Four markers are placed reasonably far apart across the

substrate. After the operator has aligned the tool to a central ’feature’, global

alignment marks are found by interrogating a large area (100’s of µm) around

their expected position. The image transform provided by these markers is

sufficiently accurate to characterise the offset, tilt and rotation of the substrate.

The search area for these markers is large, because their position was not accu-

rately known.

• Cell alignment - The global alignment provides an image transform from with

sufficient accuracy that these local ’cell’ markers may be found using a smaller

search area. This is beneficial, since the marker search routine exposes the

resist in the areas in which it is performed. Cell markers are located close to

the pattern writing area, therefore it is advantageous that only a small area

around them be exposed.

Marker detection

Where in photolithography markers are aligned by visual inspection, EBL registra-

tion requires markers that can be ‘seen’ by the tool. To this end, the system includes

electron detectors like those of an SEM. Finding the markers requires that they have

sufficient contrast. The tool used for this work employs backscattered electron (BSE)

detection for marker observation. There are two main phenomena that result in

backscatter contrast [227];

• Rutherford scattering events, which were described in Section 2.5.3. The angle

by which an incident electron is scattered is proportional to the square of the

atomic number of the substrate. The greater the atomic number, the greater

material’s backscattering coefficient [227].

• Contour/edge contrast, as highlighted in Figure 5.4. Backscattered electrons

have higher probability to escape the substrate with high energy at the edges of
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Incident Electron Beam

FIGURE 5.4: Mechanism by which topographic contrast arises in BSE
signal. The detector on the left receives a weaker signal than that on
the right. The path length to the left detector is greater, resulting in

fewer electrons escaping the substrate.

topographic features. The asymmetry in path length from the sample surface

to opposing detectors results in a differential in signal between them that can

be used for edge detection [227].

For EBL registration, markers must be designed that take advantage of these contrast

mechanisms. When employing atomic number (Z) contrast marker searches, it is

recommended that the difference in atomic number between sample and marker be

as high as possible (at least >30) [66]. Using a silicon substrate as an example, it

would not be recommended to use titanium (Z=23) or nickel (28). Instead, tungsten

(74) or gold (79) should be considered.

Of course, it may not always be practical to include such metals due to process lim-

itations. An alternative approach is to use markers which exploit topographic con-

trast, using etched pits or raised mesas.

The search routine is similar regardless of the contrast mechanism employed; from

an expected marker position (supplied to the tool as part of the pattern file), the

beam spirals outwards until detecting a marker. Upon location of a marker, the tool

performs multiple scans of each edge to improve signal to noise ratio and improve

positional accuracy. More advanced details of the search routine are reported in the

VB6 Operators Manual [66]
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50µm

FIGURE 5.5: Schematic drawing and BSE image (inset) of the topo-
graphic markers used in this work

Our Markers

In this work, a specific type of topographic marker is used. Metal markers are not

compatible with the process due to the prohibition of these materials in samples un-

dergoing LPCVD SiN deposition. The markers are defined in the first lithography

step and anisotropically etched into the sample alongside the pyramids (see Section

3.3.2 for more details). They take the form of 200µm square mesas with 32µm diam-

eter circles in the centre, as shown in Figure 5.5. Anisotropic etching undercuts the

circle opening, resulting in a {111} plane faced inverted pyramid. The inset of Figure

5.5 shows what the tool ‘sees’ when scanning these markers. The motivation for em-

ploying such markers is that the pit’s shape is crystallographically defined, and will

have similar shape regardless of any misalignment of distortion of the mask used to

create it.

5.2.2 What causes poor alignment in the existing devices?

The positioning errors caused by sample loading and the environmental conditions

vary between consecutive runs. By locating and aligning to the substrate markers,
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250nm
3µm

FIGURE 5.6: Comparison of the misalignment of the sensor to the tip
between two probes of the same wafer. The outlines of each sensor
were traced in a drawing package, and then aligned to the tip. A

displacement of 250nm in the x direction is easily observable.

we are effectively finding the unique transform for the errors specific to one run. If a

perfect transform could be made, then multiple runs each with distinct errors could

be perfectly aligned to one another. In reality, this transform is never perfect, due to

errors in the located marker positions. Often, this is caused by marker degradation

due to thermal cycling or etch damage. A particular difficulty associated with this is

that the damage to the markers is barely noticeable in routine wafer inspection, and

the alignment problems that result are only manifest after EBL is completed.

5.2.3 How poor is the present alignment?

Within the AFM group it has been known for many years that the alignment be-

tween the sensor and the cantilever apex is poor, with common thought being that

misalignment tolerances should be considered in the order of hundreds of nanome-

tres. Previous work on substrates featuring a marker strategy similar to that used in

this work suggested a misalignment of 300nm [162], [228]. In Figure 5.6, we present

an example of the misalignment between the sensors fabricated in different cells of

the same wafer. Although it does not demonstrate the absolute alignment between

sensor and cantilever tip, it does show significant variation in placement between

cells. Recall that each cell of the probe requires a new marker search and as such,

entire groups of devices may have misaligned patterns if the marker search for their

cell is poor. On the commercial devices, this misalignment is evidenced by the large
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variations (±75Ω) in resistance between individual probes.

Quantification of misalignment requires the perfect image transform with which a

comparison can be made. However, this perfect transform is not available, unless

the marker positions are known with perfect accuracy. In reality, the most accurate

transform available is limited by the errors in the marker detection system.

A direct measure of the relative misalignment between subsequent fabrication layers

may be ascertained through the design and manufacture of appropriate test struc-

tures. During this project, an attempt was made to fabricate Vernier scales atop the

raised pyramids such as those shown in Figure 5.9. The two parts of the scale are

each written in the same resist layer, but aligned in separate operations. Unfortu-

nately, the fabrication of these structures was unreliable and it proved challenging to

parse a sensible measurement from them. One problem is that the pitch of the scales

requires very narrow tick marks, since high accuracy is required and the apices of

the AFM ’tip’ pyramids are very small. It was during this work that we identified

the problems associated with writing very fine lines atop AFM probes, as we were

unable to produce reliable 50nm pitch scales

5.2.4 Improved alignment strategy

Thoms et. al. noted that the occurrence and severity of marker damage is random

[226]. Because this damage introduces non-uniform errors in marker position, the

authors have shown that the errors in image transform calculation can be minimised

through the interrogation of a statistically large set of markers.

When more than four markers are used, the required image transform is over-determined.

In such cases, the least squares method can be used to find the approximate solution

which minimises the sum of the squared residuals. Those markers whose residual

error is significantly large may be classed as outliers, and removed from the dataset

for a further improved fit. This approach has been taken by Thoms et al [226], with

the algorithm developed in the referenced paper now available on our EBL tool. The

exact forms of regression analysis and outlier treatment are presented there.
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Marker
block

Cell 0

Cell 1

FIGURE 5.7: The probe and marker layout used in the previous com-
mercial probes. Writing ’cells’ are highlighted by a dotted line.

Re-engineering the substrate

To employ the multi-marker alignment strategy requires additional markers. The

batch fabricated commercial probes feature marker blocks with six sites for align-

ment in each block. One ’cell’ encapsulates two probes, and features four marker

blocks, one in each corner, as shown in Figure 5.7.

It is advisable to always use fresh markers for every layer of EBL to be performed.

Markers are exposed to the electron beam during the search routine, and therefore

are subject to metallisation or etching, depending on the follow up process to be

used. The marker distribution (six markers per block) employed by the commercial

probe is sufficient for all four EBL exposures (cantilevers, sensors, base resistors,

pads), with some redundancy in case a particular exposure fails and needs to be

repeated. The ebeam ’cell’ may be arbitrarily defined from any set of four markers.

The minimum cell size with this layout is two probes, as shown in Figure 5.7. The

choice of cell size is primarily influenced by the writing time of the pattern being

registered. Beyond about 30 minutes drift compensation ceases to be sufficiently

accurate and re-alignment will be required. All probes within one ’cell’ will share

the same align/misalignment. With exception of the pads job, the exposures are

short enough such that, if desired, cells of multiple (8-16) probes could be written in
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1st photolith:
pyramid, bars, markers

3rd photolith:
cantilever and chip

FIGURE 5.8: The updated marker distribution around a single probe.
Each corner of the probe has a block of 15 markers, while the vertical

midpoints have additional blocks of 9.

this time.

While the author performed the MEMs redesign of these devices into the present

’pop-out’ style commercial probes, the redesign of the marker distribution was also

performed [35]. Because topographic markers are used, and all subsequent patterns

should be aligned to them, the changes must be implemented in the very first lithog-

raphy/etching level (see Section 2.4).

Corner vs. edge

In Thoms’ paper, the authors discuss the advantages and disadvantages of different

types of marker distribution on the alignment quality when the positions are de-

liberately offset by random amounts. The two general marker strategies employed

were a roughly uniform spacing around the perimeter of the writing area (’E/edge

type’), and clustered around the four corners (’C/corner type’). They conclude that,

in the general case, better results are achieved from markers distributed around the
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edge than in the corners. However, we do not necessarily want to discount the

corner approach. Due to the fact that our markers are defined by the first level of

photolithography, for which a mask-plate must be produced, we have opted for a

marker distribution which allows for a great deal of flexibility when defining the

distribution.

Figure 5.8 presents the updated layout, in which there are 78 markers in the tile-able

single probe unit. The marker dimensions and fabrication methods are the same as

described previously. The choice of marker locations was influenced by the location

of the supporting bars which share this lithography level. The layout also served

to produce reasonably equal spacing between markers. As the probe cell is longer

in y than in x, it was desired that a small set of markers be placed in the middle of

the vertical support. This would allow for near equal distribution when using a cell

containing probes tiled in the x direction.

Algorithm testing

Testing commenced with the hope of discovering the optimal marker distribution

for our particular sample/marker/pattern combination. To test the alignment, a

Vernier structure was designed to fit on the flat apex of the pyramids. This location

was chosen to be suitably representative of the writing areas for most integrated

sensor AFM probes, whilst not interfering with the placement of the ’side’ probe. It

was also a within a few microns of the device position which was most sensitive to

misalignment of the sensor and tip.

To ensure the alignment was the result of maker deviations alone, and not in resist

coating of other confounding parameters, both sides of the vernier scale were written

in the same resist coating. To appropriately model the ’real’ situation however, the

wafer was unloaded and re-loaded into the EBL tool. This way its position was

changed and needed to be found again.

As is the case with most new e-beam exposure jobs, this one began with dose testing.

Subsequent experiments used the optimal dose found in this experiment, but severe

variations in the quality of patterning between the two exposures was observed. An

example is presented in Figure 5.9. By inspection of the log files, it was discovered
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FIGURE 5.9: Vernier test structure fabricated atop AFM pyramid. Al-
though exposed in the same resist layer and metallised in the same
procedure, the two layers appear very different. While both layer ap-
pear overexposed, the outer layer looks much worse than the inner.
Despite being designed at 50nm width, the resulting tick marks are
between 70 and 100nm wide, which we propose is due to poor focus.

This is discussed further in Section 5.3

that the problem is not actually with the dose, but with the focus of the beam. It was

observed that the tool frequently fails to correctly measure the height of the raised

feature, and thus does not adjust the beam focus appropriately. This conclusion

sparked the body of work presented in Section 5.3, where this issue is explained

in greater depth. Further characterisation of the accuracy of alignment using this

approach were discontinued. While it is expected that the non-uniform coverage

of resist due to spin and float coating will result in a non-uniform clearing dose

distribution across the sample, the close proximity between erroneous exposures in

this particular test indicated another cause. A systematic change in clearing dose

would result in both features on the one pyramid to look poor, which was not the

case here.

Results on live wafers

While the above test structures for quantifying the alignment improvement were

unsuccessful, they did not provide any evidence that the alignment algorithm was

poor - only that the strategy employed for testing it was poor. Accordingly, we pro-

ceeded to employ the multi-marker algorithm on the live wafers that would even-

tually make the novel cut-out probes presented in the next Chapter. Since we were
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FIGURE 5.10: The basic ’cell’ used for multi-marker alignment test-
ing. An example distribution of 16 markers is highlighted in red

unable to directly measure the best marker distribution on structured wafers, we

opted to use the best approach found in the literature. Thoms et. al. conclude that

an edge marker distribution featuring greater than eight markers, combined with the

TLS algorithm produces the best results [226]. For this reason, 16 markers around a

2x4 arrangement of probes was chosen as the base cell. Because the wafer does not

fit an equal number of these units of eight probes, those cells around the edge were

given some other form of edge distribution, typically using one marker from every

block around their perimeter.

The lack of information on estimated alignment improvement also meant that it

seemed imprudent to abandon dual self alignment. Instead, probes with and with-

out dual self alignment were fabricated, each type having a variety of different sen-

sor sizes. The various designs and their implementation are described in Section

8.6.4.

Since the metal of the sensors are the AND operation of the cantilever and met-

allisation patterns, the degree of alignment accuracy on cut-out probes cannot be

qualitatively assessed from SEM imaging or resistance variation. Non cut-out (NC)

probes have been placed in the same writing cell, and are therefore expected to have

the same degree of misalignment, which may be investigated using these methods.
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As previously discussed, no exact solution exists to the ideal transform between

the wafer and the pattern on file, due to the imperfect measurement system. It is

possible however to measure the difference between the locations at which patterns

would have been placed had the traditional method been used, and where they have

been placed when the multi-marker method has been employed. It is reasonable to

assume that the multi-marker method is ’more’ correct, since there is a larger set of

markers from which the image transform can be estimated, and thus the influence of

a single poor marker is reduced. Furthermore, it is reasonable to assert that the ’best’

transformation available is that which employs multiple markers alongside outlier

rejection.

The VB6 log file produces the expected, and absolute marker positions, which cor-

respond to the stage coordinates where one would expect to find the marker, given

the global alignment. Because the multi marker- outlier rejection algorithm was em-

ployed at write time, the log file reports all the data, meaning that it is possible to

parse out the subsets of four markers and the full set of markers prior to outlier

rejection. It is then possible to compare between the three approaches.

In each case, it is possible to calculate the transform between the expected and abso-

lute set of markers. The log file also reports the expected pattern placement, which

is the origin of the VEP file. With the transform solved, it is trivial to calculate the

where the ’absolute’ pattern placement. By comparison between the absolute place-

ments of the four marker, multi marker, and multi marker - outlier alignment meth-

ods, we can present some estimation of the improvement gained by the different

alignment methods.

It is hard to present a metric of overall improvement, since each cell contains mul-

tiple exposures which vary in their deviation from the four marker method. In Fig-

ure 5.12 we present the results of the average and standard deviation of the vector

offsets, for each cell. In the context of this image, a high deviation means that the al-

gorithm significantly altered the positioning. We note that all four of the ’blue’ cells

with high deviation do not have a red border, indicating that these cells contained

outliers. It is to be expected that the biggest alterations in positioning are seen when

the initial cell features outliers.
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200nm MarkerExposure

Exp Abs

Multi-
marker

Outlier
rejected

Four
marker

FIGURE 5.11: Marker and exposure positions for cell 0 of a wafer of
probes . Inset: zoomed view of the exposure positions calculated by
each of the given exposures. This cell contained 4 outliers - including

outliers in 2 of the 4 corner positions

Transform Coefficients Four markers Multiple markers Multi-marker with rejection
sy 1.00 1.00 1.00
sx 1.00 1.00 1.00
oy 9.19× 10−2 8.73× 10−2 8.95× 10−2

ox −1.19× 10−1 −1.19× 10−1 −1.16× 10−1

ky −1.10× 10−6 −4.00× 10−6 −3.16× 10−6

kx −3.48× 10−7 −8.27× 10−8 2.05× 10−6

rx 2.12× 10−3 2.13× 10−3 2.05× 10−3

ry −2.07× 10−3 −1.96× 10−3 −2.01× 10−3

TABLE 5.1: Image transformations between the three alignment
methods on cell 0. The scale is not changed appreciably since this

was already discovered by the global alignment routine.
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FIGURE 5.12: Colour map highlighting the magnitude of the maxi-
mum displacement between exposures using the four-marker search
and multi-marker with outlier rejection search. Cells outlined in red
were found to have no outliers by the algorithm. Each cell contains
8 exposures. Here we have annotated and coloured the figure by the

exposure with largest deviation from the four marker method.

As an aid to understanding; cell 0 in the bottom left of 5.12 is annotated with 272nm

of displacement. Figure 5.11 shows the marker positions and exposure locations of

this particular cell, and the inset image shows the exposure locations using the three

methods. The 272nm figure is the displacement between the four marker (blue) and

outlier rejected multi-marker algorithm (red) in Figure 5.11

Closing remarks

There is no reason not to use the improved marker search method. However, its

degree of improvement is still not quantified. Further experiments utilising various

marker distributions should be employed. AFM wafers are already challenging sub-

strates on which to perform EBL. The fact that micro-machined markers are prone to

subtle errors in positioning makes good alignment even more difficult. An alterna-

tive approach would be to employ Penrose markers, which are more fault tolerant

and have a higher degree of positional accuracy (greater autocorrelation peak) [229].

It has not been possible to fabricate these out of metal however. This is due to process

constraints, specifically the requirement of no metal in the SiN deposition.
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As it stands, the algorithm routinely adjusts the position of exposures by around

100nm, which indicates that four-marker misalignment was at least this value, and

possibly higher. A misalignment of 100nm is enough to have significant impact on

a 300nm wide sensor fabricated at the tip of the probe, which is something that was

attempted in the next Chapter.
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100um

Intended De-focus (µm)

FIGURE 5.13: 500nm wide lines exposed into a PMMA bilayer at var-
ious levels of deliberate defocus. The beam parameters we chosen to
be the same as that of the cantilever definition: 2nA (6nm), 8VRU,
2100µC/cm2. The pattern was transferred into 5nm NiCr 50nm Au
using metal evaporation and lift off. Above: Darkfield optical im-
ages. Below: Defocus vs. estimated successful number of lines trans-
ferred. We observe a weak, but present correlation between focus and

successful patterning

5.3 Line-width

5.3.1 Motivation

In the previous section we discussed the difficulties encountered in patterning 50nm

line-width isolated features atop AFM pyramids. Through log file analysis, it was

observed that the laser height sensors (whose operation was discussed in Section

2.5.2), frequently failed to record a sensible measurement in the location of expo-

sure. In such cases, the nearest successful height measurement will be used, which

for these samples is commonly 1 device length away (2.8mm). Given that typical

substrate tilts for 3" wafers loaded into this system are on the order of microns per
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millimetre, it is clear that selecting such a distant focal point is not an ideal solution.

Through the study of many log files, it was discovered that this issue was not unique

to the test samples run in the previous section, but rather common to all topograph-

ically structured AFM wafers. This was verified by inspecting a number of log

files recording the exposures of commercial SThM probe wafers, kindly provided

by Kelvin Nanotechnology. A Python script to parse the order and location of ex-

posures was created to assist with visualising the issue. Figures 5.14 and 5.15 are

the results of running this script on a micromachined AFM wafer with roughly 200

exposures, and on another 3 inch, previously un-patterned wafer with thousands of

exposures. Note that the same materials stack is employed in both cases.

In Figure 5.15, less than 6% of exposure locations suffered a failed height measure-

ment. Interestingly, on these substrates, failures are localised in the three positions

which correspond to the clamp locations of the 3" holder. Because the pattern den-

sity is high, and the wafer tilt is minimal, none of the failed height measurements re-

sulted in noticeable patterning errors. In contrast, Figure 5.14, highlights that nearly

50% of measurement locations on this sample have a failed height measurement. It is

clear from the inset figure marked ’plane fit’, that there is significant variation in the

measured values, which are not characteristic of the real surface. From consideration

of the measurement apparatus, it is reasonable to assume that the height measure-

ments fail due to a specular reflection of the incident laser from the substrate. The

sloped side-walls of the etched features will scatter the light, reducing the summed

signal into the photodetector.

There are two nominally flat planes on the AFM substrates on which patterns are

written; the surface which was masked during the pyramid etch (Appendix A Step

12 - includes marker blocks, support bars and pyramids) and everywhere else that

was unmasked, which is 14± 2µm lower. The latter of these two surfaces comprises

the majority of the total area. In the sensor deposition step, the beam’s focal point

is adjusted in software to account for the fact that we are attempting to write on the

upper surface, where high resolution is required. The supposition is that we always

measure the lower surface, however. The features comprising the raised surface all
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have area smaller than the spot of the laser beam, so this is a reasonable assump-

tion. However, there are some occasions where a measurement more characteristic

of the upper surface is returned. This would not be problematic if it were repro-

ducible, however it appeared to be random in all the log files examined An example

distribution of measurements is seen in the inset of Figure 5.14.

5.3.2 Method

In addition to measuring exposure heights in real time, the VB6 offers an alternative

’height-mapped’ mode. In this mode of operation, the height at a given exposure

location is interpolated from a previously calibrated height map. The manufacturers

remark that ’height readings can be taken at defined positions on patterned sub-

strates where the height meter readings are not disturbed by the patterning’ [66].

This approach would appear very useful for our application, however the pattern

density of our substrates was such that no tileable location for successive correct

height measurements could be found. Therefore, modifications had to be made to

this approach. Rather than providing a simple ’height map’ to the tool for interpola-

tion, software was developed measure and calculate the best fit ’n-th’ order surface

for the wafer. With the surface equation known, the tool can query the software for

the required height at the supplied exposure position. The surface equation is calcu-

lated from an array of measured points which are collected prior to write-time. Since

nothing has changed in the measurement system or sample surface, we still observe

a large number of laser height sensor failures or uncharacteristic reports of height.

The novelty in this approach lies in the outlier rejection. All points for which an LHS

error was returned are removed from the dataset before a preliminary fit is made.

Similarly, all those measurements which are uncharacteristic of the system are re-

moved prior to the first fit. For this work, uncharacteristic measurements are those

whose residual error to a tilt correction are greater than 10um. This has the added

advantage of filtering out any measurements from the top plane (marker blocks etc.),

removing any ambiguity and allowing us to offset from the known, lower surface as

required.

With all the bad points removed, we apply a least squares regression to minimise
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the sum of the squared residuals. The equation used to model the surface takes the

form;

zi = B0 + B1xi + B2yi + B3x2
i + B4y2

i + B5xiyi (5.4)

Where zi represents the surface height at position ’i’, and Bn represents the coeffi-

cients which describe the various x, y components. Note that this equation is for a

2D second order surface, which is able to account for both tilt and bow. While higher

order distortions were implemented, we found that introducing greater degrees of

freedom reduced the quality of the fit. It is not expected that significant 3rd order

(or above) deformations should occur, therefore these should not be accounted for

in the fit.

Equation 5.4 may also be expressed in matrix form;

Z = DB + ε (5.5)

Where Z is an n× 1 column matrix of measured heights at ’n’ unique x, y coordinate

pairs. D is a design matrix which contains k independent variables for n points. The

required number of terms, k, is related to the desired order of the fit, containing x

and y locations raised to the nth power and the associated cross terms. B is a k× 1

column matrix containing the fitting coefficients and ε is an n× 1 column matrix of

the residual errors.

An example for matrix D for a 2nd order fit is presented below;



1 x y1 x2
1 y2

1 x1y1

1 x y2 x2
2 y2

2 x2y2

1 x y3 x2
3 y2

3 x3y3

... ... ... ... ... ...

1 x yn x2
n y2

n xnyn


(5.6)
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Solving Equation 5.5 for B yields the coefficients of the surface equation which best

fits the cloud of xyz points provided.

The vector of residual errors may then be analysed for significant outliers. In this

work, we have considered outliers to be any points falling outside 2.5 standard de-

viations of the residual error. Such points are removed from the point cloud (xyz),

and the surface equation is recalculated. This operation may be repeated a number

of times until the solution ’converges’ and no further outliers are removed.

The surface equation resulting from these fit and regression operations is made avail-

able to the VB6 during write time. The tool queries the equation at the intended

exposure location and adjusts the focus according to the height returned. At the

time of writing, we have continued to allow the tool to perform in-situ laser height

measurements alongside this height-mapped mode. Both the measured and calcu-

lated values are reported in the log files, allowing for comparison between the two

methods. In addition, the full height map is saved.

The height map is defined by adding the following command to the Belle file;

miniheightmap x0, y0, ∆x, ∆y, nx, ny (5.7)

where x0 and y0 are the coordinates for the bottom left corner of the mapped area,

∆x and ∆y are the repeat distances for x and y respectively, and nx and ny are the

number of repeats in each direction.

5.3.3 Results

Coated vs. uncoated, positional errors

With the height mapping deployed on the VB6, an experiment was performed to

examine the impact of the measuring the height at different locations across the

sample. One advantage of the height mapped method is that it is possible to take

measurements some distance away from the exposure location. Another benefit is

that one may perform a height map of arbitrary resolution regardless of the expo-

sure frequency. This was exploited during the following experiment, during which
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FIGURE 5.16: Height measurements on a topographic AFM wafer
without resist coating. Points which returned laser height sensor er-

rors are highlighted cyan.

one blank exposure was defined at the centre of the wafer. The unit cell containing

a single probe tiles with period 2800 µm in x and 5200 µm in y. The frequency of

measurement points was chosen such as to be higher than the tiling of the unit cell,

but still tiles to hit the normal exposure location every few probes. Its period was

chosen to be 2100 µm by 2080 µm, in x and y, corresponding to 75% and 40% of the

period of the probe cell. Thus, the exposure location was measured every 4 probes

in x and every 5 in y, as can be observed in the inset figure of Figure 5.17

Because no pattern transfer was required, the wafer was able to be submitted with-

out any resist coating. The colour of the dots on the plot denotes the residual error

to a 2D plane fit.

There are periodic outlier height measurements which are roughly 15 µm higher

(negative is less separation between lens and substrate) then the rest of the mea-

sured points. These correspond to measurement locations which are immediately

north and south of the central ebeam marker block, which is a large raised region.

This is evident in the inset image of Figure 5.16.

Only three locations actually failed to record a measurement, which we considered

unusual given how frequently these defects tend to occur on production wafers. The
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With PMMA bi-layer

LHS Errors

H
eight(µm
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FIGURE 5.17: Height measurements on a topographic AFM wafer
with a bi-layer of PMMA. Points which returned laser height sensor
errors are highlighted cyan. Many more such errors are present in

this map than that of the same wafer uncoated.

most obvious difference was that this substrate was not coated with resist. Therefore,

the experiment was repeated on the same wafer, simply coated with the PMMA

bilayer as given in step 26 of Appendix A.

Figure 5.17 shows the result of this height-mapping operation. This time, far more

failed measurements occurred. Interestingly, periodic failures appear in those loca-

tions which measured erroneously in the previous experiment. This is reasonable,

since the slopes of these features cause non-specular reflection, and their height is

undefined. In the ideal case, the height of the raised surface is measured, but one

may safely assume they report lower signal, since the feature’s area is less than that

of the laser spot. From these experiments it may be concluded that the height map-

ping fails due to a combination of both topography and resist coating. It is specu-

lated that the resist introduces some degree of thin film interference which lowers

the intensity of the reflected laser beam used for height measurement.

Stitch Experiment

An experiment was developed to assess the performance of the height fitting algo-

rithm, using the standard measurement as a benchmark. In the first instance, the
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FIGURE 5.18: Schematic drawing of the stitch test pattern. The main
field grid is shown in red. Filled green squares denote a grating pat-
tern which encompasses the entire field. The 2x2 arrangement of
fields gives the maximum number of field boundaries for the mini-
mum writing time. Units on the left are written using the traditional
LHS method, while units on the right are written using the custom
algorithm. Intersections of lines on the blue grid indicate height mea-
surement points for the mapping routine. Measurements are thus half
a field away from the exposure location, whereas in - situ height mea-
surements are performed at the centre of the pattern. The exposed
patterns will thus only be identical if the height fitting algorithm is

able to faithfully calculate the height at the centre of the field.
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FIGURE 5.19: Optical micrographs comparing the gratings written
on a new, flat wafer with in situ height measurement and the novel
height mapping algorithm. The gratings written using the height
fitting method are identical to those written with the traditional
method, demonstrating its suitability. Negligible stitch errors are ob-

served in either exposure.
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two methods are compared by writing identical patterns on an ideal wafer (i.e, a

new, flat, polished wafer with a spin coated PMMA bilayer.) A test pattern was de-

veloped which would highlight stitch errors, which were previously described (Sec-

tion 2.5.2 and Figure 2.12). It has been shown that stitch errors can be an accurate

proxy for the measure of focal point inaccuracy [67], [230]. Figure 2.12 highlights

how erroneous height measurements can cause bloating of features and alter the pe-

riodicity of gratings. At field boundaries, any misalignment and aperiodicity will be

most obvious. Analysing stitch errors by the exposed resist is preferred over lift-off

for experiment, since lift-off pattern transfer introduces another process variable.

Figure 5.18 shows the layout of the pattern schematically, whilst Figure 5.19 high-

lights the results of this experiment after exposure and development. Excellent sim-

ilarity between both methods is observed, demonstrating the validity of the new

algorithm. Consulting the log file of this job reveals that the LHS method mea-

sured all sites successfully, therefore the new method is considered optimal. While

in the height-mapping mode, our software requests the tool to take a height mea-

surement prior to exposure, even though this value is ignored in favour of the cal-

culated height. This allows for a comparison between the calculated value and the

in-situ measurement. For this sample, the two agreed to an accuracy of +/-10nm,

which we consider to be a very promising result.

Vernier quality

The primary application driving the development of this work was the poor lithog-

raphy observed on the Vernier test structures for quantifying the performance of

the improved alignment algorithm discussed in Section 5.2. The test structures, and

the result of initial attempts to pattern them atop AFM pyramids were presented

in Section 5.2.3 and Figure 5.9. In the present experiment, the same test structures

are written using both the in-situ laser height measurement method, and the height-

mapped mode developed here. Due to the design of the height-mapping software,

it was possible to compare both approaches on the same wafer, simply by defining

discrete regions which should use height mapping or not. Performing both expo-

sures on the same wafer ensures the same type of resist stack, metal deposition and
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FIGURE 5.20: Comparison of writing quality of Vernier alignment test
structures when exposed using the focal points suggested by in situ
vs. height mapped measurement methods. For each approach, two
doses and two focal points have been presented. The focal point is
expected to be roughly 14um above the measured value, since this
represents the height of the pyramid relative to the bottom surface
of the wafer. Those features written using the height mapped mea-
surement have better defined, more isolated lines in all cases, and
demonstrate less variation between the four images presented. This
suggests increased process latitude, which is crucial for the develop-

ment of novel devices.
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development conditions.

Figure 5.20 compares SEM images of the Vernier test structures patterned using both

methods.

5.3.4 Discussion

While it was not possible to fabricate the test structure perfectly onto topographic

wafers using the developed algorithm, we observe positive results in Figure 5.20.

Feature bloat is reduced, and the improved accuracy of the pattern transfer is evi-

dent. In Figure 5.19, it was observed that this approach was certainly no worse than

the in-situ measurement. While it would be preferable to consider testing the novel

e-beam techniques described in this chapter further, our aim was to fabricate func-

tional SThM probes, and no further effort could be expended on this topic. However,

following the positive results exhibited throughout this chapter, these modifications

were introduced on all e-beam lithography levels of the new SThM probes described

in the following Chapter. Throughout that chapter, we will highlight those areas in

which the modifications made here have had a significant impact on the yield, func-

tionality and sensitivity of the new device.
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Chapter 6

Novel SThM probe design and

manufacture

6.1 Feasibility study

6.1.1 Design and motivation

The studies performed using the thermal model presented in Chapter 4 suggested

two alterations to the probe design and manufacture; the introduction of a cut-out

for increased thermal isolation of the sensor from the cantilever, and the re-design of

the sensor electronics. This section is concerned with the implementation of the first

change - the cantilever cut-out.

While preliminary modelling results had shown increased thermal resistance with

increasing cut-out size, it was not clear whether or not probes with a sizeable portion

of the apex material removed would be mechanically feasible and if they would be

fit for purpose as contact mode AFM probes. It was also unclear as to whether or not

such probes would be possible to fabricate. Some difficulties were envisioned, par-

ticularly the e-beam definition of the beams, and the etching of these beams to form

the required undercut for dual self-alignment. For these reasons, it was decided to

fabricate a small batch of cut-out probes early on in the project. Doing so allowed

for the supplementation of early modelling results with practical fabrication expe-

rience which could be used to assess the feasibility and practicality of the proposed

designs.
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FIGURE 6.1: Schematic of the ’frames’ wafers developed for rapid
prototyping of novel SThM probes. A: shows the entire wafer featur-

ing six frames, while B: shows a magnified view of a single frame.

As part of the author’s work on the Quantiheat project, a rapid prototyping platform

for novel AFM probes was developed, known as a ‘frames’ wafer. These wafers fea-

ture 6 units of a 4x3 array of probes, which are batch fabricated together throughout

the chip definition and bulk micromachining steps. The wafer may then be cleaved

into individual ’frames’, which each contain the registration features required to

align with both photo and electron beam lithography. Frames may then proceed

with custom cantilevers or sensor layouts. The layout of the frames wafer is pre-

sented in Figure 6.1. This approach to probe manufacture is particularly suited to

experimentation with those changes which cannot be changed in pattern design, i.e.

testing different etch depths, or trying out different metal deposition conditions.

In the standard process (Appendix A, steps 25 through 45) the cantilevers are defined

in a two part process. First, the outline of the cantilever is drawn with EBL using

a small spot to ensure a high resolution tip. The interior of the cantilever is then

filled in using photolithography. The traditional design is shown in Figure 6.2A.

For frames substrates, the cantilever definition mask plate was updated to use the

pattern shown in Figure 6.2B to allow for a variety of cut-out designs to be designed
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A) B)

8 um overlap

EBL defined
NiCr hardmask

Photoresist

60um

FIGURE 6.2: Schematic outlining the strategy for cantilever definition.
The outer layer is defined using ebeam lithography (blue) first, then
filled in using photolithography (green). A) shows the traditional de-
sign, while B) shows the updated design which can accommodate a

variety of cut-out shapes.

and fabricated. EBL patterns are defined in software and do not require a physical

mask, therefore it was important to design a photolithography pattern which was

compatible with a wide range of potential EBL designs.

There are two main considerations in the design of the cut-out probes. The first

is the width of the beams upon which the sensor will be patterned, bx (see Figure

6.3). Subject to the limitations on this width imposed by fabrication capability, the

design will be determined by the desired width of the sensor. For this reason, this

value will be discussed as part of Section 8.6.4, alongside the electronics design. The

second consideration is the extent to which the cut-out away from the tip, Lc, as was

defined in Figure 4.31 of Section 4.10.1.

For this experiment, cut-out sizes (Lc) were iterated from 2 µm to 24 µm at 2 µm inter-

vals. The size of bx was kept constant at 1 µm, resulting in a sensor width of 700nm.

This is narrower than the sensor of the commercial probes, but not sufficiently nar-

row as to challenge the resolution of the lithography. This range of cut-out sizes was

chosen for the following reasons;

• To discover and if possible, quantify any relationships between Lc and me-

chanical performance; namely deflection sensitivity)
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bx = 1µm

w o
=
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A) B)

Gold (leads) Palladium (sensor) SiN (cantilever)

Pd on SiN beams

FIGURE 6.3: Schematic drawing of one of the designs for the first it-
eration of cut-out probes. B Is a magnified view of the sensor beams.
The cantilever beams upon which the sensor is deposited was pre-
sented in Figure 6.2B. wo denotes the width to which the sensor layer
extends beyond the SiN beam on each side, chosen to be 1 µm. The
large shape at the top of the image is a lift-off enhancement structure
which is patterned over the apex of the pyramid. This can be seen in

Figure 6.7

• To compare the mechanical properties of probes with a cut-out entirely con-

fined to the sloped ’beak’ of the probe, vs. those in which the cut-out extends

onto the flat region.

• To identify if it is possible to perform lift-off of all the desired cut-out sizes with

good yield.

6.1.2 Fabrication

Cantilever Definition Ebeam

A gallery of images logging the fabrication of the new cut-out cantilevers is pre-

sented across Figures 6.4 and 6.5. The e-beam job which defined the cantilever out-

line was written with the smallest spot, however it still required careful dose testing

and proximity effect correction to achieve the results presented in Figure 6.4A. The

narrow beams in close proximity to a ’block’ triangle is a structure that suffers from

proximity effect distortions.
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A particular concern in the fabrication of these designs was the lift-off of the triangle

shape which comprises the ’cut-out’. It is completely surrounded by the cantilever

mask, which is intended to remain on the wafer. Lift off processes are often facil-

itated through ’tearing’ or ’peeling’ of the metal film as the resist underneath it is

dissolved away, starting at narrow, linear features.

When a region of metal intended for lift-off is completely bounded, it is more dif-

ficult to find an edge from which to begin the ’peeling’ processes which facilitates

good lift-off. Agitation of the solvent can help, but it is most effective when there is

a partially released ’edge’ of the feature which the forces can act upon to assist with

peeling. This is rarely the case with bounded shapes.

In Figure 6.4B, we can observe that the smallest (Lc = 4) design has failed to lift-off

properly. This was also true of Lc = 2, which may indicate that there is difficulty

lifting off the feature when it is entirely placed on the sloped surface of the pyramid

wall. However, the most likely cause is the small area - the difficulty of lifting-off

bounded features was previously discussed - this challenge is increased when the

feature is particularly small. A short dip in an ultrasonic bath was employed to

resolve the issue, but did not solve the problem. Sonication is recommended for lift-

off, however prolonged ultrasonic agitation is dangerous to these substrates once

the back etch has been performed, as this removes a significant portion of the sub-

strate. The probes sit in a thin membrane of Si that is easily broken during ultrasonic

agitation; during the course of this work, two wafers have been destroyed due to

propagation of cracks induced by sonication.

Metal regions which are not properly lifted off will mask the subsequent dry etch

process, and their outlines will be transferred into the SiN cantilever. A key motiva-

tion for this sample was the investigation of lift-off success as a function of cut-out

size. From this experiment we may reasonably conclude that smaller cut-outs are

more challenging to fabricate. Throughout the rest of this section, one can observe

the effect of the failed lift-off as this defect propagates throughout the fabrication

process.
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FIGURE 6.6: Gallery of SEM images showing the undercut which re-
sults from a 2 min KOH etch. The probe is shown at two separate
angles, A) and B). Images Ai) and Aii) are magnified views of image
A. Undercut SiN is evidenced by the increased brightness compared
to SiN directly laminating Si surface. In Aii) the etch has completely
undercut the part of the beam which is on the flat plane, however this
does not appear to be the case for the part of the beam on the slope,
as seen in Ai). This is to be expected since the planes which comprise
the pyramid {313} etch slower than the {100} planes of the surface.
B) shows the same device as A) viewed from a different angle. The
cantilever beam is clearly taller than the Si, but the undercut is less

pronounced on the slope.
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Sensor deposition - Undercut

For dual self alignment to be successful, a short wet etch is employed to introduce

the required step profile. However, completely undercutting the beam is undesir-

able, as was discussed in Section 5.1.3. The commercial devices are subject to a 7

minute wet etch. The cut-out probes were given only two minutes in the first in-

stance, then inspected in the SEM to assess if further etching was required. Figure

6.6 shows the results. This degree of undercut was certainly sufficient on the flat

plane, and appeared reasonable on the pyramid from Figure 6.6B. For this reason,

fabrication proceeded without further etching.

Sensor Deposition - Deposition

Ebeam lithography to define the sensors was then performed. There were some con-

cerns that spinning and/or float coating resist on the free-standing beams would

cause damage or poor coverage. The latter is not an immediate concern when per-

forming dual self alignment because we desire the entire beam to be metallised re-

gardless. However, performing traditionally aligned lithography on free-standing

beams would require sensible coverage to ensure masking in the unexposed regions.

The layout of the sensor was presented in Figure 6.3. The developed pattern is

shown in Figure 6.7E, with the metallised result in row F. Upon SEM inspection it

was discovered that the metallisation was discontinuous between the beam and the

Si substrate, which evidenced that dual self-alignment was viable with this layout.

Release Etch

After sensor deposition, fabrication proceeded as usual with the deposition of the

gold pads and wires. The final step is the release etch. It was unknown whether or

not such narrow beams would withstand the etch process, particularly being raised

and lowered into various aqueous solutions. Surface tension has been observed to

bend and break delicate cantilevers. This can be mitigated by orienting the wafer

such that surface tension acts perpendicular to the bending axis of the cantilever

beams.
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FIGURE 6.8: SEM gallery of early cut-out probes after release. Note
that the Si3N4 structure defined in Figure 6.4 has transferred faithfully

into the sensor, including any defects.
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Stiction

No evidence
of unusual
deformation

FIGURE 6.9: Force distance curve for initial cut-out size 12 probe.
Assuming a spring constant of 0.3 N/m, which is typical for these
probes, the maximal force applied in this curve would correspond to

60nN

The probes were successfully released using the standard release etch (Step 58, Ap-

pendix A). Gentle rinsing and N2 blow drying from methanol, which has lower sur-

face energy and more readily evaporates than water. This enables the probes to be

cleaned and dried without causing damage to the cantilevers or their narrow beams.

Figure 6.8 presents a gallery of these probes after release. We observe that the lift-off

issue in the probe in which Lc = 4 has propagated all the way through to release,

resulting in a cantilever without a proper cut-out. Because the layout of the sensor

is defined by the cut-out, failures of this kind will result in a sensor with reduced

resistance due to the unintentionally increased width. While they may be functional,

their performance will not be improved with respect to the commercial devices, and

may in fact be lowered by the reduced sensor resistance, non uniform current density

and asymmetric thermal conduction.

6.1.3 Mechanical Testing

Deflection sensitivity

Released probes were loaded in to the AFM to ensure reasonable performance as

standard contact AFM probes. The laser signal was observed and compared with
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that of standard commercial devices. The laser ’sum’ is a measure of the total light

entering the photodiode through reflection from the cantilever. These cut-out probes

yielded the equal or greater sum than their commercial counterparts, despite re-

duced gold area, indicating their suitability as optical levers.

Tests were performed to measure the sensitivity of the probes during force-distance

probing to ensure that their behaviour is not drastically altered by the changes im-

plemented to the cantilever. Namely, there was some concern that the narrow beams

might bend or buckle under load, rather than deflecting the cantilever appropriately.

Figure 6.9 presents a single force-distance curve of the same type that was collected

in this experiment, in which no evidence of unusual deformation was observed.

The ’sensitivity’ of the probes is the gradient of the force-distance curve when the

probe is in contact with the sample surface. It quantifies the relationship between

the photodiode voltage and the distance travelled by the piezo, and was deemed

a suitable measure of whether or not these proof-of-concept cut-out probes were

comparable with standard devices, and if there was any dependence on deflection

sensitivity with cut-out size, Lc. The force experienced between the probe and the

sample can be estimated from the distance travelled beyond the contact point, and

the probe’s spring constant, which we assume to be the typical 0.3N/m for this esti-

mation. As such, it is reasonable to assume forces of the order of 100nN, which is on

par with (or slightly greater than) typical contact SThM forces.

A statistical analysis of the sensitivity was performed for all 12 sizes of probe. Mul-

tiple F-D curves were collected at the same location for each probe. Gwyddion was

used to find the first order fit (a+ bx ) to the contact regime of the probe, and the sen-

sitivity coefficient b was averaged for the many contacts. The results are presented

in Figure 6.10, where we observe a weak correlation between cut-out size and sen-

sitivity. The trend is reducing sensitivity for increased cut-out size, meaning that

less bending of the cantilever occurs for the same applied force, which might sug-

gest the beams were bending rather than the ’body’ of the cantilever. It should be

appreciated however, that the laser spot cannot be positioned reproducibly between

individual probes. Additionally, with increased cut-out length, the laser must be

positioned closer to the base of the chip, which is the fixed position from which the
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FIGURE 6.10: Comparison of the deflection sensitivity between all 12
varieties of the initial cut-out probes.

lever is deflected. Therefore, the deflection sensitivity will be reduced by positioning

the laser in this region.

From this, it is possible to conclude that implementing a cut-out region, even one

which is quite large, does not have significant impact on the mechanical functional-

ity of the SThM probe.

Contact scanning

A probe with reasonably large cut-out Lc = 12 was selected for contact scanning

on a sample with significant relief. The results are presented in Figure 6.11. The

probe is clearly suitable for contact mode scanning despite the significant change

to the cantilever layout. The scan shows no obvious signs of mechanically induced

scanning artefacts.
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1mm

Height Deflection

FIGURE 6.11: Scan result for an early cut-out probe.
[Scan result for an early cut-out probe, in which Lc = 12. Top: The sample over

which the probe was scanned, which is an LMC6202 IC. The part number of the IC
is etched into the device, and the probe is scanned over the number ’2’. Left:

Height channel AFM data, Right: Deflection channel AFM data.]
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6.2 Four terminal cut-out probes

6.2.1 Motivation

The results of the previous section demonstrated that ’cut-out’ SThM probes were

feasible to fabricate, and were mechanically suitable for contact scanning. In this

section, we combine the insights from the previous fabrication run with the in-

sights gained from simulations performed with the thermal model. These inform

the design of the advanced probes, which are enabled by the technologies devel-

oped throughout this thesis (height fitting, improved alignment).

The wafers developed feature arrays of eight probes, the designs of which are pre-

sented across Figures 6.13 and Figure 6.15. Four sensor/cut-out sizes were chosen

to challenge the limits of the improved fabrication methods, and to identify the rela-

tionships between the changes and the resulting performance. In addition, all four

sensor layouts were deployed on cantilevers without a cut-out structure, with the

intention of distinguishing the performance benefit introduced by each of the two

key changes (cut-out, and sensor).

Section 6.2.2 describes the motivation behind the designs of the 8 probes chosen,

while Section 6.2.3 outlines the process behind their fabrication.

6.2.2 Design

Pads layout

The re-design of the sensor also necessitated a re-design of the gold leads to which

it is connected, and the pads on the chip.

On the cantilever

With four terminal probes, the bridge circuitry compensates for the resistance of the

wires, therefore they may be arbitrarily narrow. The design presented in Figure 6.12

features gold leads of width 1.16 µm and thickness 145nm. The self heating of gold

features was already shown to be insignificant (Figure 4.24, Section 4.7.3), and has

not been significantly altered by the reduction in wire width in this design.
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60µm
1.5mm

Au
Si3 N4

Pd

FIGURE 6.12: Schematic drawing showing the revised pads layout
for four terminal probes. The two upper pads correspond to the two
outer leads, while the two lower pads connect to the two inner leads.
The probe’s designation is subtracted from the bottom left of the re-
flector for easy identification when performing optical/SEM inspec-
tions. The pads have reduced area to minimise exposure time during

electron beam lithography
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The large central reflector region was chosen to eliminate the optically transparent

region down the probe’s centre, which was the result of using the gold leads as a

reflector. The intention was to reduce heating of the sample from the laser. This large

gold region extends along the entire length of the cantilever, the intention being to

improve the thermal coupling between the cantilever body and the chip, allowing

for better sinking of external cantilever heating, such as that which is the result of

the laser deflection system. While it is true that reducing the gold volume on the

probe increases the probe’s thermal resistance, we posit that once heat has entered

the body of the cantilever, there is little benefit to increased thermal resistance in

this region. The pad and interconnect design shown in Figure 6.12 was designed

such that the same layout could be shared across all probe designs, with only the tip

electronics being re-drawn in each case.

On the chip

The pads layer is written in a single stage of electron beam lithography, using the

128nA spot, which is the largest available. However, the required exposure area for

four filled-in pads is greater than 1.5 mm2, which requires a significant amount of

beam time. In this design, the total area is reduced to 0.7 mm2, which allows for

more probes to be written in the same time. The updated pads layout is presented

in Figure 6.12. The interior octagons are 240 µm in diameter, which is large enough

to approach with probe station needles or a wire bonding tool. The outer rings of

octagons extend to 600 µm diameter, allowing for reasonable accuracy when work-

ing with the probes by hand, such as silver painting, or measuring their resistance

using regular probes. Outer rings are connected by multiple lines to ensure electrical

continuity even if one line is broken. Any failure to lift off between the concentric

rings -a lithographic fault - is actually beneficial as it provides more area with which

to bond, without having to expose said region using the electron beam.

Cut-out size

The cut-out probes developed in the previous section exhibited poor lift-off of the

NiCr hard-mask with diminishing cut-out sizes Lc < 6µm. This was the primary

failure mechanism experienced during fabrication. It was observed that bounded
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25µm

Lc = 9µm

C1 C2

C3 C4

FIGURE 6.13: Schematic drawing of the designs of the four cut-out
tip designs to be transferred into SiN. These tips feature four beams,
each supporting a connection to the tip. extent of the cut-out is 9 µm.
The annotations of C1 through 4 represent the name of the probe.
The naming convention is presented in Figure 6.14. Probes with a
lower number have narrower outer beams, and are expected to have
the greatest localisation of heat, but will tolerate the least current and
be hardest to fabricate. Those with larger beams are not expected to
have the same performance increase, but instead offer improved reli-
ability and uniformity. Outer and inner beams have different widths,
which allows for some choice between which pair are chosen as the
drive/sense leads. The rationale behind this design choice is given in

the body of the text.
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25µm

C1

n Lb =
√

2n

2n

n = 1µm

bx′

x

y

x’

Fillet

FIGURE 6.14: Schematic drawing highlighting the dimensions of a C1
type probe. The naming convention is defined by the side of square
n, which describes the scaling of the sensor. The width of the sensor
and outer beams in the x′ direction is the result of scaling such that

the sensor resistance is always 110 Ω.

features positioned wholly on the pyramid side-wall were difficult to lift off. No

significant degradation in mechanical performance was observed for cut-out sizes

up to 24 µm, however results from the model (Figure 4.33, Section 4.10.1) showed

that there were diminishing returns in terms of thermal performance from extending

the cut-out beyond the sensor region. Although only a weak correlation between

deflection sensitivity and cut-out size was observed experimentally (Figure 6.10), it

was decided not to implement such a large cut-out. An extent of 9 µm was chosen

for all the cut-out designs. This was expected to achieve a reasonable balance of

mechanical stability, ease of lift-off, and increased thermal resistance.

Also noteworthy in Figure 6.13 is the filleting of all the internal vertices of the design.

This change is introduced with the aim of improving lift-off of NiCr in these chal-

lenging regions by encouraging the propagation of an existing tear [231], [232]. The

difficulty in lifting off this triangular internal structure was previously presented in

Figure 6.4. The filleting may be seen more clearly in the magnified view of Figure

6.14
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Sensor Size, n (um) Width, x’ direction, bx′ (nm) Maximum Current (mA)
1 291 0.67
2 583 1.35
3 874 2.02
4 1166 2.69

TABLE 6.1: Sensor width and maximum current for the four probe
designs chosen.

Beam width (electronics design)

The thermal model presented in Chapter 4 suggested that the averaging of the tem-

perature along the sensor length was a limiting factor in the sensitivity of the SThM

probe, since only the final few 100’s of nm was appreciably cooled by the introduc-

tion of a solid contact. Therefore, the sensor should be scaled down for increased

performance. However, the resistance should not be appreciably reduced, other-

wise it will not be possible to accurately measure changes in resistance at a given

current.

Reduction of the length of the sensor would be associated with reduced resistance.

Compensation by making the resistor narrow is an obvious solution, but this would

be limited by the reduction of yield for narrow wires and electrical fragility. This

trade-off is investigated experimentally by the iteration of sensor size and four ter-

minal separation as shown in Figure 6.13.

A four terminal measurement was employed on these devices, with an individual

beam dedicated to each connection.

The resistance of the commercial probes’ sensor was calculated as 110 Ω based upon

its dimensions and material properties. This calculation is expected to be accurate,

given that the they have measured resistances of 350± 50 Ω, which includes the two

100 Ω NiCr limiters. The sensor of the new probes presented here targets this 110 Ω

value, and is achieved through scaling the sensor using the dimensions highlighted

in Figure 6.14. The different sensor sizes are tabulated in Table 6.1.

In the cut-out probes, the width of sensors is defined by the width of the beams upon

which they are fabricated as the result of dual self-alignment. It is desirable to fabri-

cate non cut-out probes with comparable sensors to investigate the thermal isolation
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25µm

N1 N2

N3 N4

FIGURE 6.15: Schematic drawing of the four non cut-out sensor de-
signs. The outer terminal’s width and the inner terminal’s position

mimics that of the cut-out probes of the same size.

introduced by the cut-out. Therefore, an attempt was mas made to write sensors

with width equal to that of the beams of the cut-out probes. The design of the non

cut-out sensors to facilitate this comparison is presented in Figure 6.15. As with the

cut-out probes, the width of the outer leads is modulated in conjunction with the

position of the inner terminals to result in a sensor of fixed total resistance. In the

final run of these designs, the sensor was positioned flush to the edge of the can-

tilever apex. This also served as a test in practical terms of the improved alignment

algorithm. Size 1 sensors of width 291nm (C1, N1 type probes) will require very

high placement accuracy to result in a sensor of the desired width (and therefore,

resistance). This resistance variation therefore serves as an accurate and convenient

proxy for positional accuracy of the lithographic exposure.

Dual mode operation

The maximum current of the sensor/heater was calculated from the maximum cur-

rent density tolerable by the commercial probes. This figure was evaluated from

long term stability and failure experiments previously performed by the group [172].
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Since all areas of the pattern are the same thickness, the maximum current is limited

only by the width. The sensor width is the narrowest point and thus defines the

maximum current, but operating at low currents will minimise the degree of heat

generated. For this reason, it was decided to have beams of asymmetrical width.

This would allow for operation in a couple of different ’modes’, depending on the

configuration of the connections to the probe;

• Current through outer beams. The long extent of the narrow outer beams al-

lows for maximum heat generation at the designated tolerable current. These

outer beams have high resistance and elevated temperature, but the measure-

ment is only performed between the two other terminals, meaning only the

portion of the sensor which is being actively cooled is being measured

• Current through wider inner beams. If current is driven through these beams,

there is reduced self-heating. The high resistance of the narrow outer beams

is inconsequential, since they are disregarded in a four terminal measurement.

Less Joule heating occurs in this mode, but the sensor extent and resistance is

the same. This mode is well suited for ’safe’ operation, and for temperature

measurement. It should be noted that the probe could still be used in a two-

terminal configuration using only these terminals, since the majority of the

resistance is still at the narrow sensor.

6.2.3 Manufacture

Dose Testing

The results of initial dose testing are presented in Figure 6.16. A pattern was de-

veloped featuring all four cut-out probe tip designs, placed in close proximity. The

processing steps for this sample match that of the cantilever definition in the com-

mercial devices, including resist profile, development and metallisation.

A second dose test was attempted, this time using the height fitting algorithm and

the over-size under-dose algorithms in BEAMER PEC software (Section 2.5.3). The

results of this dose test are presented in Figure 6.17. We observe much crisper pat-

tern transfer, including sharp narrow beams, minimised line-edge roughness and
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10µm
C1 C2

FIGURE 6.18: SEM images highlighting the lift-off failures encoun-
tered in early four terminal cut-outs

the complete disappearance of sub-field stitch errors, which were annotated in Fig-

ure 6.16. From this work, an optimal dose of 1200 µC cm−2 was selected because of

its balance between minimal line-width and pattern quality.

Lift-off failures

As was seen in Figure 6.16 and through the previous section on the early cut-out

probes, a key challenge in the fabrication of these devices was the lift-off of small

features. This problem persisted in the fabrication of the four terminal cut-outs, as

can be seen in Figure 6.18. This wafer of devices was given the same treatment as the

initial cut-out probes when performing lift-off. Short soak in warm acetone, vigorous

pipetting, no ultrasonic agitation. Evidence from the previous section (Section 6.1)

shows that poorly lifted off features are not removed during subsequent processing,

and these issues are transferred all the way to the eventual device. Given the poor

yield of this step on this wafer, it was decided to re-visit sonication.

Ultrasonic Damage

The wafer presented in Figure 6.19 was subject to around 15s of sustained ultrasonic

agitation before being removed due to damage being observed. In certain locations,

a probe has been completely released from its membrane. In others, parts of the Si

membrane have broken off. In the largest of the defects, cracks have propagated

across multiple sites, and would likely continue to propagate during subsequent

processing.
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A) Front B) Rear

1cm

76mm

Missing probe Cracked membraneCrack in wafer

FIGURE 6.19: Photographs highlighting the damage caused by ultra-
sonic agitation. Damaged regions are highlighted in red

10µm
C1 C2

New area

FIGURE 6.20: SEM images showing successful lift-off of the cut-out
probes after altering the design and processing. The scale is equal to

that of Figure 6.18

This unfortunate result confirmed suspicions that sonication could cause damage

to probes which have undergone the deep back etch. Given that the back etch has

high variability, and perhaps those wafer which are slightly under-etched may better

withstand prolonged ultrasonic agitation. This wafer was discontinued due to its

fragility.

Rework - Larger cut-out lobes

The first iteration of cut-out probes demonstrated a relationship between the size of

a bounded feature and its success in being lifted off. They also highlighted the fact
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that mechanical performance was not degraded by increasing cut-out sizes across

the range of sizes fabricated (2 < Lc < 24). Given this information, and the fail-

ures of the designs presented in Figure 6.13, it was decided to increase the size of

the cut-out. Specifically, the ’lobes’ were doubled in area, and the filleting radius

was significantly increased. These changes are evident in the comparison between

Figures 6.18 and 6.20

Processing change - overnight soak, 5s ultrasonic

In addition to the above pattern changes, the lift-off process was reviewed. Firstly,

the wafer was allowed to sit in warm solvent for much longer; overnight (at least)

as opposed to the two or three hours employed previously. In addition, a sonication

of 5 seconds maximum duration was introduced to aid in removing any metal flags.

Lift-off success was greatly improved by these two changes. Figure 6.20 presents two

tips similar to those in Figure 6.18. Successful lift-off and excellent pattern transfer

is observed in these devices, and there was no evidence of gross damage to the sub-

strate.

Undercut Etch

After successful transfer of the cantilever pattern from the NiCr hard-mask to SiN,

an undercut etch is performed. The preliminary fabrication run indicated that two

minutes of KOH etching was sufficient. Therefore, the same etch was repeated in this

case. The results of this etch are presented in Figure 6.21. Regions of the cantilever

which are undercut by this etch are evidenced by their lighter tone in the SEM image.

SEM inspection indicated that the etch depth was sufficient to create the required

step for dual self alignment.

Sensor deposition

Electron beam lithography was performed to pattern the sensors on the end of the

probes. These exposures made use of both the height mapping and improved align-

ment algorithms which were presented in Chapter 5. Multiple probes were in-

spected after lithography, metallisation and lift-off. Figure 6.22 presents a set of

adjacent N type probes, which are all written in the same cell, and thus are expected
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FIGURE 6.21: SEM images showing the undercut etch of cut-out
probes.

10µm

x5

2µm

N1 N2 N3 N4

SiN

Pd

Si

FIGURE 6.22: SEM gallery showing alignment of the sensor to the
non-cut-out probes.
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FIGURE 6.23: Annotated SEM image highlighting the misalignment
of the sensor on an N1 type probe. The flag is an additional, but

unrelated lift-off.

to share the same degree of misalignment. Figure 6.23 presents a larger view of

the N1 type probe of Figure 6.22, annotated to show the degree of misalignment.

Although the lithography is significantly improved we still observe some errors in

line-width and positioning. The sensor width is too large (350 as opposed to 290nm),

and the alignment error is evident. An observed vector error of 260nm in position-

ing between sensor and cantilever tip indicates that sensors this narrow are likely

to have large variation in their positioning and resistance. Consider that the probe

shown has a misalignment in both y and x. A misalignment in x reduces the total

sensor width across the whole length, but a misalignment in y gives asymmetrical

width. In the example presented in Figure 6.23, the sensor width on the left is sig-

nificantly less than on the right (140:230nm), and almost half the designed width.

This probe is unlikely to withstand the maximum current calculated for its designed

width. The minimum sensor width cannot be assessed without individual SEM in-

spection. This variability in sensor shape severely limits the utility of such probes as

mass-produced metrological consumables.

The sensor design for the cut-out probes was calculated as the ’grow’ operation of

the SiN layer as drawn in L-Edit, given a target growth of 300nm. This resulted

in a shape for the metallisation which was extends beyond the beams 300nm on
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FIGURE 6.26: Gallery of SEM images showing the metallisation of the
pads layer - N1 type probe

each side. This is large such that beams are still completely covered despite any

lithographic misalignment. Dual self-alignment results in a sensor which extends

equal length to the beams. Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the result after patterning on

these devices. The undercut is clearly visible, as is the discontinuity between the

metal on the SiN cantilever and Si substrate.

Pads metallisation

The layout for the reflector, pads, and gold leads was discussed in Section 6.2.2. The

fabrication procedure is identical to that of the commercial probes (steps 54-56 of

Appendix A). Figures 6.26 and 6.27 present SEM images of the updated design re-

alised on N1 and C1 type probes respectively. In the latter, we observe self alignment

of the gold layer to the narrow outer beam.

Release etching

Release etching was performed according to the standard recipe (Step 58, Appendix

A). No probes were lost during the etch or subsequent cleaning processes. As with
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FIGURE 6.27: Gallery of SEM images showing the metallisation of the
pads layer - C1 type probe

FIGURE 6.28: Photograph showing the wafer of four-terminal probes
after release. No probes were lost during the release etch and subse-
quent cleaning steps. The missing central probe is designed to float

away during the etch as an indicator of the etch rate.
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FIGURE 6.29: Optical micrographs showing released cantilevers. The
angled ’beak’ of the probe cannot be viewed in bright-field mode,
therefore dotted line annotations have been added to demonstrate

where the tip would be.

the previous cut-out probes, attention was paid to the orientation of probes as they

were transferred into or out of aqueous solutions to avoid surface tension induced

damage. Similarly, nitrogen drying was performed extremely gently in order to

avoid damage . The drying angle was selected such as not to apply significant force

to the bending axis of the cantilevers. A photograph of the released probes in the

wafer is presented in Figure 6.28. Figure 6.29 presents a size 1 probe of both ’C’ and

’N’ type. In both cases, the probes are reasonably clean given how conservative the

cleaning processes were.

Released devices

Probes were left in the wafer after release and carefully loaded into the SEM for

inspection. Images were captured of each probe, and any defects noted. After a full

row of probes was inspected (which took roughly 1hr per row), they were popped

out of the wafer and transferred into boxes based upon the probe type. Finally,

released probes had their resistance measured by hand, using a non auto-ranging
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5µmN1 N2
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FIGURE 6.30: SEM gallery showing defect free released ’N’ type
probes.

Probe Type C1 C2 C3 C4 N1 N2 N3 N4
Probes inspected 15 16 9 8 11 10 5 5
Probes passed 8 7 8 7 2 4 5 3
% Yield 53% 44% 89% 88% 18% 40% 100% 60%

TABLE 6.2: Yield analysis of probes by type (top half of one wafer)

bench ohmmeter to ensure they were not biased by too great a current.

The yield of the various designs is presented in Table 6.2. Probe are deemed success-

ful if they exhibit no obvious defects upon inspection, have electrical continuity, and

reasonable resistance (between 100 and 400 ohms). The procedure for calculating

resistance of these four terminal probes is presented in Appendix D.

Figure 6.33 presents the plot of resistance as a function of probe type. We note high

scatter in the measurements of N1 and N2 type probes. This is predominantly the

result of misalignment of the sensor to the cantilever. The fact that the narrowest N

type probes have the highest resistance variation indicates that these devices suffer

from misalignment between the sensor and the cantilever edge. Given that the next

smallest N type probes do not suffer such bad scatter suggests that the magnitude

of the misalignment is on the order of half the width of the N1 sensor, i.e (290nm /
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FIGURE 6.31: SEM gallery showing mostly defect free released ’C’
type probes.

2 = 145nm). This is in agreement with previous estimates of alignment tolerance as

discussed in Section 5.2.

The fact that C1 and C2 type probes do not exhibit this degree of resistance variation

demonstrates the utility of dual self alignment as a method for defining the width of

metal sensors.

6.2.4 Failure mechanisms

This section presents a gallery of images presenting the defects which were observed

during SEM inspection of these probes. Figures 6.34 and 6.35 are collections of SEM

images showing the defects. Appendix F features tables which describe the defects

and their implications in greater detail.
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FIGURE 6.32: Set of SEM images showing a released C3 type probe.
The cut-out region on the left failed to lift-off properly at the NiCr
cantilever definition hard-mask, and thus this region remains in SiN.
In this particular case, the electrical performance of the probe is un-

likely to be affected.
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FIGURE 6.33: Post release measured resistance as a function of probe
type. The points and error bars represent the average and standard

deviation of the resistance respectively.
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FIGURE 6.34: Gallery of probe failure mechanisms 1: A) Broken
beams of C type probes. B) Poor adhesion of gold leads, especially

at the Pd/Au interface. C) Poor gold lift off.
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FIGURE 6.35: Gallery of probe failure mechanisms 2: A) De-
lamination of Pd sensor B) Poor NiCr lift-off during cantilever def-
inition, resulting in cut-out regions not being etched out of the SiN C)
Re-deposition of the metal ’skirts’ that overhang the SiN beam as a re-
sult of dual self alignment. Thin strands of Pd/Au release from the Si
substrate, but have coiled around the narrow beams during release.
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FIGURE 6.36: SEM images showing a C3 type probe with a metal re-
deposition defect, as shown in Figure 6.35C. The point of attachment
is not clear. This particular defect does not appear to be shorting any
leads, so likely has a negligible effect on probe operation. Addition-

ally, some contamination can be seen on the gold reflector.
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Chapter 7

Results

7.1 Self Heating Coefficient

7.1.1 Method and motivation

Probes are characterised electrically first, since this is a low-risk test requiring mini-

mal interaction with the devices. Since they are very fragile, it is sensible to minimise

handling of the probes. Similarly, it is sensible to only perform contact AFM mea-

surements with the probe after it has been characterised electrically, since there is

some risk of destroying the probe during contact scanning.

The first test is resistance testing, which was discussed in the previous chapter.

Probes which passed visual inspection and exhibited reasonable resistance (200 ±

100 Ω) were glued to AFM holders and silver painted by hand to the four terminals

of the probe. An example of such a bonded four terminal probe is shown in Figure

7.1. Probes were resistance tested again after bonding at the end of the wires to com-

pensate for any change in resistance brought about by the wires and silver paint.

The method for calculating the sensor resistance of a four terminal probe from the

various permutations of 2-terminal measurements is presented in Appendix D.

The process for choosing appropriate resistors to drive the devices was presented in

Section 3.7.2 (Chapter 3). The ’SThMpackage’ software 1 accounts for the probe type

(C or N, size 1-4) in its calculation of the maximum current. The resistors suggested

by the program yield only half the maximum calculated tolerable current for a given

1Hosted at https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThMpackage

https://github.com/RL-AFM/SThMpackage
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1.5mm

FIGURE 7.1: Photograph showing a bonded and silver painted four
terminal SThM probe.

probe type to account for any variations in wire width from designed values, such

as those exhibited by narrow N type probes (Figure 6.23)

I-V sweep

After the probe is bonded and a bridge has been made, I-V tests are performed. This

serves two purposes simultaneously; assessment of the bridge balance, and charac-

terisation of the thermo-electrical properties of the probe. Careful inspection of the

bridge output shows that the IV curve is well-fitted by a third order polynomial of

the form2;

Vout = Av(aI3 + bI + c) (7.1)

In which;

• I denotes bias current

• Av is the gain of the instrumentation amplifier, which is -101 in this work

2Interactive version available at https://www.desmos.com/calculator/mnoezl4wtv

https://www.desmos.com/calculator/mnoezl4wtv
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FIGURE 7.2: Decomposition of bridge output (red) into probe re-
sponse (purple) and bridge imbalance (blue). The equation to which
the data points are fit is annotated on the figure. The equation sug-
gests that the bridge is imbalanced by 3.15 Ω, the probe has a self
heating coefficient of 1.37 × 107, and the circuit has a DC offset of
−44.3 µV, which in this case is negligible. This bridge imbalance can

easily be addressed by changing the balance resistor Rb

• c represents an amplifier offset voltage which is in the order of µV and may be

ignored for all but the most sensitive of probes.

• b is the DC term brought about by bridge imbalance

• a is a coefficient which scales the third order self-heating response

It should be noted that the functional form of Equation 7.1 is the expected result from

the theory of operation of a Joule heated resistor in a Wheatstone bridge, not simply

an empirical fit. Fitting the experimental data points to this function allow for the

computation of the listed coefficients. The curve may then be decomposed into its

component parts; the bridge imbalance (linear), and the self-heating response of the

probe as it would appear with a perfectly balanced bridge. This is presented in Fig-

ure 7.2. Since the values of all components in the circuit are known, the coefficients

may be directly stated in terms of the output of the Wheatstone bridge (before the

gain stage), as a function of bias current. In such cases, b is a direct measure of the

bridge imbalance, in Ohms.

The coefficient a has I3 dependence. This arises since the voltage of the probe is
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FIGURE 7.3: Normalised self heating response for all the probes used
in this Chapter. This figure compares the self-heating sensitivity of
many probe types. By plotting the cubic term alone, we remove the
influence of bridge imbalance. Dividing through by the electrical re-
sistance of the probe R normalises the Joule heating output of the
individual probes. Note that there are multiples of some probe types
(such as N2’s) and omissions of others (N1) depending on which de-
vices were available and survived testing. The figure is annotated
with dashed vertical lines indicating the maximum current for the
four sensor types. The larger, type 4 sensors (dark grey) are capable
of withstanding around 1.8mA current, whereas the small C1 type

(light grey) should not be used above 450µA

given by IR, but R varies as a function of the Joule heating power, which has relation

P = I2R. Therefore, a ∝ I(I2R).

7.1.2 Results

The probe’s output voltage is the result of the thermal network discussed in Section

4.3. In these experiments, there is no interaction with any sample, and it is assumed

that the total heating of the thermal network is the result of the probe’s own Joule

heating. Since there is no sample interaction, heat losses result purely from can-

tilever conduction and losses to the environment. In such cases, the self heating

response of the probe may only depend on;

• The magnitude of the generated Joule heat (Electrical resistance dependent)

• The thermal resistance of heat abstraction down the cantilever and to the envi-

ronment (cantilever mechanical design dependent)
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Style Self heating coefficient, a
C1E21 -4.68E+07
C2E6 -5.10E+07

C3C19 -2.13E+07
C4A8 -1.46E+07
C4C4 -1.37E+07

N2B10 -6.68E+07
N2D10 -3.41E+07
N3B3 -1.61E+07
N4B8 -9.91E+06

k1 -4.97E+06
k2 -3.33E+06
k3 -3.32E+06
k4 -3.15E+06

TABLE 7.1: Table of self heating coefficients for a variety of novel and
standard probes. The naming convention is as follows; a ’C1’ type
probe is a cut out probe with a size 1 (smallest) sensor, N4 is a non
cut out probe with a size 4 sensor. ’k’ probes are nominally identical

commercial probes as manufactured by KNT

• The accuracy with which these temperatures are reported via the probe’s RTD

(Cantilever electronic design dependent)

To this end, Figure 7.3 presents the comparison of the probes’ normalised self heating

response - aI3/R. The fits performed in Figure 7.2 allow for the decomposition of the

bridge outputs, which enables the isolation of the cubic self heating behaviour, aI3.

This was then divided by the electrical resistance of the probes, R, to normalise the

generated Joule heat. The determination of a from experimental data used at least

five points for each curve, and the resulting fits to these data exhibited at least 0.98

coefficient of determination (R2) values.

All probes that were bonded and prepared for use in this Chapter are included in

Figure 7.3. This includes four commercial devices (green), and all but one (N1) of the

novel designs. The full list of probes tested, and their I3 coefficients, are presented

in Table 7.1.

From Figure 7.3, it is possible to conclude that;

• All of the newly designed four terminal probes have greater self-heating sen-

sitivity than the commercial probes.
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– The non cut-out probes are not expected to have drastically different ther-

mal performance from the commercial devices, since they lack a cut-out

or any other change to the thermal resistance of the cantilever. However,

the four - terminal layout means that changes to the tip temperature are

more accurately monitored, since a larger proportion of the electrical sig-

nal is defined by the temperature of the tip region.

– For cut-out probes, an increase in the thermal resistance of the cantilever

is expected. The isolation of the heater/sensor from the body of the can-

tilever is intended to localise the heat to this region. Therefore it is be-

lieved that for this type of device, the actual temperature of the tip is

higher than that of a comparable N type probe that is generating identi-

cal Joule heat. Thermal resistance to the environment also plays a second

part, however, since increasing thermal resistance into the cantilever body

will reduce the fraction of heat available for dissipation into the environ-

ment through the fin-like body of the probe.

• One might expect a smaller sensor to have higher resistance, however recall

that these devices are designed to have equal resistance, and that in Figure 7.3,

the response has been normalised for variations in electrical resistance.

– In the non-cut out probes, this is again the result of more accurate elec-

tronics. More and more of the electrical signal is defined by the hot tip at

smaller sensor sizes.

– In cut-out probes, in addition to the above, the smaller the sensor, the

greater the thermal isolation between the heated region and the body of

the cantilever.

– While the smaller sensors increase the self-heating response of the probes,

it should be remembered that the maximum allowable current for these

devices is reduced compared to that of the commercial probes. This has

been annotated on the figure with dashed vertical lines. However, even

when running the novel devices far below their maximum allowable cur-

rents they show far better sensitivity than the commercial devices, even
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when the latter are biased at their maximum continuous current rating of

2mA

• The cut-out probes are expected to exhibit better sensitivity than their equiv-

alent N type counterparts. There is some evidence to support this when com-

paring the responses of the C3 and two C4 type probes with the N3 and N4

type probes. However, the dataset compares only one or two of each probe,

and can therefore not be considered statistically rigorous. The variation be-

tween the pair of N2 type probes suggests that there exists significant scatter

within the families of probes, presumably caused by fabrication variances.

The characterisation method presented here would serve well as a standardised ac-

ceptance test for all new probes. It is convenient since the bridge balance must in

any event be assessed before experimentation, and the self-heating behaviour of the

probe should be verified. The software for performing such measurements has been

made available. As further work is done using these probes, a more complete data

set will become available, at which point it will be possible to better characterise

their performance.
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7.2 Active Mode Experiments

7.2.1 Bulk samples

Method and motivation

The probe’s response to contact with materials of various thermal conductivities was

presented in Section 4.9.2 as the result of simulations using our thermal model. An

experimental evaluation of the probe’s Active Mode sensitivity therefore requires a

set of samples with dissimilar, known thermal conductivities. Given a reasonable

selection of samples, the curve may be reconstructed through the fitting of experi-

mental data. The Quantiheat project, of which this work is part, provided such a

set of materials with conductivities spanning four orders of magnitude (0.1 to 100

W m−1 K−1). The materials used, and the methods employed to measure their ther-

mal conductivities are outlined in Appendix C.

In the model, perfect mechanical contact between the probe tip and the substrate

was assumed. This cannot be realised experimentally, since nanoscale roughness is

present on all surfaces. However, this issue was identified by the consortium, and

steps were taken to mitigate the effects of local roughness variations. All samples in

the Quantiheat set have been highly polished, resulting in Ra values on the order of

10s of nanometres or better. In addition, all point measurements presented in this

section have been repeated at least five times across five distinct locations, totalling

25 unique contact events.

The model also assumed vacuum environment, which represents the ideal environ-

ment for quantifying changes to the thermal resistance of SThM probe cantilevers.

Vacuum removes confounding effects introduced by ambient operation and makes

it easier to draw relationships between design changes and observed results. How-

ever, this was not available to us during this body of work, and therefore ambient

measurements had to be employed. This is not necessarily detrimental, since a great

number of SThM studies are performed under ambient conditions. While charac-

terisation of the probes in this environment is more challenging, any improvements

under such operating conditions would be of significant practical importance.
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Ambient operation is harder to characterise because of the heat transfer between

probe and sample that occurs through the environment. This is true not only of

a standard laboratory setting, but also of aqueous SThM and any other techniques

in which non-negligible heat transfer (radiation) may occur through the medium.

As such, each approach/retract curve has a complex, piecewise form as was pre-

sented in Figure 4.12. It is not readily apparent which aspects of this curve are of

most interest when attempting to correlate probe heat abstraction to sample thermal

conductivity. There are two main schools of thought however;

• The contact to the sample is the most important part of the signal change. Iso-

lating the jump to contact allows one to see the contribution to heat abstraction

made by the introduction of the tip-sample contact.

• The over-all signal change, far (mm’s away) to in-contact is the most important

metric. This figure encompasses heat losses through all pathways, but does not

distinguish between the proportion of heat lost via each route.

In this experiment, the full thermal-distance curves were collected and both of the

above metrics were extracted from the data. The measurements were performed

using the 3ω method, meaning the probes are driven with AC and their signals

detected using a lock-in-amplifier. The theory of 3ω operation is presented in Ap-

pendix B. Phase sensitive detection ensures that only signals of the correct frequency

are considered, making the measurement insensitive to temperature variations which

may result from changes in environmental conditions.

The bridge electronics and software were set up to deliver maximum tolerable cur-

rents at 5V DC, for commercial probes. However, bridges for the new four terminal

probes were provided with limiting resistors such that 5V DC delivers half of each

design’s maximum current. In this experiment, all probes were driven at 2.83V AC,

which equates to 4V peak. The high signal to noise of the lock-in detection system

meant that signals from even lightly biased probes were easily detectable.

The frequency chosen to drive the probes was 135Hz. Evidence in the literature

suggests that probes of this type act as a thermal low pass filter with -3dB point in

the kHz range [181], therefore lower values than this should be used for minimum
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FIGURE 7.4: S-curves from the same probe operating at a variety of
voltages

signal attenuation. This behaviour has also been measured as part of this work,

is presented in Section 7.2.2. 135Hz is a reasonable number since this avoids any

harmonics associated with UK mains power (50Hz, 100Hz etc.), and those from any

harmonics of 60Hz generated by test equipment and/or displays.

Bias dependence

The metric used to compare the probes in this section is ’∆3ω/3ω’. This is the frac-

tional change in the third harmonic of probe temperature upon making contact with

the sample. It is common in SThM studies to present results in the form of a change

in signal rather than an absolute temperature [166], [221], whether that be a change

in voltage, power or resistance. Because this is a ratiometric figure, it is assumed

that results between different probes are comparable, despite their operating at dif-

ferent temperatures due to maximum current limitations. This assertion was tested

experimentally by biasing a commercial probe at a variety of voltages, between 1V

and 5V peak. Figure 7.4 presents the results of this test, which does not indicate

any correlation between the bias of the probe and the sensitivity of the 3ω signal to

sample thermal conductivity variation.

Data fitting
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The Quantiheat sample set was designed to calibrate probes over a range of conduc-

tivities. In this work however, we desire to compare new probes with each other

and to the standard commercial design. To this end, it is not necessary to use all

the samples. This is fortunate, since the whole QH set would prove prohibitively

time consuming to test with the many different probes manufactured. A reduced

set was defined which contained only enough samples to reasonably reconstruct the

contrast curve. A discussion on fitting to these data was previously presented, Sec-

tion 4.9.2 and the equation given in Equation 4.20. The same equation was used for

the fitting of the data here. In this implementation however, we employ a weighted

fit to give more confidence to those data which had less scatter; i.e those measure-

ments giving similar results between multiple contacts and multiple locations. This

is achieved by providing the fit routine with the average and standard deviations of

the data gathered from contacting each material.

The samples chosen were PMMA and POM-C for the determination of low ther-

mal conductivity performance. Al2O3 was chosen, and expected to lie within the

upper saturation regime. SiO2 was selected as a midpoint to assess the curvature

between the saturation regions. In addition to these Quantiheat samples, an addi-

tional sample of single crystal diamond was used. While the thermal conductivity of

this sample was not as well characterised as the others, it was quoted by the manu-

facturer as k=2000 W m−1 K−1, which is certainly high enough to lie well within the

upper saturation temperature, which was the purpose of this sample.

Data collection

The probe’s signal was split between the ’Signal Access Module’ and an oscilloscope.

Connection to the latter allows for real-time data to be captured even when the probe

is not engaged. For this experiment, the probe’s output is recorded on the scope

starting from many millimetres away as the sample/ is located and focused upon.

The out of contact signal is observed to be very stable, with low noise. Oscilloscope

data capture is started in conjunction with the engage operation on the AFM. The

signal is recorded as it makes it’s approach up until the solid contact is established.

The probe is allowed to scan for a few seconds in each direction, meaning it comes

into contact with a large number of unique contact positions. This means that the
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Begin Oscillation

Oscillating, but no contact

In contact signal

’Far’ from contact signal

FIGURE 7.5: Annotated oscilloscope trace of an SThM probe ap-
proaching, contacting and then oscillating above a PMMA sample. In
the green box, the probe is freely oscillating a few (<2) microns above
sample surface. The centre of its oscillation point is then reduced until
contact with the sample is made. The average and standard deviation
in out of contact and in contact temperatures are calculated and com-
pared to produce the difference (+ error) in temperature between no
interaction with the sample at all, and when a solid contact is estab-

lished.

average and standard deviation of the ’in contact’ signal can be calculated, giving a

more rigorous data set than a single contact. The probe is then switched into the force

distance mode and begins to oscillate. The probe’s height above the sample is then

modulated until it is observed to be making repeated contacts with the sample. This

is easily verified by the monitoring the AFM’s Force Distance (F-D) software, where

the approach and retract signals show obvious signs of contact being made (see the

thermal-distance curve presented in Figure 4.12). Once the probe is verified to be

in contact with the sample, multiple F-D curves are captured by the AFM before

disengaging the probe. The whole process is captured on the oscilloscope, with

an example of this being presented in Figure 7.5. The data from the oscilloscope

is analysed to define ’in contact’ and ’far from contact’ signals, and the difference

between the two is calculated. This difference is compared between the various

samples, and is then used to construct a weighted S-curve, as described in Section

7.2.1. The experiment is repeated for multiple probes, and their S-curves plotted

together for comparison.
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FIGURE 7.6: S-curve comparison of the ’jump to contact’ for a number
of the novel probes. Probes N2 and C1 did not survive this test, and
no suitable N1 probes could be found from those probes which were
removed from the wafer. The first two characters indicates the probe
type, while the latter characters are the specific probe IDs defined by
their position on the wafer. The average signal change is presented
as points, while the standard deviation within the set is denoted by
vertical error bars. The fit to Equation 4.20 is poor in all cases, and
there is large standard deviation, particularly evident for high ther-

mal conductivity materials.
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A similar procedure occurs for the ’jump only’ data. This information is parsed from

the AFM force/thermal-distance curves which are generated in conjunction with the

oscilloscope signal. Multiple files are generated, one for each contact of the probe.

Software was developed to read folders of these files, all of which pertained to a

single material. In each file, the jump is located using the maximum of the signal’s

derivative, before applying second and first order fits to the out-of and in-contact

regimes respectively. Given a jump location ‘x’, we subtract the fitted signals; out of

contact[x] - in contact[x]. It is reasonable to assume that this method offers increased

accuracy when compared to estimation by eye, since the use of a fit averages out

oscillations and noise in the vicinity of the jump. The results from a single sample

are averaged, and their standard deviation passed to the weighted fit function. The

normalised results (δ3ω/3ω) of the jump only magnitude are presented in Figure

7.6.

This figure presents some interesting data. The commercial probe appears to have

a better defined S-curve, with greater magnitude between it’s lower and upper sat-

uration regimes. The novel probes have high scatter, and comparatively poor fits.

The standard deviation for individual contacts within a set of measurements on the

same material is quite high. While one may infer something about the probes from

this experiment, it may also lead to questioning the purpose of such a measurement.

These probes have been designed for greater sensitivity, with heat better localised

to the tip, and the signal being more dependent on the temperature of the tip alone.

One might expect them to outperform the commercial devices when looking at the

efficiency of heat abstraction upon contacting a various materials. Looking at the

jump only might be valid for vacuum operation, where there is a clear ’binary’ dis-

tinction between in and out of contact. In ambient, its not clear what exactly the

jump represents. From Figure 7.5, we observe that there is some distance depen-

dence, and that the probe is exchanging heat with the sample many microns (100s)

from contact. It is not apparent whether or not the probe loses comparable propor-

tions of its heat across this distance for different materials. In such cases, comparing

the jump to contact temperature change is not like-for-like and comparison cannot

be justified.
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FIGURE 7.7: S-curve comparison between ’far’ and ’in’ contact for a
number of the novel probes. Probes N2 and C1 did not survive this
test, and no suitable N1 probes could be found from those probes we

removed from the wafer.

If the probe’s design has had the intended effects, one of which is to more accu-

rately measure heat flux into/ out of the tip, then it is reasonable to suppose that

these probes should have a lot of scatter between different locations on a sample.

Since solid-solid conduction depends on contact area, any increase in the proportion

of heat resulting from the solid-solid signal measurement is likely to better track

changes in tip-sample conductance, not sample thermal conductivity. One would

expect to see a more faithful representation of tip-sample conductance as a function

of position on the sample, which is likely to have appearance similar to the topogra-

phy channel.

Figure 7.7 compares the ’far’ to ’in-contact’ data gathered during the same exper-

iment. Here, the scatter is significantly reduced, and the commercial probe is ob-

served to have the poorest sensitivity. Both N type probes demonstrate a minor im-

provement over the commercial probe, while those with a cut-out show even better

sensitivity. In both N and C type probes, those with smaller, more localised sensors

demonstrate better results.

What has happened here? By not trying to parse out the solid contribution only we

have a simpler measurement that makes no assumptions about what proportion of
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heat is lost to the air vs. the sample, only considering the overall change induced

by a sample. It may be that this is a more suitable measurement for sample k de-

pendence characterisation. The N type probes are expected to outperform the KNT

probes simply through the improved accuracy which results from the use of a four

terminal design. The cut-out probes are expected to have higher cantilever thermal

resistance, which will act to localise more heat to the tip. By considering the lumped

thermal model presented in Figure 4.6, we can see that an increase in Rp will ’push’

heat through the other branches of the network. The cut-out doesn’t just increase

the overall resistance of Rp, it does so by localising heat to the tip, which will reduce

the influence of losses to the environment from the heated cantilever body. This heat

transfer pathway is efficient because of its large surface area. Then, if Rp and Renv

are increased, the most attractive route for heat transfer between tip and sample is

through the air Rair. Note that any increase to resistance in the network will increase

the system temperature, but if the heat can be lost via an alternative pathway, it will

do so. In this case, heat that was being lost down the cantilever (and contributing

nothing to the measurement) is instead being transferred to the sample through the

air and through the solid contact, and doing so with some degree of dependence on

the thermal conductivity of the sample. We speculate that the results of Figure 7.7

arise due to an increase in the local temperature of the air immediately surround-

ing the tip. This is advantageous, since spatially localised measurements are the

fundamental motivation for employing a microscope. Comparing the signal change

across the full range vs. the solid-solid contact alone it may be noted that this jump

comprises between only 10 and 30% of the overall signal change.

The combination of Figures 7.6 and 7.7 may suggest that lift-mode/aqueous oper-

ation may be an attractive avenue for further SThM studies. While we have pre-

sented some evidence here that a highly localised sensor increases sensitivity to

sample thermal conductivity variation, making the probe more ’sensitive’ acts to

improve its measurement of nanoscale tip-sample conductance measurement. Scan-

ning the probes just out of contact removes the variation in signal associated with

ever-changing solid-solid contact, replacing with a highly localised region of heated
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fluid. In such cases, a local, small hot spot is ideal; maximising the coupling be-

tween probe and sample through the fluid, while minimising heat dissipation into

the environment.

Tovee et. al. have already observed thermal conductivity contrast with reduced

topographic artefact coupling when operating SThM probes in the liquid environ-

ment [233]. Their signal to noise, and spatial resolution, appear reduced for the

measurements performed under liquid, but they still exhibit obvious materials con-

trast, demonstrating the feasibility of the technique. They remark the ’immersion

SThM’ (iSThM) technique requires dedicated probe optimisation for the layout of the

heater for improved resolution and performance. It is our assertion that the probes

designed in this work would be of great benefit in this regard. They have also con-

firmed that the dominant heat transfer mechanism in this environment is through

the liquid rather than the tip sample-contact, and that this may help to reduce or

eliminate the impact of topographically coupled imaging artefacts. The probes de-

veloped in this work exhibit improved sensitivity, and greater localisation of heat to

the tip; improvements which would, respectively, improve the signal to noise ratio

and resolution of iSThM measurements.

Increasing the resistance of any component in the network will increase the upper

saturation temperature to some degree. Unfortunately however, in ambient opera-

tion, it would appear that the primary result of increasing the cantilever thermal re-

sistance is increased thermal coupling between sample and tip through the environ-

ment. Figure 7.7 suggests an improvement in the sensitivity of the probe to changes

in sample k, however it is likely this could be improved further by consideration of

the lower saturation temperature also. Externally heating/cooling the sample can

increase the temperature differential between the probe and sample, as has been

demonstrated by Kazmierczak et al. [234]. Employing this technique, alongside

the probes presented here is likely to produce images with very high thermal con-

ductivity contrast. While in the referenced study promising results were presented

using a cooler (low current) probe and a heated sample, the probes developed in this

work have been specifically designed to localise heat to the tip. Therefore, a sample

cooled below ambient would maximise the temperature differential, and exhibit the
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greatest contrast. One consideration for this method is that it is the temperature dif-

ference between the ’boundary condition temperatures’, drawn as grounds in Figure

4.6. These are the base of the cantilever, where it joins with the chip (assumed to be

a heat sink), and at the sample. Kazmierczak et al. remark that the thermal image

contrast is influenced by the temperature difference between these two points.

Due to the strong dependence of contact resistance on physical interaction area, im-

ages gathered with such probes are unlikely to produce any data which can be used

in the determination of local sample thermal conductivity. The better probe for ther-

mal conductance measurement might be a blunt probe in which the contact resis-

tance is lower and sample k has a more predominant role, but the requirement for

high spatial resolution (which is the quintessential characteristic of a microscopy

technique), will be a significant competing aim.
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7.2.2 Frequency domain measurements

Method and motivation

In the previous section we have asserted that the observed improvements in k sensi-

tivity are due to the changes implemented in the probe design. These novel probes

were designed to localise heat to the sensor region by increasing the thermal resis-

tance to the cantilever. Their sensors were designed with the intention of more ac-

curately reporting the temperature of the tip region of the probe only, minimising or

negating the influence of the rest of the cantilever. The experiments on bulk samples

were intended to verify these claims, however the variation in tip-sample contact

conductance makes it challenging to assert an un-ambiguous ’improvement’ in mea-

surement. These probes appear to give a better measure of tip-sample conduction,

rather than sample thermal conductivity, a result that is unsurprising considering

the physics of the measurement technique.

Therefore, an additional experiment was required to corroborate the above claims

as to the origin of the improvements seen in Figure 7.7. To this end, non-contact

frequency domain measurements have been employed on the same probes. In the

following sections we will demonstrate how the transient response of the probe can

inform us about how the changes to its design have affected its thermal performance.

These experiments are performed using 3ω, as before. The lock-in amplifier (LIA)

used has a frequency sweep feature, which has been used to ramp the input voltage,

ω. The 3ω magnitude is output from the LIA into an oscilloscope for monitoring

and capture. The data is gathered and converted into decibels, taking the low fre-

quency (<10Hz) 3ω as zero dB and plotting the subsequent high frequency atten-

uation as negative dB losses. This is a typical way of presenting frequency domain

data, commonly seen in filter design. As can be seen from Figure 7.8, which plots the

magnitude-frequency response of a variety of probes, SThM probes act as a thermal

low - pass filter.
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FIGURE 7.8: Frequency response curves comparing the commercial
device against a selection of novel probes

Results and discussion

Figure 7.8 compares the frequency response of all probes that comprised the set used

in Figures 7.6 and 7.7, and an additional commercial probe, k6. Previous frequency

domain experiments in the literature have shown very similar behaviour to the pair

of commercial devices shown here [187], [235]. Particular attention should be paid to

the response of the commercial probes between 102 and 103Hz. A ’scalloping’ profile

may be observed at the knee of the curve - a behaviour which is impossible to de-

scribe with a first order filter. This behaviour was also observed by Puyoo et al [187],

who had initially developed a model of the probe upon a first-order system. They

proposed that this deviation was the result of the NiCr limiting resistors, and added

a second first order low pass to their model to accommodate. This explanation is not

compelling however, as the NiCr resistors have minimal TCR and therefore cannot

significantly contribute anything to the thermal behaviour of the system. Note that

this behaviour was not seen on either the Wollaston wire [149], or thin-wire ther-

mocouple probes [236]. Bodzenta et al. agree that the NiCr limiters cannot be the

explanation, and argue that the probe’s complex architecture means that it cannot

be described by a simple first order system [235]. This would also explain why this

behaviour was not observed on the simpler, wire based SThM probes.
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It is possible to add transient analysis to the model proposed in Chapter 4, however

this would require significant effort in its implementation. In addition, it would

greatly increase the complexity of the model, at which point, the problem might be

better suited to analysis using commercial FEA software. Bodzenta et al identified

that a suitable model can be created using a reduced number of poles, achieved

by lumping together the portions of the probe whose temperature is most affected

by certain modes (regimes) of thermal transport. They distinguish between three

regions; contact, active and coupling zones.

The contact zone comprises the immediate contact region, having characteristic length

Lc on the order of 100nm. This length is smaller than the diffusion length of heat (µth)

in solids at typical SThM operating frequencies (101 − 104Hz), which is calculated

using;

µth =
√

D/π2 f (7.2)

Where D denotes diffusivity and f indicates frequency. To this end, the heat capacity

of this region may be omitted and the network reduces to the series combination of

Rc, Rs and RpC. Rc and Rs have the same definitions as in Figure 4.6. RpC is used to

denote probe thermal resistance in the contact zone.

They define the active zone (A) as the area comprising the heated region, with char-

acteristic length circa 10 µm. As with Figure 4.6 it employs an ideal current source

to model the probe’s Joule heating. However, it also includes thermal resistances to

ambient, and the heat capacity of the cantilever and air in this region. If the probe is

in contact with a sample, its heat capacity in this region must also be considered.

The coupling zone comprises the remainder of the cantilever, and has characteristic

length scale roughly 100 µm. Bodzenta et al remark that this region has complex

geometry, and could be modelled using a ’transmission line’-esque chain of resistors

and capacitances. This is identical to the approach taken in our model, described in

Chapter 4, simply adjusted for the transient regime.

The equivalent circuit, with each of the zones highlighted, is presented in Figure
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Rp1Rp[n]
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CP[n]

ContactActiveCoupling

FIGURE 7.9: The transient equivalent thermal - electric network of
an AC driven SThM probe as proposed by Bodzenta et al [235]. The
contact zone is composed of contact and spreading resistances, Rc
and Rs respectively. The final resistance in this zone, RpC, relates to
the thermal resistance of the cantilever in the contact zone (<100nm).
The active zone features a single RC unit which is the combination of
the thermal resistance of losses to ambient, Ra, and the heat capacity
of the cantilever in the Active region. The coupling zone is composed
of ’n’ repeating units of RC cells, interconnected by Rp resistances.
The RC unit reflects the environmental losses and heat capacities of
the probe along some element of its length, while the Rp resistances
denote the resistance to thermal conduction along the cantilever itself.
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FIGURE 7.10: 2 pole reduction of the model presented in Figure
7.9. The Active and Contact zones have been merged together. The

derivation of the equivalent elements is outlined in [235].

7.9. Although this model is compatible with the use of ’n’ elements, Bodzenta et

al identified the three regimes of thermal transport phenomena, and demonstrated

that they have different timescales. As such, they propose to use a minimised model

of three quadripoles (two port networks) only. Using such a model, they were able

to provide a fit to their experimental data with excellent accuracy (Figure 6, [235]).

The same data, fitted with a Single Cell Lumped Approximation (SCLA), did not

provide enough freedom to accurately account for the ’scallop’ at the knee of the

curve, which is clearly a real feature of frequency plots using the thin film SThM

probes regarded here. This assertion is evidenced by its observation by multiple

groups [149], [235] and here.

Bodzenta et. al. also opt to further minimise the model into two poles only, by join-

ing together the contact and active zones. This is presented in Figure 7.10. They

found this approximation to be in excellent agreement with their experimental data

and three pole model, suggesting that the nanofabricated SThM probe can be effec-

tively modelled with only two time constants.
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10µm

100µm2
35µm2

FIGURE 7.11: Schematic drawing highlighting the difference in area
between the C1 and regular type probe. The final 10 microns of the
C1 type probe (highlighted) have only 35% of the area of the solid

triangular tip

In air, contact zone time constant was calculated as 103 µs, with cut-off frequency

occurring at 1.54kHz. By contrast, the coupling zone’s transient data are as follows;

τ = 930 µs, fc = 170Hz. The composite of the two transient behaviours is the reason

for the unusual frequency sweep profile for these probes. From these properties, we

can conclude that the ’scallop’ is the result of the body of the cantilever, whereas the

more aggressive filtering is the result of transient behaviour of the contact/active

zone.

Considering Figure 7.8, what can be said of the changes to the probe design? The

progressive reduction of the contribution from the pole with lower fc demonstrates

the diminishing influence of the cantilever body on the probe’s response as a func-

tion of the changes to probe design. In the case of the N type probes, improvements

are likely to be primarily the result of the four terminal measurement. Using this

technique, the probe response more accurately follows the sensor temperature, be-

ing independent to the resistance of the rest of the electronics, including those which

are located on the cantilever.

The cut-out probes are expected to have modified the thermal behaviour of the

probes by providing isolation between the sensor and the cantilever body. The re-

moval of cantilever material near the apex will both increase the thermal resistance
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into the body of the probe, RP, and reduce the heat capacity of the probe in the ac-

tive/coupling region. A quick estimation of the difference in heat capacity can be

made by considering the change in area along the final 10 µm of the cantilever; since

the material in question has not changed, and neither has its thickness, then the heat

capacity of the probe scales linearly with area. From Figure 7.11, one can observe

that the final 10 µm of the C1 type probe has roughly a third of the heat capacity of

the standard design.

The combined influence of increased resistance and reduced heat capacity manifests

as a faster probe, with higher cut-off frequency, as verified experimentally in Figure

7.8. Qualitatively, we observe in this figure almost a complete elimination of any

cantilever influence. The form of the data looks closer to that of the SCLA, meaning

that the ’second’ pole brought about by cantilever effects has been almost completely

eliminated. We find this to be compelling evidence that the design changes imple-

mented resulted in a real and observable increase in the thermal resistance of the

cantilever, in such a way as to reduce its influence on the measurement.

Note that their model was re-produced as part of this work. Unfortunately, attempts

to fit our experimental data to their model were unreliable; five unknowns proves

too many for a reasonable fit without ’teaching’ the model what to expect. It is our

expectation that if one or more of the parameters could be reliably estimated either

with experiment or calculation, then the two pole model would prove useful for the

determination of probe resistance/ heat capacities.
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7.3 Passive mode measurements

7.3.1 Motivation

In the previous section we concluded that the changes to the design of the cantilever

result in a reduction in the influence which the cantilever body has on the measure-

ments being performed. The active mode measurements on bulk samples showed

some evidence of an increase in sensitivity, but this was confounded by the difficulty

in discerning contact-area based effects from the rest of the data. The frequency plots

showed quite compelling evidence that the cantilever influence was significantly re-

duced, even if said improvements were not manifest in a manner which could easily

be observed in the bulk sample S-curve method. To strengthen this assertion, it

was decided to perform passive mode scans over a heated sample. The asymme-

try caused by sample - air - cantilever conduction is well documented [32], [237],

and has been described previously in this thesis (Section 4.3.6). The experiment de-

scribed in this section was designed to examine whether or not the cut-out probe

would demonstrate lower asymmetry thanks to;

• Reduced SiN volume in the beak (close proximity to sample)

• Rejection of the cantilever contribution due to four terminal design.

7.3.2 Method

The sample chosen is a substrate of single crystal diamond, patterned with a 6 ×

6 µm NiCr heater and tapering Au contact pads. The layout of the pattern may be

surmised from Figures 7.12 and 7.16, which consist of a low magnification photo of

the sample, and an SThM scan over the heated area respectively. This sample, which

was previously designed and fabricated by Dr Y. Zhang, was identified as a suitable

sample which did not require additional development.

The high thermal conductivity of the substrate allows heat to spread far through

the substrate, giving a large hotspot from a small heated area. This is advantageous

for the investigation of image asymmetry brought about by sample-probe heat con-

duction through the air. The ideal sample might have hotspots of the order of the
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Probe station needles

Single crystal diamond
NiCr heater with Au pads

Custom PCB

Transformers Sample

FIGURE 7.12: Photographs of the active sample experimental setup.
Left: Micrograph of the sample. Right: Photograph of the micro-
manipulator and custom PCB used to make electrical contact to the

sample.

FIGURE 7.13: Photographs of the experimental setup loaded on the
AFM stage.
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FIGURE 7.14: Image captures of the C2 type probe prior to (A), and
after (B) contacting upon with the diamond/NiCr active sample. The

arrows denote the fast and slow scan directions

cantilever width (100 µm), however such a sample was not available at the time this

work was to be performed.

The substrate contains multiple heater devices, as may be seen from Figure 7.12.

Rather than bonding to each site, connections to individual heaters are made using

probe station needles attached to a micro positioner. The needles are attached to a

custom PCB which is shaped such as to fit underneath the head of the Dimension

AFM and allow the needles to contact the sample without interfering with the oper-

ation of the probe. The layout of the experiment is presented in Figure 7.13A and B

from the front, and side views respectively.

On the PCB there resides a transformer isolation circuit, which is used to float the

probe to the sample’s potential. This is required due to the lack of a passivation layer

on the active device. The transformers are highlighted in Figure 7.12.

Two probes were selected for this experiment; one C3 type probe, and a commercial

type probe used as a control. The sample was biased to the same voltage during

both scans. Each probe was scanned over a 25 µm2 area using identical scanning

parameters. The probes are necessarily biased with AC to allow for transformer

isolation, and their 3ω output is measured.
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FIGURE 7.15: 3ω thermal image comparing the temperature distribu-
tion of the same heater, as measured by a commercial and C3 type cut-
out probe. Rings highlight temperature contours occurring at 20%
intervals of the normalised response. The C3 type demonstrates re-
duced asymmetry, and more faithfully reproduces the temperature
profile of the device. Note also the more squared shape of the 80 and
60 percent contours in the C3 type probe. The heater outline is high-

lighted with a black square.

7.3.3 Results and discussion

Figure 7.15 presents the SThM images gathered by scanning both of the probes over

the region previously described. The data have been processed in Gwyddion to nor-

malise the 3ω signals, and to colourise them for easier data visualisation. The colour

scale is from hot white to dark black, however the highlighted contours represent

isotherms at 20% increments of the total temperature. The same data are presented

in an alternative manner in Figure 7.16A and B, in which the extent of the heater

and pads have been annotated with dashed lines. Figure 7.16C has the two sets of

contours overlaid, while D) presents the topographic image. Note that these images

share are of the same orientation as the photographs presented in Figure 7.14, and

thus share the same fast and slow scan directions. From these results the asymmetry

is apparent; the contours of the commercial probe are elliptical, not circular, with the

pointed end of the ellipse located on the north side of the image. This corresponds

to the situation in which the body of the cantilever is positioned directly above the

heated region. As the probe approaches the heated feature, from south to north, the
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FIGURE 7.16: Comparison of the temperature contours that result
from scanning the active sample with a commercial and a C3 type
probe. A) and B) are the commercial and C3 probes’ temperature con-
tours overlaid on the outline of the heater. C) compares the two sets of
temperature contours. D) Shows the height data which was collected

simultaneously with A).
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FIGURE 7.17: Comparison of the normalised temperature traces gath-
ered by the commercial (green) and cut-out (blue) probes as they scan
over the same thermal feature. The measured temperature on the
south of the heater (L<10um) is nearly identical for both probes. A
best fit exponential has been calculated for this region and plotted in
red. The best fit solution has been mirrored on the north side of the
sample, however we note that both probes experience some asymme-
try. However, the temperature asymmetry in the commercial probe is

almost twice that of the new, cut-out, four terminal probe.

initial temperature readings are expected to be more accurate, since only the sensor

region is in close proximity to the heater.

From Figures 7.15 and 7.16, one can easily observe the reduction in asymmetry re-

sulting from the use of the C3 type probe. The overall temperature distribution is

less skewed, with more circular shape, and the contours closest to the heater exhibit

a squarer shape which is more representative of the true temperature profile.

To further elucidate the differences between the two temperature profiles, it was

decided to compare thermal traces across the cross section marked ’A-B’ in Figure

7.16C. The result is presented in Figure 7.17. The ’length’ axis begins in the south

at 0 µm and extends to the north of the image. It is clear from these traces that

the temperature profiles measured by both probes are practically identical while ap-

proaching the heated region. However, the traces diverge as the probe travels onto

and beyond this region. For the sake of comparison, we have calculated a fit for the
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temperature response on the approach part of the curve, and have flipped and mir-

rored this on the north side for a reference estimate of what a device with no asym-

metry might look like. The commercial probe suffers from strong thermal coupling

between the heater and the cantilever body, manifesting as an obvious temperature

asymmetry. While the cut-out probe also exhibits some degree of asymmetry, its

response is much more similar to the ’ideal’ red trace. While qualitative in nature,

we consider this compelling evidence that the cut-out type probes developed in this

work can considerable reduce the temperature-asymmetry artefact that is common

in passive mode ambient SThM. In conjunction with the results of previous exper-

iments presented in this chapter, it is fair to conclude that we have been successful

in fabricating a probe which is more sensitive to the temperature of its sensor, and

whose signal is more independent of its cantilever temperature.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and Future Work

8.1 Introduction

Scanning thermal microscopy continues to be at the forefront of developing ther-

mal metrologies, in part due to its excellent spatial resolution. As the technology

has matured, the capabilities of thermal probes have extended beyond temperature

measurement and other thermal metrology applications have emerged, with partic-

ular interest being shown in materials characterisation.

Of the multitude of thermal probes available, a small number have emerged as pop-

ular due to their commercial availability. As such, many studies have been per-

formed regarding their operation. However, comparatively few studies have been

performed with the explicit aim of optimising the probe for a given application.

While the KNT probe has become popular for both thermometry and thermal con-

ductance measurements, the probe has not been optimised for either.

In this work, tools and techniques have been developed to aid in the development

of the next generation of commercially viable, mass-producible SThM probes. We

take this opportunity to emphasise our belief that batch fabrication should be a pre-

requisite for consumable metrology devices for high reproducibility. In addition to

designing, fabricating and testing novel probes, it has been a key goal of this work

to contribute to the understanding of thermal probe design, and to identify which

parameters should be adjusted to optimise for different kinds of operation.

The following sections summarise the conclusions from each aspect of this work,
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and, where applicable, presents the recommendations of the author in regards to the

direction of future work in these areas.

8.2 A thermal model for probe development

One dimensional thermal electrical analogues have been applied in SThM studies

throughout the literature, and have been particularly useful in characterising the

commercial device. In some cases, the probe is approximated into a chain of con-

nected lumped elements, with each lump representing an area of the probe which is

governed by particular thermal phenomena. This is a sensible and computationally

efficient approach which has been demonstrated to accurately characterise the oper-

ation of the probe. However, such models do not yield a temperature distribution

of sufficient resolution to inform the design of future probes. This is a pre-requisite

for probe design, because the output signal is entirely dependent on the averaged

sensor temperature. In both modes of operation of the probe, a high temperature

gradient is observed along the few microns close to the sample contact, caused by

the high thermal resistance of the probe in this region.

The model developed in this work allows for a high-resolution temperature profile

of the thermal probe, operating in the active mode, in a vacuum. Employing the

same mathematics as SPICE circuit simulation models allows for a computationally

efficient solution to the temperature distribution of the probe, as the result of its el-

emental power generation and thermal resistance. Attaching contact and spreading

resistances to the end of the network allows for simulation of the probe temperature

distribution while contacting a material. Due to the lightweight nature of the model,

it is possible to parametrically alter aspects of the model and compare multiple tem-

perature distributions. This was used to compare the temperature distribution of the

same probe when touching various materials and characterise its active mode per-

formance. It has also been used to compare the out of contact temperature profiles of

probes with differing designs. This was performed to assess the thermal isolation of

the sensor from the cantilever by calculating the maximum temperature achieved for

the same input power. Such numerical experiments would have been prohibitively

time consuming with FEA. A great strength of this model is the automatic fracturing
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of GDSII files into a set of elements for use in the simulation. The GDSII file format

is a standard CAD file for the microfabrication industry, and allowing their impor-

tation means that designs can be used for both simulation and production. Much of

the challenge in creating 1D numerical models is the fracturing of designs into us-

able elements. There is no reason why this module could not be employed for other

numerical models of other micro-fabricated devices.

The key insights that were concluded from numerical experiments performed with

the model are as follows;

• Heater isolation. In the active mode, generated heat preferentially flows down

the cantilever to the base of the probe. Since it is this Joule heat which is being

used to probe the thermal properties of the sample under test, heat lost via

any other pathway may be considered parasitic, and will diminish the probe’s

ability to discriminate between materials of similar thermal conductivity. Sim-

ulations in which material was selectively removed from the cantilever were

shown to increase the effective cantilever thermal resistance (Figure 4.33), lo-

calise heat to the heater/ sensor beams and increase sensitivity (Figure 4.35).

• Sensor localisation. The probe’s output is proportional to the average of the

temperature along its length. With this high resolution thermal model, it was

possible to model the temperature distribution in this region as a function of

a variety of probe geometries and sample conditions. One particularly illu-

minating experiment was that presented in (Figure 4.37), in which a probe’s

temperature distribution was calculated as the result of contacting upon mate-

rials of various thermal conductivities. It was observed that the peak tempera-

ture not only diminished, but the position of the peak temperature also shifted

further from the apex of the probe (contact point) with increasing thermal con-

ductivity. There is a limit to the thermal conductivity of solid materials, and

therefore a limit to the heat abstraction that can be expected (for a given con-

tact radius). Therefore, active probes should be designed such that the sensor

lies entirely within the region of cooling. In all operating regimes, the sensor

should have minimal area, and be located as close to the tip as possible such

as to minimise the loss of signal resolution through resistance averaging.
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• Sensor electrical isolation. Compounding the above point, the probe’s signal

should be dependent on the resistance of the sensor, not on the leads, current

limiters or external circuitry. A four terminal approach in which the sensor

is measured independently from the current carrying loop was identified as a

practical solution. If one wishes to generate significant Joule heating, a large

heater is an attractive option, but the sensor should be localised to the apex.

It is possible to decouple the heating from the sensing by implementing the

novel layout presented in Figure 4.38.

The above design principles apply not only to the thin film style of SThM probes

described in this work, but are expected to be applicable to other varieties of thermal

probe.

While the work reported here has focussed on simulations in the active mode, and

in vacuum, there is nothing preventing the model from being extended to account

for ambient operation, or a variety of other phenomena. For example, passive mode

measurements may be realised by reducing the current to the probe such that self-

heating is negligible, then applying a fixed temperature (voltage source) to the tip

of the probe. Similarly, coupling between the probe and sample through the air as

described by Ge et al could be employed by adding a z dependent thermal resistance

of air conduction.

It is interesting to consider the possibility of simulating transient mode operation

with a model of this type. Transient systems are well approximated with the SPICE-

type algorithm employed in this work, and could be realised by adding elemental

heat capacities to the body of the probe. This is, in essence, the same method as

presented by Bodzenta et. al and discussed in Section 7.2.2. While they found that

the probe’s response could be reasonably approximated with only two time con-

stants, a full elemental model would allow for simulation of the temperature dis-

tribution across the entire cantilever. This would then allow for predictive simula-

tions of probes’ transient mode performance before fabrication. This information

would benefit a variety of studies, for example that of nanoscale thermal diffusivity.

Beyond transient studies themselves, a probe’s transient performance is a good in-

dication of its thermalisation time, which can pose a limitation to its measurement
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speed. This information would be very beneficial in the development of intermittent

contact mode SThM. Due to the increased friction and time in contact with the sam-

ple, contact mode operation has been observed to degrade the tip, causing undue

damage, and resulting in an ambiguous contact radius/ contact material. Presently,

intermittent contact SThM is prohibitively time consuming as an imaging technique

due to the dwell time required for the probe and sample to thermalise. Probes with

a lower heat capacity could reach thermal equilibrium with the sample faster, allow-

ing for increasing oscillation frequencies to be employed.

Other areas of interest which could be investigated with this model include the in-

fluence of the laser on the probe’s temperature response. If the spot size and power

of the laser are known, it is possible to represent its distributed irradiance upon the

probe in the model. By consideration of the optical properties of the probe, one may

append appropriate fixed temperature sources to the probe to represent the laser

heat generation. Investigations regarding the influence of laser positioning on probe

output may then be performed. This approach could be used to design and model

probes which are minimally impacted by laser illumination.

This model may also be extended beyond thermal properties alone. The transfor-

mation from 2D probe design into a collection of elements with material properties

is useful for any distributed calculation. Much like the probe has been represented

as a series of thermal resistances in this work, it may also be expressed as a series of

springs, simply by considering the stiffness and modulus of elasticity of the materi-

als rather than the thermal conductivity. Within our group, there has been significant

progress on modelling the bi-material bending experienced by the probe through the

extension of the model developed during this work. By considering the mechanical

and thermal properties of the probe simultaneously, it will be possible to characterise

the deflection of the probe, the angle of the laser, and the force exerted between the

probe and sample in various loading configurations. It follows that this work will

be able to suggest a probe which in which bi-material bending is less-prevalent, and

for which the deflection behaviour is well characterised.

Finally, there is no reason that any of the improvements suggested here should stand

alone. It is reasonable to envision a model in which coupling through the air between
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a heated sample and the probe introduces a bi-material bend.

8.3 Fabrication developments

8.3.1 Alignment accuracy

In Chapter 5, an implementation of a statistical alignment algorithm was presented.

The novel probes developed in this work employed this algorithm during all their

electron beam lithography exposures, and the magnitude of the improvement was

calculated through comparison between the exposure positions written with the al-

gorithm, and the exposure locations which would have resulted from only using the

four markers at the corners of the cell. Displacements between the two were rou-

tinely observed to be over 100nm. Critically however, corner cases such as cells with

non-rectangular marker distributions, had their exposure positions altered by values

on the order of hundreds of nanometres. Improvements were further evidenced by

the device-to-device resistance variation of the N type probes, since resistance varia-

tion is a suitable proxy for misalignment in this case. Particular attention is drawn to

the N2 variety, in which 580nm width sensors are positioned in alignment with the

probe apex. Minimal resistance variation of 250± 20Ω (8%) was observed, suggest-

ing that any misalignment was negligible for these devices. This is contrasted with

the 110± 50Ω (45%) resistance value routinely observed in the commercial probes

(discounting the 200Ω fixed resistance introduced by the NiCr limiting resistors).

Future development in this area should be concerned with optimising the number,

and distribution of markers around the writing cell. In the longer term, a shift to a

different marker type, such as a Penrose pattern should be employed. A change to

metal markers would also offer increased contrast, but depositing metal in the first

lithography step would require a significant re-design of the current, mature process.

Finally, the sensor could be intentionally recessed from the apex by a small amount

(e.g. 50nm). This would ensure no ‘flags’ of metal from the sensor make contact,

and remove any ambiguity as to which material is contacting the tip. Ensuring no

metal makes sample contact would also allow for these probes to investigate electri-

cally active devices directly, without the requirement for insulation or transformer
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isolation.

8.3.2 Height measurement

The height measurement algorithm developed in this work was shown to be equally

as effective as the in situ measurement for flat samples with a uniform bilayer resist

coverage. Importantly however, the map of wafer heights allowed for an estimation

of the wafer height even in those areas of the wafer in which no sensible measure-

ment could be achieved.

This algorithm, when employed on topographic substrates, allowed for the proper

definition and lift-off of narrow (<300nm) cantilever beams on the side of the AFM

pyramid for the first time. Experiments writing 50nm line-width verniers on raised

pyramid tops was shown to have improved writing quality and process latitude. It

is not expected that many further improvements to the writing quality can be at-

tained without addressing the resist non-uniformity which results from our unusual

application methods (spin + float coating).

From the comparison between the height measurements performed on the topo-

graphic wafer with and without resist, it may be concluded that the accuracy of mea-

surement depends not only upon the presence of sloped features, but also upon the

thin film structure. Perhaps a spin-coated bottom anti-reflective layer coating could

be applied to the substrate to prevent destructive interference of the laser beam.

8.3.3 Alternative resist technologies

Optimising the focus of the beam provided some increase in process latitude when

working with topographic AFM wafers. Unfortunately however, there will always

be some variation in clearing dose due to the non-uniform thickness of the resist

film. Float coating introduces wrinkles and tears in the deposited resist film, while

spin coated resist pools at the base of raised features and thins significantly towards

the top edge. An alternative approach is to employ spray coating, which is used rou-

tinely in MEMS manufacture for the coating of high aspect ratio features. Because

the resist is sprayed on, top-down, it achieves more uniform coverage of topographic
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features than spin coating. Typically however, spray coating is used for photoresists,

not electron beam lithography resists.

The idea of formulating an electron beam lithography spray resist was identified

mid-way through this project, and a body of process development work was per-

formed. While significant progress was achieved, the process was not mature enough

to be implemented on SThM probes, and thus was not included in the body of this

text. However, a full report is provided in Appendix G

8.4 Novel probe manufacture

The frames substrate developed as part of this work will allow for the rapid proto-

typing of devices that use the generic probes technology platform. The first batch

of cut-out probes were realised on this platform. They indicated that probes with

extensive beams could be fabricated, released and scanned without significant me-

chanical penalty. They also indicated that dual self-alignment could be successfully

achieved on such probes. The fact that these probes did not feature the skirting arte-

fact seen on later cut-out probes may indicate that a metallisation pattern with wider

overlap is better, as there is more metal to adhere to the sacrificial Si substrate.

The second batch of cut-outs featured eight different probe designs. The yield and

resistance accuracy of each was characterised. Of particular interest was the resis-

tance variation of the probes with the smallest sensor sizes (C1, N1 = 291nm width

sensor), presented in Figure 6.33. The size 1 sensors without a cut-out had 550± 300

ohms resistance, while the cut-out probes of the same size demonstrated negligi-

ble resistance variation. This demonstrates that the dual self-alignment approach is

suitable for the definition of narrow sensors whose width is completely dependent

upon the width of the underlying cantilever.

The yield breakdown for the different types of probes in this batch was presented

in 6.2. For a first attempt with so many deviations from the mature process, we

consider this an excellent yield. Further work will be required to improve the yield

to commercially acceptable levels however. Of the numerous probe types, there

were multiple failure mechanisms, making a full breakdown inappropriate for this
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section. However, Appendix F contains a gallery of images of the failed probes,

alongside a description of the mechanism, suspected causes, and suggested course

of action should such probes be attempted in the future.

8.4.1 Methodology for characterising novel probes

Promising experimental results were presented within Chapter 7, however it is im-

portant to highlight another aspect of this work which we believe to be quite impact-

ful. In this work, we have presented a methodology for the characterisation of novel

SThM probes. To our knowledge, there is no present literature which outlines how

this should be achieved, especially for the less-mature ‘active’ mode of operation.

While calibration with a set of bulk samples with known thermal conductivity has

been proposed, it has been demonstrated unsuitable for probes with sub-micron tip

radii. Because the nanoscale contact area introduces such massive contact resistance,

small fluctuations in this contact area, such as those introduced by surface rough-

ness, introduce significant changes in tip-sample conductance. Without a method

for quantifying the tip-sample contact area, these changes are purely confounding,

and can be very misleading when attempting to compare different probe designs. A

probe with ostensibly improved sensitivity to variations in tip-sample conduction

may not demonstrate better sample thermal conductivity contrast if it has contact

radius smaller than the probe to which it is compared. Tip radii sizes may vary due

to fabrication variability, or due to mechanical wear that occurs during interactions

with sample surface. Additionally, in ambient operation, unquantified thermal cou-

pling between probe and sample through air precludes like-for-like measurement

between samples. Therefore, it is advantageous to characterise probes using meth-

ods which do not rely on sample contact.

In this work we have presented non-contact metrics to characterise the probe’s sen-

sitivity to changes in its sensor temperature. The first, the ’self-heating coefficient’, is

taken as the third order component from the probe’s I-V curve divided by the electri-

cal resistance of the probe. Assuming fixed ambient temperature and no interactions

with a sample, sensor temperature is the result of Joule heating and thermal conduc-

tion through the cantilever and heat dissipation to ambient. As such, the self heating
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coefficient can be used to compare probe designs which aim to localise heat to the

sensor region and minimise losses down the cantilever or into the environment. A

second non-contact method for the characterisation of novel SThM probes was pre-

sented in this work, in Section 7.2.2. It is proposed that performing out-of-contact

frequency sweeps of novel probes can be a useful tool in the analysis of new designs.

Of particular interest is the observation of diminishing cantilever contributions, ver-

ified by the reduced influence of a pole with low cut-off frequency. In Figure 7.8,

we observed this minimisation for both N, and C type probes, indicating that both

changes in the sensor design and geometric layout can improve performance.

8.5 Scanning results from novel probes

8.5.1 Self heating coefficient

Initial characterisation of the probes involved performing I-V sweeps to measure

their electrical resistance. The sensitive, thermally-isolated probes developed in this

work were observed to begin self-heating at reduced current than the commercial

probes, making bridge balancing challenging. However, an alternative approach

was developed that allowed for better characterisation of the probe and bridge. Fit-

ting the bridge output to a curve of the form aI3 + bI + c (in which I is current)

allows for simultaneous acquisition of the magnitude of bridge imbalance, and the

self-heating coefficient of the probe (a)

This value has been identified as a useful metric for comparing the self-heating ef-

ficiency of different probes. It contains information about the electrical resistance of

the probe, from V = iR, but also varies with the temperature of the probe - which is

the result of the Joule heating P = i2R and the efficiency of heat dissipation from the

probe, which, all other resistances being equal, is a measure of the thermal resistance

of the cantilever.

All the novel probes developed in this work were shown to have higher self-heating

coefficient. In both the C and N type probes this is due to better localisation of

the sensor to the cantilever tip; more change in signal was observed for the same
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change in temperature. The cut-out probes demonstrated a further increase in self-

heating coefficient compared with their N type counterparts, which is the result of

better localisation of the heat to the tip. Although the Joule heat generation has not

increased, the isolation of the heater from the cantilever means the sensor reaches

higher temperature.

It is believed that the self-heating coefficient is a useful metric for describing the

performance of heat delivering thermal probes, and is suitable for adoption in other

works.

8.5.2 Bulk sample S curves

Experiments performed in which probes of each type were contacted upon materials

of various thermal conductivity produced interesting results. Thermal conductivity

imaging has typically been qualitative in nature, so there is great interest in calibrat-

ing probes with curves of this type. However, it was not clear as to where the probes’

out of contact reference temperature should be taken when performing such experi-

ments in air. As such, the data was presented here in two forms; one considering the

signal change to be the magnitude of the ‘jump’ in thermal signal immediately upon

making contact (Figure 7.7), and the other considering the temperature change from

many microns away from the surface (Figure 7.7 to the point that no distance depen-

dence was observed). In the former measurement, the scatter was high for all probe

types and sample thermal conductivities, and the fit to the expected ‘S-curve’ was

poor. The new probes were not observed to perform any better than the commercial

probe. However, when considering the signal from far to in contact, the scatter for

all measurement points was negligible and the fit to the S curve was excellent. When

presented in this format, there is a strong correlation between sensitivity and sensor

design. While the N type probes are expected to perform better than the commercial

probes because of sensor design alone, it is proposed that the cut-out probes exhibit

better sensitivity when measured in this way due to increased cantilever resistance;

the heat which would have previously travelled along the solid cantilever has in-

stead heated the air around the tip, allowing for improved coupling between the

probe and sample through the air. Conduction through air is expected to be much
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more stable than conduction through the tip sample contact, which is pressure and

roughness dependent, strongly influenced by contact area. The implications of this,

especially as they pertain to SThM operation in other environments (liquid) were

provided in the body of the text (Section 7.2).

8.5.3 Frequency domain analysis

An investigation into the transient properties of the newly developed probes was

presented. Bode plots of the novel probes were compared with those of commer-

cial probes, and those published in the literature. The shape of the curves generated

by the new probes lacked the characteristic ‘scalloping’ of the commercial probes

which has been observed at around 170Hz, and has been shown to be due to the

time constant of the cantilever body. By reducing the heat capacity of the tip region,

and increasing the thermal resistance from the tip to the cantilever, it was possible

to minimise the influence of the cantilever’s transient thermal properties. Addition-

ally, the change in profile of the ‘N’ type probes’ curves (which have not received

geometric alterations) indicates that the sensor re-design alone has resulted in an

electrical signal which is more independent of the cantilever temperature. In the

case of the cut-out probe with the smallest sensor tested, a cut-off frequency of 8Khz

was achieved, compared with around 2kHz for the commercial devices.

These increases in probe speed will have immediate benefits in acquisition time due

to faster thermalisation, but optimised probes of this kind could also open the door

to other transient regime measurements, such as thermal diffusivity.

8.5.4 Passive mode scans

A common artefact of passive mode SThM is a temperature ‘asymmetry’ which is

observed between the probe’s signal when approaching a heated feature vs. when

scanning the region beyond the heated region such that the cantilever body is di-

rectly above it. Thermal loading through the air causes the probe to overestimate

the substrate temperature in such cases.
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A promising reduction in this artefact, shown in Figures 7.15 and Figure 7.17, was

observed with a C3 type probe. It is expected that should this experiment be re-

peated with a smaller sensor and larger cut-out, such as the C1 type probe, that

the artefact would be further diminished. In the longer term, this result suggests

that a probe whose cantilever area is minimised, and whose sensor is as local to the

contact point as possible would be the best choice for optimising SThM probes for

thermometry.

8.6 Further Experiments and Technology Transfer

In this work we have realised probes with improved sensitivity in the active mode,

and greater insensitivity to a common artefact in the passive mode. There are many

further experiments which should be performed and disseminated via journal pub-

lication.

8.6.1 Vacuum mode scanning

The performance of the fabricated probes was characterised over four experiments

throughout Chapter 7. Unfortunately however, we were unable to access a vacuum

AFM system during this time. While ambient operation is an important aspect of

SThM which accounts for a great deal of the experiments performed with the tech-

nique, vacuum operation can offer complimentary insights which should also be

considered. Not least, vacuum operation significantly simplifies the thermal net-

work of the system by eliminating losses to air, coupling between the probe and

sample through the air, and conduction through the liquid meniscus at the tip. The

heat transfer network is thus reduced into the ’thermal divider’ configuration pre-

sented in Section 4.9.2. The model developed in this work considered only vacuum

operation, and probe design was therefore concerned with optimising the solution

to the thermal divider problem. It is expected that the sensitivity of the developed

probes to changes in tip-sample thermal conduction is drastically improved in vac-

uum compared to the commercial devices. With the ability to perform experiments

that are characteristic of the modelled situation, it would be possible to verify the

model’s accuracy further, and to improve its predictive capability. This may also
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enable the calculation of unknown values that are had to extract from experiment,

in an approach such as that taken by Ge et al, who were able to calculate contact

resistance by fitting the value to the model output. [32]

In addition, it would be interesting to repeat the probe characterisation routines pre-

sented in Section 8.4.1. In fact, let it be noted that these characterisations could be

employed for each environment in which the probe is intended to operate. The self-

heating coefficient will be drastically increased without losses to air. One would also

expect a noticeable difference in the frequency response of the probe, since the en-

vironment offers zero heat capacity and practically infinite thermal resistance. One

can imagine that there are interesting insights to be found about how a given probe

design dissipates heat to the environment by repeating these experiments in both air

and vacuum, or at a variety of ambient pressures.

8.6.2 In fluid/hover mode scanning

In this work, we observed high scatter in the jump-to-contact temperature drop

when performing thermal-distance scans on bulk samples in ambient conditions.

However, when considering the change in temperature from far to in contact with

the device, the new probes demonstrated increased sensitivity, and a strong fit to the

modelled S-curve. It is proposed that the reason for the high scatter in the jump-to-

contact is because the probe-sample contact area is unknown for each contact event

and is not considered. One method for eliminating this high uncertainty is to avoid

contact with the sample altogether, and instead have the probe hover some fixed

distance from the sample surface. Coupling between the probe and sample could be

improved by introducing a fluid environment with higher thermal conductivity than

air. Immersion SThM has already been the subject of significant interest due to its ap-

plications for biological samples, however a major detractor from its development

has been the increased heat dissipation due to the more conductive environment

[233]. While this issue will still plague the novel cut-out probes presented in this

work, they have a key advantage which makes them well suited to this application.

By isolating the heater to narrow beams and increasing the thermal resistance to the

cantilever body, we have localised heat to the tip. This is particularly important in
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this environment, where any heat in the fin-like cantilever body will be readily and

efficiently dissipated into the environment. It is expected that these probes generate

a local temperature field of heated liquid in close proximity to the sample surface

that can be used to probe the sample thermal properties.

8.6.3 Passive mode performance

The probes presented in this work were developed with the active mode of oper-

ation in mind, however in Section 7.3 we identified a significant reduction in the

asymmetry artefact which occurs when driving the cantilever body over a heated

sample region. There remains more work that could be performed to quantify the

accuracy and repeatability of these probes for temperature measurement. Obviously,

the problem of contract resistance will still introduce an offset between the absolute

and measured temperature, but it is expected that these probes with more local, four

terminal sensors should be more insensitive to external temperature perturbations.

Experiments might include scanning over micro-hotplates with known temperature

fields, or modulation of the laser position on the probe body to ascertain whether or

not the new design is more tolerant to laser heating.

Further alterations could also be made to the probe to optimise its stability in the

passive mode. For example, it stands to reason that a probe with an even larger cut-

out would be more insensitive to the cantilever coupling artefact. In Section 6.1 we

demonstrated that significant portions of the cantilever could be removed without

compromising mechanical feasibility of the probe.

8.6.4 Addressable heaters

These probes were designed such that the ’force’ and ’sense’ terminals could be

swapped depending on the desired use case. This was discussed previously in

Section . In this work, the probes were only operated using current through the

outer beams, since this configuration gives the greatest degree of self-heating. It

would be interesting to characterise these probes using the methods outlined ear-

lier in this Chapter. It is reasonable to assume that they will demonstrate a lower

self-heating coefficient, since current will flow through the wider beams which have
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lower impedance and generate less Joule heat. While this is not advantageous for

the active mode scans performed in this work, it is useful for passive mode measure-

ments in which Joule heating is a confounding heat source.

8.6.5 More topographic sample

It should be acknowledged that only a limited number of samples were fully ’im-

aged’ with the probes presented in this work. We experienced no issues with hard

contact scanning, and saw no evidence that the probes would not be fit for purpose

when performing deflection calibration and force distance curves (Section 6.1). That

being said, probes with such drastic changes in layout might be expected to have

buckling/torsional stresses with tracking over samples with significant topographic

variation. It is the author’s belief that most such issues can be avoided by careful se-

lection of positional feedback parameters and consideration of the orientation of the

probe relative to the topographic features. That is to say, the scan should be oriented

such that the probe ’beak’ encounters large edges side on, rather than headfirst.

In the longer term, SThM should move away from hard contact scanning, and to-

wards the gentler intermittent contact modes. These ostensibly more fragile probes

necessarily have a reduced heat capacity due to the removal of cantilever material.

They feature a natural trade-off between mechanical stability and thermalisation

time. A significant hurdle preventing adoption of intermittent contact SThM is the

dwell time that would be required for the probe and sample to reach thermal equi-

librium. Removing this limitation through faster probes would be a significant step

forward for the technique. This was discussed previously in Section 8.2

8.6.6 Technology Transfer

Throughout this section we have highlighted some important experiments which

should be performed with the probes developed in this work, or the next iteration of

probes which are developed based upon this work. Once those results have been dis-

seminated through journal publication, it is intended that said probes are transferred

to Kelvin Nanotechnology and made available commercially. The probes presented

in this work are actually no more involved or expensive to produce than the ones
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available currently, since the changes are only in the layout and writing of layers

written with electron beam lithography. No additional processing steps have been

added in this work. It is our expectation that a probe such as the ’C2’ design could

be adopted for commercial manufacture with little further development. The first

demonstration of these probes had a reasonable high yield, with the main detractor

being the ’skirting’ artefact that resulted from writing too large an overlap in the

sensor region. Fixing this is anticipated to be a simple pattern change only.

Perhaps before moving to commercial manufacture however, it would be advan-

tageous to distribute these probes throughout Quantiheat partners, or the wider

scanning community. As end users of the probes, they will have valuable input

into what they would consider to be a significant improvement to the present com-

mercial probe. As the field increases in popularity, more and more research groups

are adopting the technique, but for slightly different applications. While there are

advantages to having the majority of end-users congregate around a single probe

design (as is the case presently), there are also advantages to having bespoke probes

manufactured for a specific measurement type. In this work, we have paid particu-

lar attention to the active mode performance of the probe, and found that there have

been some improvements in the passive mode as a fortunate by-product.

As thermally informed probe design matures, it is envisioned that product lines

of probes each best suited for a given application will emerge. It is our hope that

the fabrication improvements, modelling methods and experimental methodologies

presented in this work will provide a useful reference for the development of the

next generation of probes, regardless of which direction the field moves in.
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Appendix A

Process sheet for standard SThM

probes

• Orange - Photolithography exposures

• Blue - EBL exposures

• Grey - Plasma processes

• Green - Optical/SEM inspection steps
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Appendix B

3ω Theory

B.1 Derivation

The probe is driven with AC current of the form;

I(t) = I0cos(ωt) (B.1)

For purely resistive materials (no reactance), all of the electrical power is dissipated

as heat.

P = Q = I2R0 (B.2)

where R0 denotes the electrical resistance of the probe at room temperature.

Solving Equation B.2 demonstrates that the heat flux created through Joule heating

has a 2ω dependence;

Q(t) = R0 ·
I2
0
2
(1 + cos (2ωt)) (B.3)

The probe temperature as a function of time can be described by the sum of steady

state and transient components;
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Tp(t) = Tss(t) + T2ωcos(2ωt + σ) (B.4)

where Tp(t) is the probe temperature, Tss(t) is the steady state component of probe

temperature and T2ω is the 2nd harmonic temperature amplitude. We introduce σ

to account for any phase difference between electrical and thermal signals. Tss ac-

counts for any DC bias, and the contributions from ambient temperature drift - both

of which may vary over the duration of a scan.

The probe signal is then the product of the input current and its time-varying re-

sistance. Recall that under self-heating conditions, the resistance of the probe is

dependent upon its temperature. Therefore;

Vp (t) = I (t) R (T (t)) (B.5)

Vp = R0 (1 + αTSS) I0cos (ωt) +
R0αI0T2ω

2
cos (ωt + σ) +

R0αI0T2ω

2
cos (3ωt + σ)

(B.6)

Of the three terms of this sum, two depend upon ω, whilst the final depends on

3ω. Note the presence of the steady state temperature component, TSS, in the first

term. Therefore, the 1ω signal includes both electrical and thermal components.

Conversely, the third harmonic of this voltage contains solely information on the

thermal signal.

In 3ω Active mode SThM, we use a lock-in amplifier to measure the amplitude of

this third harmonic in the voltage signal. By doing so, we monitor changes in the

amplitude of the Joule-heated temperature only. This isolates the measurement from

any thermal or electrical drift, since only abstraction of heat at the source frequency

ω is accounted for.
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Appendix C

Thermal Conductivity of samples

in the Quantiheat set

The thermal conductivity of the materials provided was measured by LNE, the ’Lab-

oratoire National de Métrologie et d’Essais’, a French National Metrology Institute

(NMI). The measurement is an indirect one, based upon three distinct measurements

of thermal diffusivity, specific heat, and density. The thermal conductivity is then

given by;

k = acpρ (C.1)

where

• a is the thermal diffusivity as measured using the laser flash method [238]

• cp is the specific heat, as measured with a differential scanning calorimeter

[239]

• ρ is the density, as measured with the Archimedean immersion method.

The uncertainty of the calculated thermal conductivity measurement was reported

as 5%.

The following table presents the materials which comprised the Quantiheat active

calibration set, alongside their thermal conductivities.
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Material Thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
PMMA 0.187
POMC 0.329
SiO2 1.28
Al2O3 29.8
Si n++ 71.2
Si p++ 93.4
Ge 60
Ge Sb 60
TiO2 12.52
CaF2 9.17
ZrO2 3
Glass 1.14

TABLE C.1: Thermal conductivities of the Quantiheat sample set
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Appendix D

Calculating the resistance of the

sensor in four terminal probes,

using measurements across all

combinations of terminals

Four terminal resistance measurements are typically performed using a four termi-

nal probe - station. In this configuration, two probes are used to supply current

to the probe, while the other two measure voltage drop between them, Note that

no current flows through the voltage terminals, since they present extremely high

impedance. In the case that a four terminal measurement system is not available, it

is still possible to calculate the resistance across the sensor using only a two termi-

nal standard ohmmeter. In Figure D.1 we present a simplified representation of the

probe’s resistive network.

There are six unique pairs of connections between the four probes. The resistance

measured between them is the series sum of whichever resistors R1 through RS com-

prise the connection between terminals.

For example, the resistance measured between terminals 1 and 4 is given by;

1→ 4 = R1 + RS + R4 (D.1)
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measurements across all combinations of terminals

R 1 R
2

R
3

R
4

RS

1 2

3 4

FIGURE D.1: Circuit diagram denoting the four pads and leads which
connect to the probe’s sensing resistor.

The full set of measurement results for all terminal combinations may be solved as a

system of simultaneous equations. In matrix form;

Ax = b (D.2)

Where A is a design matrix of binary values indicating which resistances comprise

a given pair of terminals, x is a vector representing each of the individual resistors

and b is a vector representing each of the possible terminal combinations;



1 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 0 0

1 0 0 1 1

0 1 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 0

0 0 1 1 1





R1

R2

R3

R4

RS


=



1→ 2

1→ 3

1→ 4

2→ 3

2→ 4

3→ 4


(D.3)
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Solving for x yields an array of resistances representing the four leads and the sensor.

Note that the solution requires calculating the pseudo-inverse of A , since it is not

square.

The fact that the lead resistances are also reported is useful, as it may give an idea

of the degree of accuracy with which the sensor was aligned to the cantilever. For

example, if R1 < R2, it might indicate that the resistor is narrower on lead 2 and

that there was a misalignment in the +x direction. This conclusion is reasonably

valid when probes in the same writing cell are experience resistance imbalances of

the same kind, since they are all written using the same alignment operation. If an

individual probe experiences such an imbalance, other causes such as contamination

or poor adhesion should be considered first.

Note that an auto-ranging ohmmeter should not be used for measuring probe resis-

tances as it is highly likely that they will provide a probe which exceeds the maxi-

mum of the probe.
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Appendix E

Joule Heating Calculation for

Cantilever Modelling Program

E.1 Theory

As current travels through the metal layers of the probe, Joule heating occurs. When

considering purely resistive materials (no reactance), it is reasonable to assume 100%

of the generated electrical power is dissipated as heat. For a simple estimate of the

probe power, P = I2R may be used, however this is not appropriate for the dis-

tributed model. Instead, we require an array of elemental heat generation magni-

tudes which can be used with our thermal resistance matrix to calculate the temper-

ature distribution.

E.2 Derivation

Starting from the Joule-Lenz law;

Q(x) = P(x) = I2R(x) (E.1)

The above can also be stated in terms of the current density and metal resistivity;

Q(x) = P(x) = j(x)2ρ (E.2)
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Where j denotes the current density, and is the quotient of current and conductor

cross-section in the direction of current flow, A. ρ denotes the electrical resistivity of

the metal, and is related to its resistance through the equation;

R(x) =
ρL(x)
A(x)

(E.3)

For much of the probe, the current flow occurs parallel to the x direction. In such

cases, we begin by calculating the resistance of the element using Equation E.3;

R(x) =
ρdx(x)

w(x)t(x)
(E.4)

In which L is replaced by dx(x) - the sampling length, and the cross section of an

element is given by its x-dependent width and thickness. Although metal layers are

deposited uniformly, we must still consider the case in which the metal is deposited

on the pyramid slope. Here, the thickness of the metal in the direction of current

flow is reduced when compared with its nominal thickness as the following;

tslope = t cos(46.5◦) (E.5)

Where 46.5◦ is the angle between the {313} planes of the pyramid and a (100) surface

plane.

The sample width, dx(x) contains an x dependence, which arises due to differences

between the writing plane and the projection plane when defining features on an

angled surface. This situation occurs on the pyramid sidewalls, whose position is

fixed at 139µm, so a simple trigonometric correction can be applied to all samples in

which dx× [n] >= 139µm.

E.2.1 Correcting for off-axis current angle

The tip of the probe features a Palladium resistive element which follows the outer

edge of the taper. As such, it lies off the x-axis. The widths of all materials in this

model considers the vertical (y) extent. This value differs from the ‘width’ of the Pd
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w(x)

x

w′(x)

x′

θpd

θpd

FIGURE E.1: Schematic demonstrating the difference between the
width of the Pd sensor in the relative to the x axis and relative to

the x′ axis, which is the direction of current flow

wire in the direction of current flow. A correction must be performed to correctly

handle those regions for which this is the case:

w′(x) = w(x)sin(θPd) (E.6)

In which w′ is the width in the direction of current flow (normal to x′ axis), w is the

initial, vertical width provided by the model’s fracturing routine. θPd denotes the

angle between the x and x′ dimensions. It is 34° degrees (as shown in Figure 4.19)

for the commercial KNT probe, and 45° for the novel probes described in this work.

In the source code, this operation is handled by the function transform_heater()

There is an additional problem when considering that the resistor ‘turns a corner’ at

the very tip. This problem is particularly evident given that we consider only one

half of the probe due to the axis of symmetry along its length. Correct treatment

of this problem is non-trivial. If naively handled, the reduction in sensor width

that occurs in the final microns of the probe would result in an increased power

generation, which is clearly unphysical. There is no restriction in current in this

region, it is simply turning the corner which is not present because we have only

simulated one half of the symmetrical probe.

As such, we have adopted a strategy in which we calculate the volumetric power
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FIGURE E.2: The elemental power generation of the Gold and Palla-
dium layers as a function of position for the final 11 µm of the can-
tilever (the tilted ‘beak’ section). Note the reduction in power gener-

ation at the end of the probe due to the reduction in Pd area.

generation and scale to element area. This assumes uniform power generation across

the entire sensor, which we believe to be a more appropriate treatment. With the

scaling strategy applied, the power generation per unit area is independent of this

tapering. In fact, the reduction in area towards the apex yields a reduction in power

generation that mimics what would occur at a bend in a conductive wire due to

current crowding [240]. This may be seen in Figure E.2, which is a magnification of

the general power plot presented in Figure 4.24, Section 4.7.3. Note that the increased

current at that would occur at the concave edge has not been implemented in this

model.

The power density scaling method requires that a fixed width sensor be used in the

design. This requirement is fulfilled by the commercial probe, and has been fulfilled

in all the novel probes presented in this work. This fixed width (in the x′ direction)

is found automatically by the mode of the w′ array. We use γ to represent the fixed

width which is used throughout the following equations. The method is most easily

understood by starting from volumetric power density. For clarity, we will omit

elemental notation and trigonometric corrections.

Q = j2ρ (E.7)
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j =
I

γt
(E.8)

R =
ρL
A

, ρ =
RA
L

=
Rγt
dx

(E.9)

Substituting in ρ to Equation E.7 and reducing;

Q =
I2R

γtdx
(E.10)

Which is clearly power per meter cubed. Multiplying through by the dimensions

of the element, (t × w(x) × dx), gives the power per element which is our desired

value;

Q(x) = I2R(x)
w(x)

γ
(E.11)

We arrive back to Q = I2R, but with a scaling factor of
w′(x)

γ
. Note that w(x) will

only ever equal, or be less than γ, resulting in power reduction at the apex rather

than a power increase due to reduced width. An additional benefit of this calculation

is that it yields the electrical resistance of the sensor through the summation of the

R(x) array. This is a useful number to know when designing new probes, giving

an idea of the sensitivity of circuitry that would be required to interface with such a

probe.
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Failure mechanisms of four

terminal cutout probes

F.1 Beam breaks

Name Beam breakages
Figure reference 6.34A
Description The beams at the cantilever apex are either broken, buckled, or

have snapped off completely
Suspected Cause Unclear. Must be something that occurs during/after release. Per-

haps surface tension related. Perhaps N2 gun, or stress within the
metal?

Probes affected Cut-outs only
Severity High. Probe cannot be used
Frequency Low. 5 out of a half wafer
Avoidance Needs investigation into the cause. Gentle wafer handling and

care when submerging/removing wafer from liquids
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F.2 Au adhesion

Name Poor gold adhesion
Figure reference 6.34B
Description The Gold has failed to adhere to the substrate in the region con-

necting the leads to the sensor. Au wires appear to have ’slid’ to
one side or another, causing an open circuit.

Suspected Cause Cantilever contamination prior to gold deposition. Perhaps also
because the Gold wires run partially up the ’beak’ of the cantilever
but not very far.

Probes affected Both, but more frequently observed on non-cut-outs
Severity High. If electrical continuity is broken, the probe cannot be used

to perform thermal measurements.
Frequency Low/medium 7 in a half wafer
Avoidance High power ashing before resist coating, review the de-scum ash

that is performed immediately prior to Gold deposition.
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F.3 Au lift-off

Name Poor Gold lift-off
Figure reference 6.34C
Description The Gold film in-between the pairs of leads leading to the tip has

failed to lift-off properly and appears to be connected to the edge
of the cut-out. Appears to be related to the platinum de-lamination
defect discussed below

Suspected Cause Unclear. Perhaps the undercut etch was not deep enough in these
regions. The Au inside the cutout should be deposited on the Si
substrate, but that region is covered in resist.

Probes affected Cut-outs only
Severity High.
Frequency Low. Two instances in all probes inspected.
Avoidance Perhaps exposing resist in this region so this chunk of gold can be

deposited on Si would be beneficial.
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F.4 Platinum delamination

Name Platinum Delamination
Figure reference 6.35A
Description Platinum peeling off the SiN tip. May be related to the Au lift-off

defect outlined above
Suspected Cause As in Table F.3
Probes affected As in Table F.3
Severity As in Table F.3
Frequency As in Table F.3
Avoidance As in Table F.3
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F.5 Lift-off failure cantilever

Name Lift-off failure of cantilever hard-mask
Figure reference 6.35B
Description The rhombuses which should be free space in the cut-out designs

are instead occupied by SiN. Poor lift-off in cantilever definition
has transferred all the way through the process

Suspected Cause Insufficient soaking/agitation in the lift-off process of defining the
cantilever hard-mask .Can be observed early on in the process.
Cantilevers may be easily re-defined if the frequency of this defect
is too high.

Probes affected Cut-outs only. Typically size 3 and 4 where the side lobes are
smaller.

Severity Medium. This defect was not observed in the central region which
defines the width of the sensor. See Figure 6.32 for an example of
a non-critical failure of this type

Frequency Low. 4 in a half wafer
Avoidance A re-assessment of the cut-out shape may help. More agitation

may help, but there are risks associated with this which were out-
lined in Section 6.2.3.
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F.6 Skirt re-deposition

Name Lift-off failure of cantilever hard-mask
Figure reference 6.35C
Description Metal strands (curls, shavings) are deposited on the cantilever

apex. On the cut-out probes, metal strands wrap around the re-
leased beams. The strands are the metal ’skirts’/overlaps which
were employed for self alignment.

Suspected Cause This defect was not observed on the initial cut-outs design. May
be caused due to narrower overlap (300nm vs 1µm) lowering
the probability that the strips will properly adhere to the Si sub-
strate. May be caused by the lack of the lift-off enhancing structure
(which can be seen in Figure 6.7), which was on oversight in this
design. It may also be undercut etch depth related. If the metal
film is not completely discontinuous then the skirt will be unlikely
to float away.

Probes affected Cut-outs predominantly. Looks worst on C1 type probes with the
long, narrow beams. Small curls have also been observed on N
type probes, but with reduced frequency.

Severity Variable/ unclear. It depends on the location of the re-deposition.
Metal shavings may short between terminals, which would be a
critical failure. They may protrude and cause an incorrect contact.
Others appear to be purely cosmetic however; see Figure 6.36

Frequency Medium. 10 - 15 per half wafer.
Avoidance It may be that a large Pd region outwith the cantilever region

would give the metal strands something to curl around other than
the beams of the cutout probes. A deeper undercut etch may also
help ensure the film is discontinuous between Si substrate and SiN
beam.
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Spray Coating

G.1 Present Resist Technologies

A key technology in our group is the ability to pattern metal features onto AFM

tips using EBL, which has allowed for the creation of many novel functionalised

AFM probes. Such patterning is not possible using the typical resist application of

spin coating due to the significant topography of the substrate. Fluid dynamics and

surface tension dictate the profile of the film, which was previously presented in

Figure 3.9. Resist build-up at the foot of raised features will require greater dosing

or development to clear out written features, which imposes a limit on the minimum

line-width attainable in these locations. Thinning at raised edges means that if these

substrates were to be metallised, the exposed pyramid apices would be ‘capped’

with metal - a critical failure.

We overcome the problem of discontinuous coverage by employing the float coating

technique [160] (described in the main text in Section 3.6, Figure 3.10). We supple-

ment traditional spin-on deposition with this method, using it to drape an additional

thin film over any raised features.

G.2 Issues with float coating

Although capable of mitigating some of the issues with spin-on deposition, float

coated resist films typically features defects such as wrinkling an tearing, as high-

lighted in Figure A.3. Tearing occurs infrequently enough to be tolerable, whereas
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FIGURE G.1: Schematic of a spray coating operation. The sample is
loaded onto the stage and held in place by vacuum. A motorized
sled raster scans the nozzle across the sample surface whilst spraying
the resist-solvent mixture. The extent of the scan is greater than that
of the wafer to ensure good coverage of the edges. A single pass will
likely result in periodic thickness variation, so the wafer can be raised
and rotated before starting a subsequent pass. The stage incorporates

a programmable heater to adjust the rate of local re-flow.

wrinkling poses a more serious limitation. Local thickness variations of three times

the nominal value require significant overdosing to ensure feature clearance. As

above, this condition restricts minimum attainable line-width.

G.3 Introducing Spray Coating

Spray coating offers an alternative method of resist deposition. The fundamentals

of this process are highlighted in Figure G.1. Since the resist is applied from above,

this technique can offer better coverage of topographic features. The nozzle ejects

an aerosol consisting of Nitrogen gas, resist polymer and solvents. The correct se-

lection of solvents is important, and should include both a high and low volatility

solvent[130]. The former is required to reduce the viscosity of the resist and allow

for atomisation. Most of this is evaporated before reaching the sample surface. The

latter is required to facilitate local re-flow of the resist on the substrate and prevent

simply ‘powder-coating’ the sample.

Historically, spray coating has only been used for photoresists, however we identify
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TABLE G.1: Spray Coated E-beam Resist Recipe

Material Category Boiling Point Volume Ratio
12% 50K PMMA Resist N/A 1.00
Acetone High Volatility Solvent 56C 18.48
Anisole Low Volatility Solvent 154C 14.56

TABLE G.2: Spray Coater Parameters

Parameter Description Units Notes
N2 Flow Nitrogen flow rate l/min 40 l/min maximum
Resist Solution Flow High Volatility Solvent l/min
Stage Temperature Low Volatility Solvent C 20C to 80C
Slew Rate Speed of sled travel mm/s
Pitch Pitch of the raster scan mm Minimum 0.1mm
Passes Number of repetitions of the raster N/A 90 degree rotation between passes

it as a potential alternative to float coating if a suitable recipe for e-beam resist can

be found. This has not been widely attempted, evidenced by the presence of just one

paper in the literature[241].

G.4 Challenges

The machine manufacturers do not support e-beam resist coating, and there are no

appropriate resists on the market for purchase. Therefore, we have developed a

recipe of our own. We were unable to acquire the exact chemicals used in Linden

et. al[241], however their work has been invaluable in informing the correct ratios

of solvents. Our recipe is presented in Table G.1.

In addition to developing the resist dilution, considerable effort has been invested

in finding the optimal parameters for the machine’s numerous deposition options.

These are summarised in Table G.2.

Preliminary testing on resist dilution and coater parameters will not be reported

here. Many early results could be judged by eye alone. Beyond this point, stylus

profilometry and optical microscopy were used.

For stylus profilometry, we introduce a scratch in the resist with a soft tool to ensure

no damage to the substrate. Scanning the profiler tip over this scratch gives a flat

plane with which to perform tilt correction, and gives a measure of the step height

(resist thickness). The scratch prevails after baking, allowing comparison between
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baked and as-deposited films. An example result is presented in Figure G.2. This

particular example has thickness of around 1um, about double the desired amount.

When working with films of more appropriate thickness, we observe some porosity,

even after baking. The stylus profilometer reports only a line trace, so occasionally

misses such defects, especially if they are low density. Additionally, the 2.5um tip

radius may prove too large to accurately image small holes.

On such samples, we employ image analysis using ImageJ. Pixel thresholding is

used to identify areas of the image in which the substrate is exposed. The sum of

these pixels can be reported as a figure of percentage coverage. Alternatively, the

thresholded image can be processed using the cell counting algorithm to count pores

of a particular size or shape. This processing is used in the production of Figures G.3.

G.5 Results

Preliminary experiments identified two figures of merit. We introduce first - the

volume coefficient, and demonstrate the linear dependence between this and the

deposited film thickness (Figure G.4 (right), Equation G.1);

Volume coefficient =
Resist Flow Rate×Number of Passes

Pitch× Slew Rate
(G.1)

The linear dependence of average thickness upon volume coefficient holds true re-

gardless of any individual parameters. However, it gives no information on the

roughness or coverage of the film. Although this is dependent on many different

parameters, we focus on one of particular interest, which we have named the flow

ratio. This is the ratio between gaseous and aqueous material from the nozzle, which

is a measure of the pressure of the system. It has been noted that this will effect the

particle size of droplets in the aerosol [129].

Figure G.3 demonstrates the effect of increased Nitrogen flow on wafer coverage and

porosity. These data are used to derive a power law dependence of wafer coverage

and flow ratio (Figure G.4, left). This fit highlights that complete coverage of the

wafer is highly unlikely, even at the machine’s maximum flow ratio of 420. However,
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FIGURE G.4: Left: Increasing the ‘flow ratio’ of Nitrogen to resist im-
proves wafer coverage. Right: Average resist thickness as a function

of Volume Coefficient.

FIGURE G.5: Stylus profilometer trace across a scratch in a spray
coated resist film
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FIGURE G.6: Image gallery comparing a thin, nearly continuous
PMMA film before and after baking. The resist has been scraped off
in the x and y directions to expose the surface and allow for measur-
ing the film thickness and levelling of the profilometer data. Before
baking, there are some ’pores’ present in the resist which appear to

have re-flowed away after 30 minutes of high temperature baking.

poor coverage at this stage can be mitigated by soft-baking, which partially re-flows

the resist and drives off any residual solvent in the mixture.

Optimising the volume coefficient and flow ratio, combined with a 30 minute, 180C

soft-bake produced the results presented in Figures G.5 and G.6. The substrate was

flat, un-processed Si wafer. We achieved a thickness of 612± 33nm, representing a

uniformity of 5%. Note that the best published result is 15%[241].

G.5.1 Topographic Wafers

Following promising results on flat wafers, we progressed to topographic samples.

Gratings of 50µm and 10µm pitch were written across raised bars of 14µm height,

at a range of doses. Metal lift-off was performed to selectively remove metal in

the un-exposed areas, before inspection via SEM. The results of this experiment are

presented in G.7. Although we observe sharp features and excellent definition at low

magnification (Figure G.7a), we identify a critical failure at higher magnifications

(Figures G.7c and G.7d). Metal has adhered to the substrate along the edge of the
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(A) (B)

(C) (D)

FIGURE G.7: SEM images of a metallised feature written in spray-
coated resist, at various magnifications.

raised feature, indicating that no resist was present in this area. We propose that the

resist has receded from the edge during soft-bake due to surface tension.

G.5.2 Discussion

The results presented in Figure G.7 were generated from a sample coated with opti-

mal process parameters. At the limit of flow ratio permitted by the machine, we still

observe pores in the as-deposited film. We have shown that soft-baking can mitigate

this, but an overly aggressive bake has been shown to recess the film from feature

edges. We have performed additional experiments to optimise the bake recipe, how-

ever it appears likely that an alteration in the resist/solvent mixture is required. We

propose that the issues demonstrated here are caused by too little low volatility sol-

vent. Increased proportions would allow for greater local re-flow of resist during

deposition and reduce the required soft-baking time.
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